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Abstract
The statistical assessment of harvested ﬁsh populations, such as the Atlantic-Iberian sardine (AIS)
stock, needs to deal with uncertainties inherent in ﬁsheries systems. Uncertainties arising from
sampling errors and stochasticity in stock dynamics must be incorporated in stock assessment
models so that management decisions are based on realistic evaluation of the uncertainty about
the status of the stock. The main goal of this study is to develop a stock assessment framework
that accounts for some of the uncertainties associated with the AIS stock that are currently not
integrated into stock assessment models. In particular, it focuses on accounting for the uncertainty
arising from the catch data sampling process.
The central innovation the thesis is the development of a Bayesian integrated stock as-
sessment (ISA) model, in which an observation model explicitly links stock dynamics parameters
with statistical models for the various types of data observed from catches of the AIS stock.
This allows for systematic and statistically consistent propagation of the uncertainty inherent in
the catch sampling process across the whole stock assessment model, through to estimates of
biomass and stock parameters. The method is tested by simulations and found to provide reliable
and accurate estimates of stock parameters and associated uncertainty, while also outperforming
existing designed-based and model-based estimation approaches.
The method is computationally very demanding and this is an obstacle to its adoption
by ﬁsheries bodies. Once this obstacle is overcame, the ISA modelling framework developed
and presented in this thesis could provide an important contribution to the improvement in the
evaluation of uncertainty in ﬁsheries stock assessments, not only of the AIS stock, but of any other
ﬁsh stock with similar data and dynamics structure. Furthermore, the models developed in this
study establish a solid conceptual platform to allow future development of more complex models
of ﬁsh population dynamics.
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Counting ﬁsh in the ocean is just as easy as counting trees in a forest  except the ﬁsh are
invisible and move constantly."
Eric Vance, The End of the Line
Chapter 1
Quantifying exploited ﬁsh populations:
a review on ﬁsheries, stock assessment
and the Iberian sardine stock
1.1 Introduction
Fish species, which in ﬁsheries include all marine species that are, or could be, harvested (e.g.
ﬁn ﬁsh, shellﬁsh, marine mammals, etc), have been a primary source of food for humans since
pre-historic times. With the development of human civilization, ﬁshing expanded as a valuable
business activity, generating wealth to ﬁshing boat owners and associated industries and livelihood
to ﬁshermen. Indeed, ﬁsheries are of crucial importance for the subsistence of many local com-
munities and, since marine resources are limited, ﬁshers often compete for the same resource.
As a result, ﬁshing is intrinsically bound to strong regionalism attitudes with ﬁshing communities
exerting substantial inﬂuence on politics. On the other hand, the ecological impacts of ﬁshing can
be catastrophic, reducing the abundance of ﬁsh and changing marine ecosystems in ways scientists
are still unable to fully anticipate. A ﬁshery is regarded as a system consisting of three interacting
components: the aquatic biota, the aquatic habitat and the anthropological use of those renewable
natural resources (Lackey, 2005). The management of ﬁsheries is therefore crucial for keeping
such an intricate system sustainable, while understanding this complexity and assessing its status
are essential factors for the success of ﬁsheries management.
The ultimate aim of a ﬁshery stock assessment is to provide the best possible technical
support to the policy makers responsible for the management of a ﬁshed species (Figure 1.1). For
that purpose, stock assessments attempt to quantitatively describe the past and current status of
ﬁsh stocks. Stock assessments can subsequently be used to predict the future status of stocks given
current managerial measures, as well as to predict how stocks will respond to diﬀerent management
options. Thus, scientists produce series of estimates for stock sizes and ﬁshing mortalities over
time, which are applied to derive biological reference points (BRPs). A BRP is a concrete number
(e.g. stock size) which is usually based on the concept of maximum sustainable yield (MSY), in
other words, the largest annual catch that can be taken from a stock without aﬀecting its long
term productivity (King, 2007). BRPs are benchmarks for making management recommendations
by e.g. suggesting how large the population or how intense the ﬁshing pressure should be. In
the end, policy makers must interpret the information from the assessment and determine which
strategies and regulations are more appropriate in terms of biological preservation, social impact
and economical prospects (Figure 1.1).
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Most stock assessments focus on evaluating the biological status of a single stock. Deter-
mining historical trends of abundance and growth of a ﬁshed species requires understanding the
dynamics of its population and ﬁshery, which is sometimes referred to as the stock dynamics of the
species. Fish stocks are therefore viewed as dynamic entities that will respond over time to ﬂuctua-
tions in environmental factors and exploitation rates. Biologically based stock assessments consist
of analysing and integrating data depicting a range of life history characteristics of a species (e.g.
growth, mortality, maturity, etc). In simplistic terms, ﬁsheries modelers apply mathematical and
statistical tools, known as population dynamics models, to express the main population processes
driving a ﬁshed population i.e.: birth, growth, reproduction and death.
Tracking the dynamics of a stock comprising a large number of individuals is far from trivial.
Given the strong dependency of population processes to interactions within and among ﬁsh species
and their sensitivity to environmental variability, it is very diﬃcult to assess how a change in e.g.
the mortality rate will aﬀect the population in the future. Fisheries scientists have the additional
problem of studying subaquatic animals often distributed across wide geographic areas, and hence
mostly hidden unless when caught by a ﬁshing gear. Nonetheless, understanding the population
dynamics and biology of ﬁshed species is essential to meet the main goal of ﬁsheries science:
maximise yields to ﬁsherman while safeguarding the long term viability of ﬁsh populations and
ecosystems.
Fisheries science is a multidisciplinary ﬁeld, integrating several areas of research as diverse as
population genetics and ﬁshing gears selectivity. It intends to gather knowledge about the ecology,
biology and ﬁshery dynamics of commercially valuable marine populations. Fisheries science was
ﬁrstly recognised as a research ﬁeld in late 1860's, when the Norwegian government hired a group
of scientists to determine why the catches of Atlantic cod in northern Norway ﬂuctuated so greatly
(Smith, 1994). Within 20 years Norway had established a scientiﬁc agency dedicated to the study
of ﬁsheries, equipping it with research vessels and laboratories. Soon, as scientists got increasingly
concerned that ﬂuctuations in ﬁsh abundance were caused by ﬁshing, other countries in Europe and
North America were setting up agencies for ﬁsheries research (Cushing, 1988). The shared interest
of many countries in common resources led to a solid international cooperation between scientists.
In 1902, the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) was established, and soon
after it was coordinating international programmes to study the eﬀects of ﬁshing on stocks.
A turning point in ﬁsheries science occurred at the beginning of the twentieth century when
Johan Hjort proposed the application of the science of Vital Statistics to ﬁsh (Hjort, 1914).
Using the demography principles of birth rate, age distribution and migration, Hjort showed that
ﬂuctuations in catches were caused by the extreme annual variability in juvenile survival. Soon,
scientists were predicting future catch rates by measuring the abundance of juveniles before they
grew large enough to be caught by ﬁshers (Jennings et al., 2001). By the 1950's, the pioneering
age of single-species stock assessment was in full swing, with the yield-per-recruit philosophy as
the basis of all quantitative ﬁsheries research. The theory behind the yield-per-recruit equation
led directly to the development of techniques for estimating biomass and ﬁshing mortality, such
as the widely applied virtual population analysis (VPA, Gulland, 1965) and catchability analysis
(Paloheimo and Dickie, 1964).
From the late 20th century onwards, ﬁsheries science has been focused on the diagnosis
and rebuilding of collapsed stocks (e.g. Hutchings, 2000; Mullon et al., 2005; Pinsky et al., 2011),
while also concentrating on how to handle the uncertainties underlying in ﬁsheries assessments and
management (e.g. Patterson et al., 2001; Maunder et al., 2006; Fulton et al., 2011). Scientists
have also recognised that ﬁsheries management does not relate solely to the ﬁshed stock but also to
the communities that depend on it. Thus, inputs from sociologists and economists are increasingly
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Figure 1.1: The relationship between ﬁsh stock assessment, data collection and management objectives, strategies
and regulations (adapted from King, 2007).
been taken into account to evaluate how management strategies aﬀect ﬁshing communities (e.g.
Perry et al., 2011; Zimmermann et al., 2011). In addition, there is a great debate on whether to
abandon the broadly used single-species approach to ﬁsheries assessment and management and
move towards a multispecies analysis perspective (Pauly et al., 2003, 2005; Link et al., 2011).
By accounting for technical (e.g. mixed ﬁsheries) and biological interactions (e.g. competition
for food and space) among species, the multispecies ecosystem-based approach can improve the
assessment of ﬁsheries while evaluating the impacts of ﬁshing on the conservation of marine
environment, species and habitats (Mackinson et al., 2009).
This chapter aims at providing an overview of marine ﬁsheries and ﬁsheries science, with
speciﬁc focus on stock assessment methods. It starts with a chronicle on the historical development
of ﬁsheries and a review of the current state of global ﬁsheries. The importance of ﬁsheries in
the society and economics is also addressed, as well as an account of the main events behind the
collapse of many key ﬁsheries. It then follows with a historical review and description of the most
important methods in stock assessment. The relevance of uncertainty in ﬁsheries and how the
Bayesian approach provided a vital framework for accounting for those uncertainties in modelling
is also given special attention. Focus is then shifted towards the Iberian sardine ﬁshery, which
constitutes the case study for the methods developed during the PhD and presented in this thesis.
The biology and dynamics of the sardine stock and its ﬁshery are explained, as well as the process
of data collection and how the stock has been assessed so far. Discussions presented up to that
point should provide the necessary background for the ﬁnal section of the chapter, where the main
goals of this PhD project are then described.
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1.2 Global marine ﬁsheries: an overview
The history of global marine ﬁsheries and their current status are elucidative of the importance
of ﬁsheries science and management in their pursuit of preventing the overexploitation of ﬁsh
resources. Moreover, understanding the events behind the collapse of some key ﬁsheries, as well
as the social and economical motivations driving the ﬁshing industry, is vital for the development
of methods in ﬁsheries science.
1.2.1 The historical development of marine ﬁsheries
Fish has been a primary source of protein for humans since prehistoric times and, along with
hunting, ﬁshing is one of the oldest professions (Smith, 2002). Archaeological studies have found
indications of ﬁshing in the late Palaeolithic period (around 50 000 years ago), and ﬁshing has
also been depicted in rock carvings in southern Africa and Europe dating from 25 000 years ago.
The ﬁrst records of ﬁsheries carried on a large scale in Europe are from the Phoenician civilization
(Coull, 1972). Using sailing vessels, Phoenician ﬁsheries spread across the Mediterranean from
1550 BC to 300 BC. The rise of the Roman empire, with its insatiable markets, led to a greater
scale of exploitation of ﬁsh resources. During that period, catches were predominantly preserved
by salting and drying, while fresh ﬁsh was a luxury item.
While early ﬁsheries were mainly inshore, the Vikings and the Normans were probably the
ﬁrst to venture in deep-water ﬁsheries, using long-lines for herring in the south of Ireland during
the tenth century. A century later, with the rise of coastal cities in Europe, advances in ﬁsh
harvesting and distribution, together with the production and trading of ﬁshing commodities (e.g.
salt, nets, hooks) led to the evolution of artisanal ﬁsheries into large-scale commercial ﬁshing
enterprises (Coull, 1972; Lackey, 2005). The development of seafaring skills took nations to
discover abundant ﬁsh resources in unexplored parts of the ocean, and by early 1500s French,
Spanish and Portuguese ﬁshers were crossing the North Atlantic after the high-value cod in the
waters oﬀ the Newfoundland (Kurlansky, 1998). Meanwhile, large ﬂeets from northern Europe
were targeting herring in the North Sea using drift nets, while moving from port to port following
the herring's seasonal migrations (Cushing, 1988).
The Industrial Revolution (18th-19th century) was a key period for the development of
ﬁsheries (Jennings et al., 2001; Coull, 1972). As demand for ﬁsh products increased, sophistication
in naval engineering and improvements in ﬁsh processing and storage contributed to a rapid increase
in the eﬃciency of ﬁshing vessels. Trawling became the main used technique, widening the range
of species available, and by the 1860s steam-powered vessels started to replace sailing boats, with
outstanding results. Fishing operations were no longer limited by winds and tides, the range and
covered area increased, steam winches allowed trawling at greater depths and the average size of
vessels and nets increased. Signiﬁcantly, as a result, catch rates quadruplicated. In the USA, the
steep economic and population growth in mid 19th century resulted in a great increase of food
demands. Fishmeal was an accessible source of high-protein animal feed, and thence small and
abundant shoaling species became prime ﬁshing targets. The early 1900s saw the proliferation
of steel ﬁshing vessels, with the ﬁrst installation of diesel power occurring in Europe during the
inter-wars period (1920s - 1930s). The eﬃciency of pelagic ﬁsheries increased signiﬁcantly with
implementation of mid-water trawlers, as well as the development of purse-seiners capable of large
scale operations in the open sea (Coull, 1972). In demersal ﬁsheries, trawlers were further adapted
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to comprise larger stowage capacity and freezing equipment, while on-board processing allowed
for more ﬁllet production and fewer, less valuable, whole ﬁsh aboard (Smith, 2002). Vessels could
therefore remain several months at sea while the costs of working at long distance were minimised.
The period after the Second World War saw an unparalleled acceleration in ﬁsheries tech-
nological development. Innovations included higher-speed engines, hydraulic winches, ability to
scan topography and ﬁsh location through echo-sounders, and precise navigation tools - all con-
tributing for an increase of productivity of ﬁshing ﬂeets. Trading also grew extensively and was
strongly supported by the emergence of elaborate networks of handling, transport, distribution
and holding facilities. As a result, a much larger proportion of catch reached the consumer fresh,
while traditional preservation (e.g. salting) was supplemented by canning and freezing methods.
Moreover, as seasonal ﬁsheries became economically untenable, big capital investments ensured
that the ﬁshing industry remained operational all year round. At present, few areas of the oceans
remain unexploited, and economic costs rather than technology limit ﬁshing power (Jennings et al.,
2001).
1.2.2 Economical, social and political relevance
The ﬁshery sector has a vital role in key areas of many societies. Apart from contributing to eco-
nomic activities and to the food security of many countries, ﬁsheries around the globe also provide
jobs for millions of people. Furthermore, its intrinsic socio-economical dimension often results in
intensive lobbyism of ﬁshing interests on national and international governmental processes.
Given the high-nutritional value and availability of aquatic organisms, feeding was probably
the primary motivation for humans to start harvesting the sea thousands of years ago. Human ﬁsh
consumption has increased substantially in the last few decades, following the change in global
dietary patterns towards an increment in protein intake. This change, supported by the expansion
of global food markets, resulted from the interaction of factors such as rising living standards and
rapid urbanization. In 2007, ﬁsh accounted for 15.7% of the global population's intake of animal
protein, following a growing annual per capita ﬁsh consumption from an average of 9.9 kg in the
1960's to 17.0 kg in 2007. In 2008, nearly 81% of world ﬁsh production was used for human
consumption, while the rest was mainly reduced to ﬁshmeal and ﬁsh oil (FAO, 2011).
Food security may have been the basic motivation for the origins of ﬁshing, but the fun-
damental catalyst behind the extensive development of ﬁsheries was their monetary value, and
thus the ﬁshers' pursuit for wealthier resources. Early in the history of ﬁsheries, ﬁshers quickly
recognised catches as a commodity that could be traded for other goods (Jennings et al., 2001).
Simply put, if the revenue from catching a species exceeded the cost of doing so, there was
an economic incentive to harvest that population (Clark, 2006). Thus, most ﬁshed stocks have
been exploited for economic beneﬁt. The more valuable the species, and the lower the cost of
catching it, the more heavily they were exploited. The economical development of ﬁsheries has
been helped by structural changes in the ﬁsheries sector. While trade liberalisation policies were
implemented, food systems and markets became increasingly globalised, and technological innova-
tions made processing and transportation of ﬁsh products more eﬃcient. As a result, ﬁshery trade
grew signiﬁcantly in the period 1976-2008, at an annual rate of increase of 8% in value terms
(FAO, 2011). In 2008, exports of ﬁsh and ﬁshery products reached a record of US$102.0 billion,
nearly doubling the corresponding value in 1998, and representing a share of about 10 % of total
agricultural exports. World imports of ﬁsh products in 2008 were also up by 95% with respect to
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1998. Developed countries (with Japan, USA and Europe at the top) have become increasingly
dependent on ﬁsh imports to satisfy their demands, and accounted for 78% of the global import
value of ﬁsh in 2008 (FAO, 2011).
Despite the extensive global trading of ﬁsh products, the impact of capture ﬁsheries on
national-level economies varies between countries. In large and more economically developed
nations, ﬁsheries make a relatively minor contribution to their national economies. For instance,
in the UK or USA, the average annual contribution of ﬁsheries to the national Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) is less than 1% (Jennings et al., 2001). On the other hand, in developing countries
with extensive coastlines, ﬁsh trade is a critical activity for national economies. In Iceland, for
example, ﬁsheries revenues provide 15% of the GDP (NRC, 1999). However, countries whose
economies and diets depend on ﬁshing are especially vulnerable to the impacts of global ﬁsh
markets and to changes in environmental conditions (e.g. the El Niño) (Perry et al., 2011; Allison
et al., 2009).
Regardless of the impact of commercial ﬁsheries on national-level economies, ﬁshing is
often a key driver of economical activity, and hence of social dependency, in coastal communities.
Fisheries provide jobs for millions of ﬁshers and workers in auxiliary industries and services (e.g.
naval construction, gear manufacturing, ﬁsh processing and retailing). In many countries, artisanal
ﬁsheries can support and provide employment to entire families. According to FAO (2011), for
each person employed in capturing ﬁsh, about three jobs are produced in the secondary activities
while, on average, each jobholder provides for three family members. In 2008, 34.1 million people
were directly engaged in capture ﬁsheries. Thus, ﬁshers and those supplying ﬁsheries-related
services can assure the livelihoods of about 4.5% of the world population. As Perry et al. (2011)
demonstrated, socio-economical responses of ﬁshing communities to environmental and markets
changes can include: (i) intensiﬁcation and diversiﬁcation of ﬁshing eﬀort; (ii) migration following
target-species seasonal migrations; (iii) short-term move to regions with more job opportunities;
(iv) reliance on subsistence self-employment and dependence on support governmental subsidies;
(v) community closure, consequence of mass out-migration in response to irrecoverable crisis.
The signiﬁcant socio-economical implications of ﬁsheries, along with its intrinsic links to re-
gionalist feelings, is naturally reﬂected in a strong inﬂuence on local and national politics (Lequesne,
1999). Commercially important ﬁshing communities tend to concentrate in particular regions (e.g.
Cornwall in England, Matosinhos in Portugal), where ﬁshing issues assume a greater importance
as locals are closely bound to the ﬁshing sector. As a result, ﬁshers have a strong lobbying power
over local politicians, often leading to agreements that overlook concerns about the health of local
ﬁsh stocks (Lequesne, 2000). On the other hand, while ﬁshing rights are ﬁrmly defended by each
nation, ﬁsh populations do not abide by political boundaries. Conﬂicts over who will ﬁsh what
and where have consequently erupted into international disputes, such as the cod wars between
England and Iceland in 1950 and 1975 (Palsson, 1991).
Given the idiosyncratic nature of ﬁsheries, several governmental-based agencies (e.g. Na-
tional Marine Fisheries Service, U.S.A.) are dedicated to regulating and monitoring the intricate,
and often conﬂicting, biological, socio-economical and political dimensions of ﬁsheries. In Euro-
pean ﬁsheries, the member states of the EU launched in 1970 a comprehensive programme of
measures denominated as the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). The presiding ethos of the CFP
was the protection of ﬁshing grounds, the conservation of natural resources of the sea and their
balanced exploitation on a lasting basis and in appropriate economic conditions (Article 1 of
Regulation 170/83). The agreement of the CFP was met with enthusiasm by governments and
managers, seeing it as a platform for a prosperous ﬁshing industry. Nevertheless, the initial ex-
citement was replaced by consternation as in the following decades many relevant stocks dwindled
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and the industry battled crisis after crisis (Holden, 1996).
1.2.3 The impacts of ﬁsheries on ﬁsh populations
Like many other renewable natural resources, ﬁsheries are susceptible of depletion when subjected
to exploitation rates that exceed their replenishment rates. As described above, exploited ﬁsh pop-
ulations have faced continuously increasing ﬁshing pressures since the early 1900s, resulting from
increasing food demands from a growing human population, together with outstanding technologi-
cal advances in ﬁshing, catch preservation and marketing, and fuelled by emphatic socio-economical
and political motivations. Despite that, the general perception of the ecological impacts of ﬁsh-
eries did not evolve consistently amongst the diﬀerent instances of society, and has long been a
subject of controversy.
The sustainability of ﬁsheries was a subject of strong debate among the scientiﬁc community
by the end of the 19th century, as described in detail in Smith (1994). One the most popular
debates over the risks of overﬁshing took place in 1883, at the Great International Exhibition in
London. Thomas Huxley and Ray Lankester shared the view that the high fecundity of ﬁsh would
imply that ﬁshery resources have great replenishment capabilities. However, they strongly disagreed
on whether intensive ﬁshing could harm ﬁsh populations (Hart and Reynolds, 2002). Huxley had
long argued for reducing ﬁshing regulations, complaining they were unnecessarily hurting ﬁshers
when there was no scientiﬁc basis for it. In his own words, I believe that (...) probably all the
great sea ﬁsheries in the world are inexhaustible: that is to say that nothing we do seriously aﬀects
the numbers of ﬁsh. And any attempt to regulate these ﬁsheries seems consequently (...) useless
(Smith, 1994). Lankester, instead, reasoned that the production of new ﬁsh should be protected
to guarantee the wellbeing of ﬁsheries and surrounding ecosystems: It is a mistake to suppose that
the whole ocean is one vast store house; the thousands of apparently superﬂuous young produced
by ﬁshes are not really superﬂuous, and have a deﬁnite place in the complex interactions of the
living beings within their area (Smith, 1994).
The Huxley-Lankester debate provided an impetus for the collection of better ﬁsheries data.
In 1890, Lankaster's arguments were supported by Walter Garstang in his analysis of catches
from English trawlers and trawling experiments, which showed that ﬁshing not only reduced the
abundance of ﬁsh, but also that ﬁshing one species could result in the increase of another species
(Hart and Reynolds, 2002). Gastang also showed that catches had declined by 33% while ﬁshing
intensity had increased by 150%, leading him to conclude: (...) [The] bottom ﬁsheries are not
only exhaustible, but in rapid and continuous process of exhaustion; (...) the rate at which sea ﬁsh
multiply and grow, even in favourable seasons, is exceeded by the rate of capture (Smith, 1994).
The impact of ﬁshing on ﬁsh populations was further demonstrated by a more drastic large-
scale experiment, the halt of most ﬁshing activities during World War I, often referred to as the
Great Fishing Experiment. As the war ended, ICES ﬁsheries scientists compared catch statistics
collected before and after the war. The results were striking: between 1913 and 1919, ﬁsh had
increased dramatically in size and abundance (Smith, 1994). The reduced ﬁshing pressure had
clearly enabled ﬁsh to survive longer, and hence grow, becoming on average larger and with better
reproducing chances, eventually leading to an increase of stock abundance. The Great Fisheries
Experiment allowed scientists to show the degrading eﬀects of ﬁshing on exploited species, but
also to establish that those eﬀects were reversible, i.e. that populations can recover when ﬁshing
is reduced (Hart and Reynolds, 2002). Scientists calls for the enforcement of sustainable levels of
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ﬁshing were, however, met with little enthusiasm by ICES countries. Fishers, on the other hand,
motivated with the prospects of the post-war boom in marine resources, soon rushed to the ﬁshing
grounds to harvest the replenished resources. Despite the clear dangers of overﬁshing, there was
no post-war agreement amongst ICES countries for a rationalisation of ﬁsheries. Instead, short-
term economic interests steamrolled scientiﬁc arguments, and national ﬂeets expanded rapidly,
capitalising the great immediate proﬁts to be made.
Furthermore, the outstanding increase in ﬁshing eﬀort after World War II led to a great
increase in catches rates. This encouraged entire generations of managers and politicians to
believe that launching more ﬁshing vessels would automatically yield higher catches (Pauly et al.,
2002). Indeed, governments and supranational entities (e.g. EU) from developed economies
subsidised the growth of national ﬁsheries and distant water ﬂeets through 'ﬁshing agreements'
with developing countries. Therefore, it was Huxleys' views of the sea as an inexhaustible food
larder that persisted among the public opinion, with commercial ﬁshing generally been perceived
has having little impact on ﬁshed populations. As stated by Pauly et al. (2005), this resulted from
100 year-old notions, that ﬁshing is a matter of one's struggle to subsist from an hostile sea,
using vessels barely capable of denting the vast populations of ﬁsh. Politicians and public at large
believed that, somehow, the oceans will yield what we need - just because we need it.
The issue of ecological impacts of ﬁshing took a major boost by early 1990s, when a num-
ber of ﬁsheries scientists and managers sounded the alarm that global overﬁshing was becoming
a critical problem. Clearly, the state of global marine ﬁsheries was frail, as several key stocks and
associated ecosystems were at serious risk of taking irreversible biologic damage, and socioeco-
nomic tragedies were imminent (Holmes, 1994; Garcia and Newton, 1995; Pauly, 1996; Grainger
and Garcia, 1996; Mace, 1997; Pauly et al., 1998).
1.2.4 The global ﬁsheries crisis
It was not long before the ever increasing ﬁshing pressure resulted in the biological and economical
collapse of several ﬁshed stocks. The collapse of the Peruvian anchoveta ﬁsheries in 1972 was
the ﬁrst collapse with global proportions (Muck, 1989). However, and despite clear evidence of
severe overﬁshing, the reasons behind the collapse were entirely attributed to an El Niño event
(Pauly et al., 2002). Other cases of stock collapses are e.g.: (i) the Chilean loco, whose ﬁsheries
were completely closed in 1989 (Jennings et al., 2001); (ii) the worldwide sequential depletion of
several marine mammal populations in the late 20th century (see e.g. VanBlaricom et al., 2001);
and (iii) more recently, the Irish orange roughy ﬁshery, whose marked decline in abundance forced
the ﬁshery to close in 2005 (Foley et al., 2010). The collapse of the North Atlantic cod ﬁsheries
is perhaps the most important in ﬁsheries history, and has been the topic of various analysis (e.g.
Hutchings and Myers, 1994; Hannesson, 1996; Myers et al., 1996; Cook et al., 1997; Harris, 1998;
Kurlansky, 1998). Subject to relentless ﬁshing pressure by several nations simultaneously for over
two centuries, the total spawning biomass of so called northern cod stocks started to slump heavily
from late 1970s onwards, and in 1993, after the collapse of six Canadian stocks of cod, a total
moratorium was declared on cod ﬁshing. In Iceland, cod catches were reduced by half between
1994 and 1995, while similar declines were also found in Norway in late 1980s. Apart from the
devastating eﬀects on cod populations, the collapses were a major socioeconomic disaster for
governments and ﬁshing industries of many regions.
The recurrent sequence of events leading to the decline of ﬁsh stocks has been described
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Figure 1.2: Typical ﬁshery stages observed in the exploitation of marine resources, based on the Great Law of
Fishing by (Graham, 1943)
as the Great Law of Fishing (Graham, 1943; Smith, 1994; Hart and Reynolds, 2002). When a
new exploitable resource is found, harvesting starts as soon and fast as possible (Figure 1.2).
These ﬁrst ﬁshers catch the most with the least eﬀort, and hence ﬁsheries proﬁtability is at its
maximum. Other ﬁshers who learn about this new ﬁshery, and believe it has more potential than
their current one, will join the race-to-ﬁsh there. During this developing stage, total catch rises
as ﬁshing eﬀort increases. As more ﬁshers enter the ﬁshery, it reaches a fully exploited stage,
and replenishment is enough to maintain ﬁsh production. If yet more ﬁshers enter the ﬁshery, the
ﬁshing rate will exceed the population's replenishment rate, leading to a stage of overexploitation.
With too many ﬁshers chasing too few ﬁsh, stock abundance begins to decline, and catch rates
and proﬁts fall. To maintain their income, ﬁshermen tend to invest in bigger and better nets and
boats to gain an edge over competitors. The persistence of ﬁshing intensity will eventually result
in the collapse of the ﬁshery, with substantial reductions in catches. No matter what ﬁshers do
then, they can no longer maintain their income, and economic diﬃculties set in. At this stage,
ﬁshers who can aﬀord to leave the ﬁshery will redirect eﬀort to a more proﬁtable resource. If
ﬁshing pressure is considerably reduced, the ﬁshery may enter in its recovery stage. However,
if most ﬁshers keep ﬁshing the depleted stock, their incomes reach critical livelihood levels. To
avoid the social costs of ﬁshers bankruptcy, governments then intervene by subsidising ﬁshers to
keep exploiting the exhausted stock, or by paying large compensations for vessel decommissioning
schemes.
1.2.5 Causes of ﬁsheries collapse
The obvious question then arises: if the dynamics of ﬁshing is consistent enough to be depicted
as a scientiﬁc law, why has it been so diﬃcult to deﬂect overﬁshing and the subsequent decline of
ﬁsheries? Why has ﬁsheries management so often been ineﬃcient at attaining its ultimate goal:
assuring the balance between biological, economical and social sustainability of ﬁsh stocks. As
Caddy (1999) suggests, overﬁshing is not just a consequence of open access and the 'tragedy
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of the commons' ; limited licenses have been in place in many ﬁsheries for decades. The major
drivers of overﬁshing stem from a combination of overwhelming social, economical and political
pressures for high ﬁshing intensity, and the general belief that marine resources will invariably
provide the required yields. While the list of articles speculating on the causes of overﬁshing is
long (Ludwig et al., 1993; Holmes, 1994; Healey and Hennessey, 1998; Healey, 2000; Mace, 2001,
and many more), it is possible to cluster the main circumstances leading to overﬁshing into 4 main
categories: (i) speed of technological developments; (ii) uncertainty of ﬁsheries; (iii) errors and
misconceptions in ﬁsheries science and management; and (iv) Institutional denial and paralysis.
Speed of technological development
As described in Section 1.2.1, the expansion of industrial ﬁsheries in the twentieth century was
catalysed by urgent food demands and fuelled by improved ﬁshing eﬃciency and versatility from
outstanding technological innovation (Caddy, 1999). Despite of the stabilization of the total
eﬀort, mostly through management measures such as limited licensing, catchability associated
with ﬁshing eﬀort has increased signiﬁcantly. Fishers are able to use more sophisticated vessels
and gears, while proﬁting from better knowledge of spatio-temporal patterns of ﬁsh distribution
and improved cooperation between ﬂeets (Mullon et al., 2005).
Furthermore, while the pace of ﬁsheries growth pushed the development of ﬁsheries science,
it also added more complexity and uncertainty to the analysis of stock (Alverson, 2002). One
example of this happened in the Great Bank ﬁsheries, where scientists knew stocks were declin-
ing, but were somewhat reassured by the large catches still being landed. They were, however,
neglecting the fact that ﬁshers were spending more time at sea with improved equipment, and
ﬁshing in warmer waters where the remaining ﬁsh were congregating (Schiermeier, 2002).
Uncertainty of ﬁsheries
Fisheries scientists are cursed by uncertainties that swathe their work. Uncertainties in ﬁsheries can
steam from random natural ﬂuctuations occurring in the population, from inappropriate or defective
sampling designs, or from the lack of knowledge about the true underlying processes driving the
highly complex ﬁshery system. Poor quantiﬁcation of the overall uncertainty about the status of
a stock can result in the collapse of the ﬁshery. Cases like the Californian sardine ﬁsheries and the
Newfoundland cod ﬁshery showed that imprecise estimates of stock status prevented scientists
from giving a clear message that the stock was being overﬁshed (Hart and Reynolds, 2002).
Statistical randomness and ﬂaws in data collection contribute to uncertainty in ﬁsheries
datasets, which may lead to management diﬃculties such as as: (i) failures in identiﬁcation
of sources of variability and bias in the data used for the analysis; (ii) lack of incorporation of
information about variability and bias in management actions, and (iii) marked changes in the stock
assessment advice on short time scales (Smith and Link, 2005). On the other hand, overlooking
the uncertainty about the ecosystem structure and long-term changes in ecological conditions in
stock assessment analysis may lead to results with unrealistic measures of precision.
Model inadequacy, related to the methods by which the available data is used, can also con-
tribute to uncertainty in ﬁsheries assessments, leading to: (i) substantial changes in apparent stock
status when changes in model structure are made, and (ii) failure to account for model uncertainty
in the management advice (Smith and Link, 2005). Studies have proved that including biological
complexity such as variation in maturation and fecundity can aﬀect greatly the perceived status of
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the stock (Morgan et al., 2009). In another example, Ralston and O`Farrell (2008) suggests that
ignoring spatial heterogeneity of ﬁshing mortality can produce biased estimates of ﬁshery yields.
Also, the complex dynamics of ﬁshers behaviour (i.e. changes on when, where and what to ﬁsh)
has generally been ignored in the design of management initiatives (Salas and Gaertner, 2004).
Accounting for uncertainty on ﬁshermen strategies when confronted with new ﬁshing regulations is
critical (Johannes et al., 2000), as unpredicted behaviour may lead to modelling errors and hence
to unintended management outcomes (Fulton et al., 2011).
In the ideal world, scientists would develop appropriate statistical tools for stock assessments
to accommodate uncertainties in system processes. Managers could then recommend catch quo-
tas based on a range of population size estimates which reﬂected the amount of knowledge about
the ﬁshery. Yet, and despite the sophisticated statistical tools available at present, uncertainty is
still disregarded in the assessment of several ﬁsheries, leading to management considerations based
on exact point estimates with no statistical precision associated (Hart and Reynolds, 2002). Most
regrettably, as noted by (Pauly, 2009), in the few cases where stock status estimates were given
with appropriate measures of uncertainty have sometimes provided governments with excuses for
not intervening against negative trends from stock assessments. Rather than taking a precaution-
ary approach, managers took the optimistic approach, favouring the higher range of stock size
estimates when recommending a catch quota (Tibbetts, 1996). Those with politico-economical
interests played down unpalatable evidences of harmful levels of exploitation, instead arguing that
larger catches were likely to be sustainable(Ludwig et al., 1993; Schiermeier, 2002). Thus, partly
due to its uncertainty, ﬁsheries science has often failed to signiﬁcantly alter the slippery decline to
overﬁshing (Alverson, 2002).
Mistakes and misconceptions in ﬁsheries science and management
For many years, the principle of maximum sustainable yield (MSY) was seen as the holy grail of
ﬁsheries science and management, forming the basis of many management strategies (Alverson,
2002). The MSY concept is based on an equilibrium principle: if eﬀort is constant and not too
high, there is a stabilisation of both stock and catch numbers at a given level of ﬁshing mortality
(more details in e.g. Jennings et al., 2001). There is now widespread consensus that taking MSY
as a management target is unsuited for ﬁsheries sustainability, as the control of ﬁshing eﬀort over
time and space can be extremely complex (Ludwig et al., 1993). In addition, diﬀerent segments
of a stock can collapse while the stock as a whole looks healthy, but those collapsed portions are
decreasing the total productivity of the stock (Mullon et al., 2005). Unchanged long-term catch
levels can hence give the false belief that the ﬁshery reached equilibrium and eﬀort has stabilised,
when actually eﬀort has increased slowly and the ﬁshery productivity is in decline.
Based on the MSY theory, the total allowable catch (TAC) system aims to control ﬁshing
mortality by limiting the catch ﬁshers are allowed to take from a speciﬁed stock (Jennings et al.,
2001). A key strategy in the European CFP (EC, 2009), TAC was seen as a suited tool for
controlling ﬁsheries while allocating resources among member states. Nevertheless, over the last
decade, scientists have strongly criticised the use of TACs. Cotter (2010) described the TAC
system as complicated, inaccurate and ineﬀective in the conservation of ﬁsheries. Instead of con-
trolling catches, TACs are actually controlling landings, as ﬁshers may kill and discard unreported
large numbers of ﬁsh of size or quality bellow the highest selling prices (Pitcher et al., 2001; Agnew
et al., 2009). The rigidity of TACs stimulate the race-to-ﬁsh among ﬁshers (Hilborn and Wal-
ters, 1992) and promotes ﬂeet overcapacity (Beddington et al., 2007). Moreover, the allocation
of TACs has often been simpliﬁed to a political horse-trading" negotiation that fails to evaluate
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its impacts on ﬁsheries resources (Froese, 2011; Villasante et al., 2011). In fact, the inaccuracy
of landing statistics from early 1990s due to large scale discarding generated under TACs led ICES
to claim that the unreliability of catch data was jeopardising its advising role (Maguire, 2001).
Distorted ﬁsheries statistics can indeed be seriously deceiving. The perfect example of that
happened when spurious global trends were used in the characterisation of worldwide ﬁsheries
(Watson and Pauly, 2001). During the 1990s, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), who is responsible for gathering ﬁsheries statistics provided by member
countries, reported that global catches were steadily increasing. However, Watson and Pauly
(2001) showed that FAO had been mislead by a substantial over-reporting of Chinese catches.
The incorporation of more realistic estimates of Chinese catches showed that global catches had
actually steadily decline since 1988 (Watson and Pauly, 2001). Inﬂated global catch statistics is
proven to cause complacency among ﬁsheries agents, inﬂuencing unwise investments by the ﬁshing
sector, while obstructing eﬀective ﬁsheries management (Mullon et al., 2005).
The relationship between ﬁsheries science and ﬁsheries industry has often been problematic,
with ﬁshermen often being suspicious about scientiﬁc calls of overﬁshing. According to Hart and
Reynolds (2002), part of the problem was the institutionalisation of ﬁsheries science. Once in
charge of assessing stocks and providing management advice, ﬁsheries laboratories became easy
targets for the ﬁshing industry, who saw scientists as a group of theoretics with short understanding
of the reality of ﬁsheries (Hart and Reynolds, 2002). Mistrust of ﬁshers towards scientists steam
from data quality (e.g. ﬁshers know data used in assessments can be faulty) and assumptions
used to evaluate the stock (e.g. most assessments use single-species models, while ﬁshers keep
witnessing multi-species interactions during their ﬁshing operations) (Maguire, 2001).
Furthermore, Hilborn (1985) indicates the misunderstanding ﬁshers behaviour as a relevant
factor in the collapse of many stocks - examples of how ignoring ﬁshers knowledge may have
resulted in management failures can be found in Johannes et al. (2000). The overestimation of
replenishment rates of short-lived species is another case where misconceptions in science can
cause undesirable outcomes. Contrary to what many assumed, short-lived species with high-
fecundity rates are as vulnerable to ﬁsheries as larger, low-fecundity, species (Sadovy and Cheung,
2003). This entirely rebutted what was standard procedure in management advice, i.e. the
recommendation of higher exploitation rates for short-live species (Pinsky et al., 2011).
Institutional denial and paralysis
According to (Alverson, 2002), governmental institutions must bear the primary responsibility
for the historical course of ﬁsheries management. Management entities establish the goals and
rules of ﬁshing, while management decisions should be based on socioeconomic evidence and
scientiﬁc advice (Figure 1.1). However, underlying political and socioeconomic pressures have
shaped management policies for many years (Ludwig et al., 1993). As Froese (2004) points out:
 (...) this deliberate overﬁshing is administered by oﬃcials who ﬁnd it more convenient to risk
the collapse of ﬁsh stocks than to risk social and political conﬂict. In Europe, the ﬁshing lobby
has managed to inﬂuence the CFP system and, perhaps beneﬁting from a generally supportive
public opinion, it was able to carry on with damaging ﬁshing tactics. The European ﬁsheries lobby
routinely discredits scientists by denying the depleted status of the stocks, insisting on the right to
catch juvenile ﬁsh and ﬁghting against the adoption of protective seasons and areas (Froese, 2004).
All this has contributed to an institutional inertia by decision makers, who delay taking action on
changing policies to eﬀectively reverse overﬁshing and recover depleted stocks (Beddington et al.,
2007).
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The success of ﬁsheries management depends on the eﬀective enforcement of regulatory
measures, as well as on the conservation ethics of ﬁshers in complying with those regulations
(Alverson, 2002). Both these assumptions have failed in European ﬁsheries (Villasante et al.,
2011). Deﬁciencies in supervision and surveillance systems have prevented the comprehensive
punishing of transgressors (Maguire, 2001). On the other hand, penalties are not high enough to
act as disincentives, and most ﬁshers will only defer from breaking restrictions if the expected cost
of detection and successful prosecution exceed the expected gains from the infraction (Beddington
et al., 2007). As noted Alverson (2002), ﬁshers are ingenious at ﬁnding ways to avoid gear and
quota regulations, or to land illegal ﬁsh (blackﬁsh) in unmonitored harbours.
Another evidence of institutional denial is the regular attribution of public subsidies to the
ﬁshery industry. Without large subsidies, many ﬁsheries would be bankrupt (Froese, 2011). Sub-
sidies, however, encourage the retention of economically ineﬃcient ﬁshing, and undermine the
sustainability of ﬁsheries by pushing them to a bio-economical equilibrium at high levels of ﬁshing
and low stock sizes (Hilborn, 2003). Furthermore, subsidies have shown to promote ﬂeet overca-
pacity, which is believed to be a hindrance to management control, while encouraging the ﬁshing
down the food web eﬀect, as described by Pauly (2009).
1.2.6 Current state and future of ﬁsheries
Despite some limitations (Alverson, 2002), the periodical FAO ﬁsheries status reports are fre-
quently referenced by policy makers, stakeholders and media, and have stimulated several conser-
vation initiatives. These reports assess and classify 445 marine ﬁsh stocks worldwide (representing
80% of global catches) using a combination of stock assessment estimates, catch rates and re-
gional expert judgement, all provided by member states and management agencies. According to
the latest status report1, in 2008, 28% of the stocks were estimated to be overexploited, while 4%
were collapsed (i.e. 3% depleted and 1% recovering from depletion) (FAO, 2011). Furthermore,
53% of the stocks were estimated to be fully exploited, while the percentage of underexploited or
moderately exploited stocks have declined from 40% in the mid 1970s to 15% in 2008. These ﬁg-
ures were recently supported by Branch et al. (2011), where results from biomass estimates from
stock assessments and catch trends from hundreds of stocks over the past 50 years led the authors
to conclude that 28-33% of the stocks are currently overexploited and 7-13% are collapsed.
There has been, however, questions on how accurate ﬁsheries status analysis are and, in
particular, how trends of ﬁsheries status depend on the type of data used in the evaluation. Branch
et al. (2011) showed that estimates of ﬁsheries status obtained from biomass data diﬀer from
those derived from catch data, establishing that catch data tend to overestimate the percentage
overexploited and collapsed stocks. In fact, other analysis have shown that, when status was
assessed using biomass estimates from scientiﬁc stock assessments, 8-14% of the world's assessed
stocks were classiﬁed as collapsed (Worm et al., 2009) while 24-36% of the stocks were considered
collapsed when researchers used catch data as a proxy for biomass (Worm et al., 2006; Pauly,
2008). Furthermore, stock status estimates from survey data and assessments indicate either
a decrease (FAO, 2011) or a stabilisation (Branch et al., 2011) in the proportion of collapsed
stocks since 1950, whereas estimates from catch data suggest a rapid increase in the proportion
of collapsed and overexploited stocks in the same period (Worm et al., 2006; Pauly, 2008). In
addition, as Worm et al. (2009) points out, interpreting global trends can be misleading as global
1Catch statistics published in this report are corrected for the Chinese over-reporting occurred in the 1990s
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averages can mask signiﬁcant regional and taxonomic variations. For instance, despite indications
of an overall stabilization of the total biomass of ﬁshed stocks since early 1990s, the biomass of
high-trophic species from the North Atlantic have declined by two-thirds during the second half of
the twentieth century (Christensen et al., 2003; Hutchings et al., 2010).
Notwithstanding the obvious uncertainty in the evaluation of the status of global ﬁsheries,
there was one particular prognostic that became the focal point of public and media concerns,
while sparkling intense debates that are still shaping current perspectives in ﬁsheries science, man-
agement and conservation. This prognostic was published by Worm et al. (2006), who alerted
for the dire status of world ﬁsheries and predicted that, if ongoing levels of ﬁshing pressure were
maintained, 100% of all commercially exploited stocks would be collapsed by 2048. Since then,
several objections have been raised against the 2048 oceans apocalypse forecast (Hilborn, 2007b;
Longhurst, 2007; Branch, 2008), with critics arguing that the prediction was both technically and
conceptually ﬂawed (Daan et al., 2011).
This confrontation of opinions stemmed from the emergence of two competing views on the
current and future states of global ﬁsheries, and resonates to the choice of appropriate manage-
ment measures for the recovery of depleted ﬁsh stocks. On one hand, scientists such as Daniel
Pauly and Boris Worm strongly criticise existing catch quotas and eﬀort restrictions, considering
the establishment of areas permanently closed to ﬁsheries (Marine Protected Areas or MPAs) fun-
damental to the future of ﬁsheries (Worm et al., 2006; Pauly, 2009). On the other, authors such
as Ray Hilborn believe the overall situation not to be as dire as others suggest, warning that overly
alarmist interpretations of the current ﬁsheries status are generally counterproductive (Hilborn,
2007b; Beddington et al., 2007). Using successful ﬁsheries management as examples, the latter
authors argue that solutions depend on changes in governance, incentives and management rules,
and that ﬁshed populations must be maintained at both biological and economical sustainable
levels (Hilborn et al., 2006) . The ﬁrst group of authors perceive the problem as potential loss
of biological diversity, defending reforms towards ecosystem-based managements (Pauly, 2008).
Despite the conﬂict of opinions, it is possible to outline common grounds between these two
paradigms. Ultimately, every scientist recognises that ﬁshing should remain a viable occupation
while the ecosystem and its biodiversity must be allowed to persist (Pauly, 2008).
There are few doubts amongst scientists that most exploited ﬁsh stocks, regardless of their
status, cannot cope with current harvesting rates, and that recovery to sustainable levels depends
on substantial reductions of ﬁshing mortality rates (Dankel et al., 2007). Fish populations are
generally robust to adverse conditions due to their high replenishment rates, and hence overﬁshed
stocks will most likely recover if appropriate conservation measures are put in place (Alverson,
2002). Thus, overﬁshing can be rectiﬁed through a combination of: (i) reductions in ﬁshing eﬀort
and ﬂeet capacity, (ii) adjustments to ﬁshing gears to increase selectivity, (iii) reform of currently
ineﬀective quota systems (e.g. total allowable eﬀort, TAEs, instead of TACs Cotter, 2010), and
(iv) implementation of areas of close control, such as spatial ﬁshing closures (e.g. MPAs) or
restrictive seasonal access (Hilborn et al., 2005; Pauly, 2009; Worm et al., 2009). Moreover, for
changes to be eﬀective and permanent, the establishment of new management reference points
is crucial. Despite the failure of MSY as a management target, there is a growing consensus that
keeping stocks at levels higher than MSY would lead to higher catches-per-hour with lower ﬁshing
impacts on the whole ecosystem (Hilborn, 2007b; Worm et al., 2009).
As history has proven repeatedly, rebuilding eﬀorts are bound to face signiﬁcant resistance
from the ﬁshing industry through political pressure and illicit ﬁshing. It has become clear that the
realignment of economic incentives for ﬁshermen with management and conservation strategies
is a critical component of successfully managed ﬁsh stocks (Dankel et al., 2007; Hilborn, 2007a).
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The concession of dedicated access rights has shown to provide strong economic incentive for reg-
ulation compliance and ﬁshing eﬀort reduction, as ﬁshers recognise that higher stock sizes reduce
ﬁshing costs, while the controlled supply of ﬁsh to markets leads to higher selling prices (Hilborn
et al., 2005). Furthermore, the implementation of sustainable ﬁsheries certiﬁcates schemes, where
products from ﬁsheries following precautionary management practices are suitably labelled, should
provide strong incentive to ﬁshers to improve ﬁsheries in order to satisfy the conditions required
for certiﬁcation (Caddy, 1999; Beddington et al., 2007).
All attempts to improve current management and conservation approaches will be fruitless
if not followed by structural changes on management agencies and shifts in political attitudes.
More eﬀective management structures should involve long-term policy development, allow the
participation of ﬁsheries industry and non-governmental organisations, and must facilitate quicker
response by managers, without delays for prolonged consultations when severe conditions are de-
tected (Caddy, 1999). Experience shows that well funded management agencies with a simple
yet deﬁnite institutional structure are more able to achieve bio-economical sustainability (Hilborn,
2007a). As Pauly et al. (2003) suggest, while agencies should merge socio-economic, ﬁsheries sci-
ence and conservation expertise in dedicated departments, governments must ratify internationally
agreed reference points and stimulate bottom-up administration of local resources.
The current format of scientiﬁc advice should also be reviewed. Managers usually expect
simple answers from scientists, such as a 'red/green' light to a proposed strategy, and are dismis-
sive of the underlying uncertainties of ﬁsheries assessment. This often forces scientists into a split
position between satisfying their advisory role and keeping the standards of scientiﬁc rigour. Rather
than trying to incorporate all processes into one single answer, Kraak et al. (2010) suggest that
ﬁsheries advice should be a dynamic process of judgement, incorporating separate and concurrent
lines of scientiﬁc evidence, from quantitative modelling to factual knowledge of the biology and
dynamics of the stock. This is when the active participation of resource users can be very pro-
ductive, as ﬁshers can provide valuable up-to-date information about stock and ﬁshing status, and
feedback on the impact of new regulations (Salas and Gaertner, 2004). Also important, ﬁshers
who have taken part in assessment meetings are less suspicious about scientists and have a better
awareness of the purpose of regulations in place (Schiermeier, 2002).
The proper quantiﬁcation and incorporation of ﬁsheries uncertainty in stock assessments and
in the design of management strategies is considered a key element of sustainable ﬁsheries (Ludwig
et al., 1993). Eﬀective policies are possible under conditions of uncertainty, where a variety of
plausible hypotheses about the stock biological processes and its ﬁsheries are considered along
with a variety of potentially suitable management strategies. According to Charles (1998), three
ingredients are necessary: (i) Robustness, where management outcomes will not be disastrous even
if beliefs about structure and dynamics of the ﬁshery are not completely correct; (ii) Adaptiveness,
as uncertainties will always be present, it is vital to continue assessing the ﬁshery over time, to
reevaluate management actions based on new data and results, and to adapt ongoing management
in a timely manner in necessary, so that conservation goals are not compromised; (iii) Precautionary
approach (Garcia, 1994) as it provides broad guidelines for balancing risks associated with decision
making within an uncertain system.
Regarding the debate over the shift from single-species stock assessment and management
towards ecosystem-based approaches, the divergence of opinions is still substantial. While the
ecosystem-based approach has the potential to preserve critical ﬁsheries and associated habitats
and reduce unwanted by-catch and discards of non-target species (Caddy, 1999), there are many
doubts on how feasible its implementation would be (Froese and ProelB, 2010). On the other
hand, single-species management have worked well for many stocks, and if stocks are kept at safe
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levels, the wellbeing of their ecosystems will not be threatened (Hilborn, 2007b). Regardless of
the approach chosen, the line between sustainability and collapse is undoubtedly thin, and hence
the future of stocks depend critically on the accuracy of stock assessments.
In sum, pressure for ﬁshing is not likely to decrease, as protein requirements from a growing
human population where the proportion people suﬀering from nutritional insuﬃciency is steadily
progressing (Jennings et al., 2001). Nonetheless, the mood of ﬁsheries' world has been chang-
ing. The power of ﬁsheries lobby seems to be slowly waning, and the conservation movement is
progressively gaining ﬁnancial and political strength. The adoption of the precautionary approach,
and eﬀorts of abidance with international agreements, such as the UN's Code of Conduct for Re-
sponsible Fishing (FAO, 1995) are promising indicators of change towards a more conservative and
responsible era in ﬁsheries management. In countries such as New Zealand, Chile and Australia
a more optimistic future is unfolding, as the race to ﬁsh as been halted, ﬁshing pressure reduced
and bio-economic sustainability head their institutional agendas (Hilborn et al., 2003). Ignorance
is no longer an excuse, and the core question is whether governments, industry and communities
can forge the will to stop unsustainable exploitation of marine resources.
1.3 Assessing the state of exploited ﬁsh populations
As ﬁsheries managers endeavour to maintain healthy ﬁsh populations and sustainable ﬁsheries
industries, they require as much knowledge as possible about a particular ﬁshery in order to deter-
mine the most appropriate combination of management tools to achieve the management goals
for that stock. The role of ﬁsheries assessment is to provide much of the information needed
for reasoned management decisions, which is achieved through the application of arithmetic tools
describing the dynamics of ﬁsh stocks (Hilborn and Walters, 1992). The outputs obtained from
these quantitative descriptions form the basis of scientiﬁc advice, which is then weighted with
socioeconomic and political considerations to suggest management strategies for the stock (King,
2007). Therefore, the main goal of ﬁsh stock assessments is to estimate historical and current sta-
tus of a stock, while also allowing the prediction of future stock status given current or alternative
management choices (Hilborn et al., 2003).
The mathematical and statistical methods used in stock assessments are referred to as
assessment models. The design of an assessment model starts with a set of arithmetic rules
deﬁning the modeler's assumptions about the population dynamics of the stock, depicting processes
including birth, death, growth and movement of one or more ﬁsh stocks (Schnute and Richards,
2001). A computerised version of the model tracks the progress of stocks through time, while
maintaining a record of various theoretical quantities that cannot be directly observed, often
referred to as states, such as total biomass, numbers-at-age, the degree of exploitation and the
amount of juveniles entering (i.e. recruiting to) the stock. Yet, measurable quantities such as
indices of abundance and proportion at age are in fact dependent from those unobserved or hidden
states of the underlying population. Consequently, the model can be used to produce scenarios
consistent with rules of population dynamics, and each scenario will give theoretical values given
the observed quantities. Thus, the scenario that best agrees with the value actually observed
should be a reasonable estimate of the true state of the stock, as well as of its hidden states.
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1.3.1 The evolution of population dynamics models in ﬁsheries
Population dynamics is the study of how and why population changes through the coherent use
of mathematical and statistical methods representing principals of biological life history (Quinn
and Deriso, 1999) - simply put, ﬁsh hatch, they grow, they reproduce and they die, whether
from natural causes of from ﬁshing. The modelling of ﬁsh population dynamics has arguably been
the most important ﬁeld of development in ﬁsheries science. The settlement and maturation of
national research agencies dedicated to ﬁsheries science during twentieth century provided the
ideal scientiﬁc structure for the evolution and application of ﬁsheries assessment models.
The origins and early developments
As explained by Smith (1994) little attention was devoted to the understanding of ﬁsh populations
before the twentieth century. Scientiﬁc studies in 1890s were mainly related to understanding
between sexual maturity and size (e.g. Holt, 1895), age determination and regional variability in
growth within populations (e.g Petersen, 1894), and address ﬁshermen's complains of declines in
the 'supply of ﬁsh' through the use of ﬁsheries hatcheries to improve catch yields. As described
above (Section 1.2.3), the Huxley-Lankester debate and the conclusions by Walter Garstang about
the exhaustibility of ﬁsh populations by the end of the 19th century resulted in further eﬀorts for
the comprehensive collection and appropriate analysis of ﬁsheries data. The primary goal was to
gather scientiﬁc knowledge about the dynamics of ﬁshed populations and how to maintain them
at biological safe levels.
In 1907, Johan Hjort proposed, for the ﬁrst time in the history of ﬁsheries science, the use
of demography concepts, such as birth-rate, age composition and migration, in ﬁsheries studies.
Nevertheless, the possibility of applying demography to ﬁsh populations was initially met with
skepticism by peer scientists, as the ability of counting the amount of ﬁsh in the sea without
census data seemed an insuperable task (Smith, 1994). Still, Hjort persisted, eventually showing
that in some years the survival of juveniles was much higher than in others, which resulted in
catches with diﬀerent proportions of each year-class (i.e. a group of ﬁsh spawned in the same
year and hence of the same age, also known as a cohort). Furthermore, strong year-classes would
predominate in the age composition of the catch, with the corresponding peaks advancing in age
year after year. Hjort therefore proved it was possible to observe and follow diﬀerent year-classes
over time, and that variability in catches were caused by extreme variability in the survival of young
ﬁsh (Hart and Reynolds, 2002).
Some of the ﬁrst scientiﬁc articles on ﬁsheries models were published by Fedor Baranov
during the decade of 1910s. In these papers, Baranov established a functional correlation between
the size of ﬁsh stocks and the magnitude of the catches, and that increasing ﬁshing would decrease
the proportion of older year-classes in the population (Quinn, 2008). His most vital contribution
was the derivation of the theory of mortality for a year-class and its separation into natural and
ﬁshing mortality. The guiding principle was that the abundance of a year-class decreases as it
ages due to mortality, and thus, treating mortality as negative population growth, the diﬀerence
equation expressing the number of ﬁsh in a year-class when at age a is
Na = N0e
 Za (1.1)
in which N0 is the abundance of the year-class at age 0 and Z represents the instantaneous rate of
mortality, here assumed constant for all individuals and ages (Quinn and Deriso, 1999). Showing
that cohort abundance decays exponentially over age, Equation (1.1) can also be used to derive
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the annual survival fraction (S) and the annual death fraction (D). After one year of life, year-class
size is N1 = N0e Z(1), and hence the fraction of the year-class surviving over one year is
S =
N1
N0
= e Z (1.2)
while the annual death fraction follows naturally as D = 1 S = 1 e Z . Furthermore, Baranov's
theory stated that instantaneous mortality Z in harvested populations was composed by instan-
taneous natural mortality (M) and instantaneous ﬁshing mortality (F ), which were assumed to
operate concurrently and continuously over time, so that Z = M + F . Baranov went on to derive
what would perhaps become the most used equation in ﬁsheries modelling, the so called 'Baranov
catch equation', expressing the size of the catch (C) as a function of abundance, ﬁshing mortality
and natural mortality:
C = N
F
Z
(
1  e Z
)
; with Z = F +M (1.3)
Baranov also undertook a series of length-based and age-based analysis, examination of catch
curves and per-recruit analysis that anticipated modern approaches. His work was widely recognised
and appreciated by other scientists over the following decade, leading many to see him as the
Grandfather of ﬁsheries population dynamics (Quinn, 2008).
A few decades later, in 1931, E. Russel provided a general formalism for the development
of ﬁsheries models, given by
Na+1 = Na + Recruitment+ Growth  Natural Mortality  Catch (Smith, 1994):
Recruitment is deﬁned as the number of individuals that reach a speciﬁed stage in the life cycle
such as metamorphosis, settlement or joining the ﬁshery. In most ﬁsheries, juveniles are often
inaccessible to ﬁshing gears, and hence recruitment is considered as the abundance of the youngest
year-class entering the ﬁshery.
By 1933, Hjort and colleagues were investigating the dependence of recruitment on popula-
tion size, i.e. why would levels of recruitment be negatively aﬀected by high population sizes (Hart
and Reynolds, 2002). They formalised this relationship using a logistic growth model previously
developed by the demographer R. Pearl for human populations, who proposed the existence of a
maximum population size (Bmax), also known as carrying capacity (Figure 1.3a). The accelera-
tion in population growth at low densities, and opposite slow down at high densities, is caused by
density-dependence processes, i.e. the relation between population density and per capita rates of
birth, growth and death, due to factors such as competition and predation.
The second implication of the logistic model, according to Hjort, was the possibility of
deriving the optimum yield of a ﬁshery from the equilibrium conditions at which Bmax occurs
(Quinn, 2008). This optimum yield, later known as maximum sustainable yield (MSY), would
happen at the inﬂection point of the logistic model, i.e. when population's growth is at its peak.
The typical parabolic equilibrium relationship between yield (or productivity) and biomass and
respective MSY point are shown in Figure 1.3. MSY, as described earlier in the chapter, is still
the main benchmark for the assessment and management of ﬁsheries.
From the 1930s onwards there was the emergence and establishment of several mathematical
models describing changes in populations. Most of these models can be grouped into two main
categories: (i) production-based stock dynamics models, focusing on changes over time in the
total population, and (ii) age- and size-structured dynamics models built on year-classes and how
they decay over time.
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Figure 1.3: (a) Logistic population growth model proposed by R. Pearl - population growth starts slowly at ﬁrst
until reaching a maximum rate of increase, before slowing down again as it reaches the maximum total biomass,
Bmax , which occurs at the carrying capacity of the environment. (b) Equilibrium yield as a function of biomass; The
MSY in biomass occurs at a level of ﬁshing mortality that places the population at an intermediate size
The consolidation period
For near a decade (1947-1953), the collaboration between Ray Beverton and Sidney Holt led to one
of the most important manuscripts in ﬁsheries modelling of all time. In their book On the Dynamics
of exploited ﬁsh populations (Beverton and Holt, 1957), a comprehensive theory of ﬁshing that
integrated individual growth, mortality and recruitment, as anticipated by Russell's equation, was
developed (Quinn, 2008). Moreover, it provided rudimentary methods for parameter estimation,
analysis of spatial variation and movement, while proposing the quantitative integration of ﬁsheries
regulation factors (e.g. minimum size and optimum yield). Most of the work was deterministic, but
stochasticity was recognised as being important. One of the key models proposed was the potential
yield of a year-class expressed as a function of biological and management parameters (see e.g.
Chapter 6 of Quinn and Deriso, 1999). This model, later known as yield-per-recruit model, was a
direct extension of Baranov's year-class approach, and remains the standard for year-class models.
Other signiﬁcant contributions from Beverton and Holt's work were the spawner-recruit (or stock-
recruitment) model (see e.g. Chapter 4 of Jennings et al., 2001), and more realistic extensions
of the Ludwig Von Bertalanﬀy's growth model (see e.g. Chapter 3 of Quinn and Deriso, 1999).
In 1951, based on the population growth model developed by Hjort, Milner Schaefer devel-
oped a surplus production model (Smith, 1994). Given the potential productivity of a population,
Schaefer was interested in measuring the surplus available for harvesting, after reduction through
natural mortality and replenishment through recruitment and growth occurred (see e.g. Chapter
2 of Quinn and Deriso, 1999). In addition to annual surplus production, his model allowed the
derivation of parameters such as the level of eﬀort at which MSY is achieved (Quinn, 2008).
Despite several limitations, Schaefer's technique was subject to several improvements that led to
the modern-day surplus production models.
Another major contributor for the development of ﬁsheries models was William Ricker, who
published almost 300 papers and books covering an extensive range of ﬁsheries science topics,
and was also a keen advocate of the use of statistics in ﬁsheries. His handbooks were vital
educational tools for generations of ﬁsheries scientists by providing easy algorithms that allowed
the sophisticated computation of ﬁsheries models (Quinn, 2008). His classic work Stock and
Recruitment (Ricker, 1954) dealt with theory of population regulation, compensatory mortality,
and originated the so-called Ricker spawner-recruit curve (see e.g. Chapter 4 of Jennings et al.,
2001).
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Meanwhile, in 1945, P.H Leslie developed a breakthrough theory for age-structured popu-
lations based on matrix methods (Quinn and Deriso, 1999; Caswell, 2001). Leslie matrix models
made the understanding of age-structured dynamics much simpler than with continuous life anal-
ysis by explicitly modelling fecundities, growth and survival using discrete formulations. Ignored
for almost 20 years, the Leslie matrix formulation and its extensions are now standard for age-,
length- and spatial-structured models in ﬁsheries.
The 1960-1980 period saw the consolidation of ﬁsheries modelling with advances in several
fronts, such as the harvest theory, per recruit analysis and animal abundance estimation. For the
most part, models were deterministic as statistical theory was still developing techniques to allow
the accommodation of stochasticity in complex modelling frameworks such as ﬁsheries models
(Quinn, 2008). Any ongoing advances in statistical analysis of data, however, would be swiftly
applied to ﬁsheries problems. During this period, signiﬁcant developments in surplus production
models included the generalisation of the Schaefer's production model by Pella and Tomlinson
(1969), and the derivation of a non-equilibrium estimation approach for the Graham-Schaefer
surplus model in Schnute (1977), which addressed the limitations of equilibrium approaches used
in the past.
The development of age-structured models gain a new impetus in 1965, when John Gulland
expanded the concept of virtual population analysis (VPA) proposed 15 years before by F.E. Fry
(Shepherd and Pope, 2002). As mentioned above, age-structured models describe the population
through time as a pool of individuals grouped the by year-classes. Thus, population dynamics
are modeled through processes of growth, reproduction and death as a function of age, and the
population is represented in terms of number of ﬁsh at each age-class (usually measured in years)
as a function of time (also usually expressed in years).
The basic VPA developed by Gulland (Jennings et al., 2001; Shepherd and Pope, 2002) starts
with the current status of the population and then moves backwards in time to determine historical
stock sizes, therefore being designated as a backward-projecting model. By treating catch-at-age
data as known (i.e. measured without errors), the analysis assumes that the numbers of a year-class
caught in a given year is known with certainty. By adding the annual total mortality in that year,
the number of ﬁsh that must have been alive in the previous year is obtained. One can then work
backwards, year by year, deriving annual estimates of survivors and mortality rates. The basis
of VPA is illustrated in Figure 1.4, which is accompanied by VPA's main equations (Box 1.1).
Gulland's developments in the VPA provided an iterative age-structured method for estimating
abundance and mortality rates of age-based cohorts from catch data, and became the main stock
assessment model for ICES and around the world. Stock estimates would then be combined with
optimal exploitation rates such to derive regulation measures such as TACs (Quinn, 2008).
While VPA estimates of ﬁshing mortality and population size depend on the chosen value of
terminal ﬁshing mortality (FY ), this dependency decreases proportionally as one works backwards
over time, which gives greater conﬁdence in estimates for younger year-classes (Jennings et al.,
2001). This robustness was an important reason for the widespread adoption of VPA in stock
assessments. However, aspects such as the subjectivity in the choice of terminal F and the
assumption of data known without error were later found to made VPA vulnerable to erroneous
stock assessments (e.g. Saila et al., 1985; Sampson, 1987).
Furthermore, the calculation of ﬁshing mortalities (step (iii) in Box 1.1) was laborious and far
from trivial using early digital computers. To circumvent computational limitations, Pope (1972)
developed the non-iterative method called 'cohort analysis' (more details available in e.g. Jennings
et al., 2001; Shepherd and Pope, 2002). Within limits, Pope's cohort analysis provided a good
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Box 1.1 - Virtual Population Dynamics Model
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Figure 1.4: Accumulation of the virtual population.
Starting from the oldest age 6, historical year-class
abundances are rebuilt by adding the numbers that
were harvested or that died by natural causes to the
survivors. Adapted from Shepherd and Pope (2002)
The abundance of one year-class is followed back-
wards through time by:
(i) Compute the abundance of the cohort in
the most recent year Y by rearranging Bara-
nov's equation (1.3) and plugging in cohort
catches at time Y , CY , while assigning es-
timated (or best guess) values to terminal
FY and M,
NY =
CY
(FY =ZY )(1  e ZY )
(1.4)
(ii) Calculate the previous year's ﬁshing mortal-
ity by replacing the decay function (1.1) into
the catch function (1.3), i.e.
CY 1 =
FY 1
(FY 1 +M)
NY (e
FY 1+M   1)
(1.5)
and solve it with respect to FY 1 (CY 1, NY
and M are known)
(iii) Calculate NY 1, using FY 1 estimated in
the previous step, applying the appropri-
ate modiﬁcation of the decay model (1.1).
That is,
NY 1 = NY (e
FY 1+M) (1.6)
(iv) Iterate steps (ii) and (iii) until the the
youngest age of the cohort (i.e. the recruit-
ment year) is reached
Note: Here, the concept is illustrated for a single cohort
and, for clarity, only one subscript is shown. However, it
is customary to add a second subscript to denote age, in
order to keep track of multiple cohorts.
approximation to VPA without the need for iterative calculations of F , and therefore sidestepping
the intricate task of ﬁnding numerical solutions. A couple of years later, the so called 'ad hoc
tuned VPAs' (Pope and Shepherd, 1985) were developed to rectify the procedural limitation of
Gulland's VPA with the lack of information about stock sizes and F in most recent (terminal)
years, i.e. those of most interest for predicting future trends of the ﬁshery. Tuned VPAs combined
estimates of indices of abundance at age from 'tuning ﬂeets', such as research vessels or well
monitored commercial ﬂeets, with the usual VPA predictions of absolute numbers at age, and
normally involves iteration of VPA and tuning steps until stable values of terminal F are found.
Even so, as later described by Cotter et al. (2004), ad hoc tuned VPAs had their own set of
limitations.
Most importantly, the central problem of VPAs was the absence of statistical techniques
in its procedure. In fact, VPAs are best though as a transformation of the data, where catches
are converted into equivalent stock sizes and into equivalent ﬁshing mortalities (Shepherd and
Pope, 2002). This transformation is not unique either, as for every plausible choice of terminal
population there is a resultant and diﬀerent transformation. In addition, since there are no ﬁtting
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procedures involved, no residuals, nor goodness of ﬁt measures, there is no formal way of choosing
which transformation is best. They all are equally good (exact) ﬁts of the data.
The incorporation of statistical methods in age-structured population dynamics models was
proposed for the ﬁrst time in 1976, when Doubleday (1976) constructed a statistical analysis
of catch-at-age data. Further expanded by Fournier and Archibald (1982) and Deriso et al.
(1985), statistical catch-at-age analysis (SCA), also known as stock synthesis, emerged as a
strong alternative to VPA for the estimation of stock sizes. Included in the family of forward-
projecting models, an SCA model starts with an initial age-structured population in the past
before the evolution of each cohort is projected forwards in time. In contrast with VPA models,
SCA approaches treat catches as observations measured with some degree of error. Thus, SCA
models describe the age-structured dynamics of a stock and how its age composition evolved
through time, while linking those unobserved states to observations of catch-at-age through formal
statistical models. In other words, data is explicitly modeled as a probability function of population
parameters, which can then be estimated through model-ﬁtting techniques such as least-squares
regression or maximum likelihood (Megrey, 1989). An illustration (Figure 1.5) of the operational
concept of a simple SCA model, and the key equations involved in the process, are presented in
Box 1.2.
A major asset of SCA models is their ﬂexibility for accommodating diﬀerent types of aux-
iliary information, such as eﬀort data, indices of abundance from surveys, indices of recruitment,
spawner-recruit relationships or independent estimates of natural mortality, in order to improve the
quality of the estimation process (Quinn and Deriso, 1999). Moreover, the statistical framework
allows the incorporation of sources of uncertainty from diﬀerent components of the population
dynamics and observation processes. The resulting models can therefore have thousands of ob-
servations and hundreds of parameters. Furthermore, as opposed to VPA, in which stock sizes
in most recent years are least precise, the forward-projecting nature of SCAs methods leads to
greater precision on estimates of stock parameters in later years, which are the most relevant ones
for forecasting and management advice purposes.
The main disadvantage of SCA methods is that the computational procedures are con-
siderably more complex than those required for VPA. The nonlinearity of the model structure,
its complexity and the presence of multiple data sets brings out statistical problems not regularly
found in the ﬁeld of statistics. In particular, there are issues with the weighting of diﬀerent sources
of information, conﬂicts among the diﬀerent sources, the estimability of parameters and optimal
model complexity (Quinn, 2008). Advocates of VPA-related models counter that their methods
are simpler and therefore more transparent, with a solid track on well-studied ﬁsheries (Jennings
et al., 2001). While classic and expanded versions of SCA models have been used in many stock as-
sessments (e.g. Megrey, 1989; Maunder and Starr, 2001; Gibson and Myers, 2003), VPA-related
methods remained the most frequently chosen age-structured stock assessment models at the
global scale.
In late 1970s, multispecies models returned to popularity in terrestrial and marine ecology
due to large-scale ecosystem-type programs sponsored by national-level research institutes (Quinn,
2008). Scientist like (Andersen and Ursin, 1977) constructed multispecies models to explore
eﬀects of ﬁsheries and environmental changes on relevant ecosystem, and to develop appropriate
management strategies for those ﬁsheries. These models required, however, parameters describing
interactions among species and trophic levels for which little data existed. The unpredictability
of multispecies models made them unsuited for stock assessment and management purposes, and
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Box 1.2 - Statistical Catch-at-Age Model
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Figure 1.5: Example of operational modelling of the SCA method (adapted from Quinn, 2008). Forward
projection of the abundance (N) of the 2002 cohort (blue) and the 2004 cohort (red) as a function of population
dynamics processes (e.g. mortality and growth). Recruitment to the ﬁshery occurs at age 2, and its abundance
is at some extent dependent on total density of the parental year (spawner-recruit relationship).
Starting with the initial size of each cohort, the
numbers-at-age (Ny;a) are projected forward us-
ing the appropriate modiﬁcation of Eqn.(1.1)
Ny+1;a+1 = Ny;a e
 (M+Fy;a); (1.7)
where natural mortality M is usually ﬁxed over
years and ages, and ﬁshing mortality at age a
in year y , Fy;a, is assumed separable into a
year-dependent ﬁshing intensity fy and an age-
dependent selectivity factor sa, i.e. Fy;a = fy sa.
Model parameters are ﬁtted by minimising an
objective function expressing deviations between
observed catch-at-age (Cobsy;a ) and corresponding
model predictions (Cpredy;a ), as e.g.
SSQ(catch) =
∑
a
∑
y
(
Cpredy;a   C
obs
y;a
)2
(1.8)
where Cpredya is derived from Eqn. (1.3)
Cy;a =
Fy;a
(M + Fy;a)
(
1  e (M+Fy;a)
)
Ny;a (1.9)
there was no signiﬁcant advances in ecosystem-based modelling until the late 1990s.
The 'golden years'
As described in Quinn (2008), the period from 1980 to 2000 was the most productive in the history
of ﬁsheries stock assessment model development. The number of articles, books, authors and
journals increased dramatically due to a much wider group of scientists fully dedicated to ﬁsheries
modelling and, most importantly, because of the integration of mathematics, statistics, computers
and biology in the development of new models. Furthermore, many state and international agencies
expanded their data collection and research eﬀorts, with greater emphasis on research surveys and
ﬁshing observer programs aimed at improving the accuracy of indices of abundance and better
evaluation of harvesting rates. Advances in communications technology such as the Internet
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meant that interchange of quantitative ideas could occur more quickly and eﬀectively than ever
before. Consequently, during these golden years", progress in ﬁsheries modelling was pervasive
across the world, resulting in major methodological advances that led to more complex model
assumptions and hence more realistic descriptions of ﬁsh populations. Conversely, this was also
when ﬁshers and ﬁshing industry became more suspicious of agency stock assessments, as most
of the developed methods failed to account for ﬁshers' perceptions about stocks, while mostly
graspable for audiences without a strong mathematical background.
Before the 1980s, few ﬁsheries models were ﬁtted using likelihood formulations, with VPA
models often having one free parameter (the terminal F s), while biomass dynamic models only a
handful of free parameters. In the following 25 years, many approaches began to use maximum
likelihood and Bayesian approaches, and the number of parameters that could be estimated ex-
ploded (Hilborn, 2012). Several researchers investigated the potential of state-space models in
ﬁsheries modelling, attempting their application to spawner-recruit models (e.g Smith and Walters,
1981). Composed by two equations, one describing an unobservable state of process, the other
describing observations of that process, state-space models account for process errors (i.e. non-
conformity of the true process with the state equation) and observation errors (i.e. sampling and
measurement error) (see e.g. Buckland et al., 2004). On another front, growth models beneﬁted
from the development of specialised estimation methods, and were generalised to include process
stochasticity and to account for individual-based variation (Schnute, 1981, and many others).
Also in early 1980s, a new class of population dynamics models emerged, the so-called
delay-diﬀerence models (Deriso, 1980), which were described as the middle ground between simple
production methods and fully age-structured modelling approaches (full details in e.g. Quinn and
Deriso, 1999, Chapter 5). Their most notable feature was the incorporation of fundamental
life-history (e.g. mortality and growth) and recruitment parameters in a production-type model,
which was ﬁtted to nonage-structured data. While delay-diﬀerence methods would generally ﬁt
age-aggregated data reasonably well, they were also very sensitive to parameter uncertainty (i.e.
diﬀerent combinations of parameters would have equally good ﬁts), which meant their application
relied heavily on auxiliary information to improve estimates reliability (Jennings et al., 2001).
Together with advances on other age-structured models such as in yield-per-recruit models
(e.g. Punt et al., 1993; Gribble and Dredge, 1994) and Leslie matrices (generalization to age-,
length- and spatial-structured and stochastic populations Caswell, 2001), there was a strong focus
on the further development of SCA models. For instance, Myers and Cadigan (1995) expanded
the classic SCA model to account for correlations between ages in indices of abundance from
scientiﬁc surveys, while Schnute and Richards (1995) and Richards et al. (1997) developed and
discussed the merits of state-space SCA models. Moreover, computer programs such as CAGEAN
(Deriso et al., 1985) and Stock Synthesis (Methot, 1990) oﬀered integrated and versatile stock
assessment packages based on SCA methods, allowing to breakup the population dynamics into
multiple components (e.g. season, gender).
The development of age-structured models in the ICES community evolved in a diﬀerent
direction, following the line from Gulland's VPA and Pope's cohort analysis. Darby and Flatman
(1994) and Shepherd (1999) focused on addressing the limitations of ad hoc VPA-tuning methods
such as the unrealistic treatment of abundance indices as exact and the disregard of year-class
strength information available from catch time series. This led to the development of a more
sophisticated method called 'extended survival analysis' (XSA) which, among other novel features,
was capable of producing standard errors for estimated terminal parameters. Extensively used by
ICES stock assessment working groups, XSA has its own set of problems, such as the multiple
use of data, unaccounted correlations between parameters and the persistent assumption of exact
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catch-at-age data (Cotter et al., 2004).
Also during this period, there was the establishment of rigorous length-based assessment
models (Pauly and Morgan, 1987). These methods oﬀered great practical advantages, as it is
much easier, and cheaper, to measure the length of a large number of ﬁsh in the catch or in a
survey than to estimate their ages. In fact, largely due to budget-constraints on sampling plans,
most of the historical raw data available from stocks are length-based. Furthermore, while many
exploited species cannot be aged with the satisfactory accuracy, parameters such as mortality, gear
selectivity and maturity may be better related to size rather than to age. As Quinn and Deriso
(1999, Chapter 9) explain in detail, length-structured dynamics models use much of the same
principles of age-based models. One of the major limitations of initially developed size-structured
models was their assumption of stationary recruitment and growth over time due to diﬃculties
in disentangling year-classes from the length-based data. In addition, length-structured models
require the derivation of transition probabilities between length-classes or the incorporation of an
explicit model for individual growth, making them more complex than age-structured models. The
initial skepticism about length-based models was considerably lessened with the contributions of
Fournier and resulting computer software MULTIFAN (Fournier et al., 1990, 1998), as well as
with the extension of well known models (e.g. delay-diﬀerence models and Leslie matrix) that
replaced age with life-history stages or length-classes (Quinn, 2008).
Other advances on population dynamics model included the incorporation of spatial dynamics
to account for movement patterns of ﬁsh, as well as to investigate the eﬀects of local ﬁshing
depletion. Spatial modelling considerations were explored for the main population dynamics models,
such as the Leslie matrix (e.g. Caswell, 2001), catch-at-age analysis (e.g. Quinn II et al., 1990) and
diﬀerence models (e.g. Hilborn, 1990). Temporal and spatial autocorrelation between population
dynamics parameters were also subject of research after it was found that failing to account for such
dependencies could lead to errors in stock assessments (Gudmundsson, 1994; Myers and Cadigan,
1995). Furthermore, the analysis of data and parameters from several ﬁsh populations and the
investigation of parallels among stocks and species, the so-called 'meta-analysis', proved to give
useful results (Pauly, 1980; Myers et al., 1995). The product of a meta-analysis is a distribution
of a parameter that can be used as an additional likelihood component in the estimation process
(Hilborn et al., 2003).
Nevertheless, the most signiﬁcant development during the 'golden years' was the application
of Bayesian estimation methods and associated numerical approaches in ﬁsheries modelling (Sec-
tion 1.3.2). The Bayesian approach builds on the likelihood approach by allowing parameters to be
random variables, allowing the explicit speciﬁcation of uncertainty through prior distributions spec-
iﬁed based on expert judgment or results from other analysis (e.g. meta-analysis). Thus, Bayesian
stock assessments provide a conceptual approach for providing management advice under uncer-
tainty, which is conveyed using posterior probability distributions for parameters of management
interest (e.g. stock size, ﬁshing mortality) as well as for potential outcomes of planned policy
options (McAllister and Ianelli, 1997). While for many years it was nearly impossible to conduct
a Bayesian analysis due to the complex integrations involved in it, the emergence of numerical
solutions such as Monte Carlo algorithms allowed the dissemination of Bayesian formulations of
ﬁsheries models. Geiger and Koenings (1991) and Walters and Ludwig (1994) were two of the ﬁrst
papers to use Bayesian methods in ﬁsheries, which then proliferated to many other applications
including spawner-recruit analysis, delay-diﬀerence models, estimation of size and age composition,
age- and size-structured models and decision analysis of harvesting strategies (Quinn, 2008).
Despite the proliferation of models and statistics in ﬁsheries analysis, there was some crit-
icism among the scientiﬁc community about the reliance on quantitative modelling as the 'silver
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bullet' for all ﬁsheries problems. Critics argued that too much attention was given to modelling
details at the expense of vital understanding of available data and of the biological and ecological
elements of ﬁshery systems. Still, the ability to combine population dynamics with uncertainties
in the data and parameters in a statistical framework was evidence that the ﬁeld of population
dynamics modelling had reached scientiﬁc maturity. In Quinn (2008) words:The rigor and breadth
of the ﬁeld was impressive, astounding and unique.
Current state and future
Developments in ﬁsheries modelling and stock assessment in the last 10 years have been mainly
concerned with expanding or adapting existing methods to increase their predictive power, or to
address more complex ﬁsheries systems. Latest advances include, among others: (i) incorporation
of environmental variability in spawner-recruit models (MacKenzie et al., 2008) and yield-per-
recruit models (Chang et al., 2011); (ii) Bayesian hierarchical analysis of ﬁsh growth (e.g. Helser
et al., 2007); (iii) improvements in length- and age-structured multispecies assessment models to
separate predation from other sources of natural mortality (e.g. Hall et al., 2006; King, 2007);
(iv) reduce computational costs associated with incorporation of uncertainty in assessments and
predictions (e.g. Maunder et al., 2006; Brinch et al., 2011); (v) development of population dy-
namics models representing age and length simultaneously (Froysa et al., 2002; McGarvey et al.,
2007); (vi) advances in accounting for spatial structure in population dynamics (Goethel et al.,
2011; Berger et al., 2012); and the development of models capable of assessing ﬁsheries with
limited data (Edwards et al., 2012; Andrews and Mangel, 2012).
Interestingly, a retrospective look at the evolution of ﬁsheries models reveals the existence
of a regional dichotomy in model development. As noted by Hilborn (2012), most advances and
changes in stock assessment approaches during the last twenty years have occurred outside the
North Atlantic, once the pole of ﬁsheries model development. Instead, most of the modern SCA
and SCL methods have been developed by researchers from Paciﬁc Canada and Paciﬁc USA, while
research groups in the ICES areas are still largely using variations on the VPA methods used in
1985 (Hilborn, 2012). The resilience of VPA-based approaches, despite their ﬂaws, are related
with their success in cases when catch-at-age data is consistently available and exploitation rates
are high, as well as their ability to provide a uniform analytical platform for integrating many
diﬀerent countries, languages and levels of technical expertise, as in ICES (Hilborn, 2012)
Recently there has been some concerns about the growing level of complexity of many of the
models applied in stock assessment. Cotter et al. (2004) expressed their fears of new developed
methods being more elaborate than can be justiﬁed by the quality of the data and the theory
supporting them. Advanced mathematical and statistical methods are more reliant on assumptions,
harder to explain and verify, less open to criticism and hence less trustworthy by the primary
costumers (i.e. ﬁsheries industry and managers). As assessment models become more complex
they turn into intricate black boxes rather than simpliﬁcations permitting a better understanding of
a ﬁshery system. Furthermore, complex models require specialised people to operate them properly.
As Hilborn et al. (2003) alerts, there is a shortage of people capable of performing the analysis
at the highest level, and thus more assessments are being done by people who do not understand
the details of the software they are using. To prevent the further exacerbation of the problem,
Cotter et al. (2004) proposed some ideals for stock assessment models. In addition to producing
accurate results with appropriate measures of conﬁdence ﬁsheries, the authors recommended that
stock assessments should, for instance: (i) be explicable to ﬁsheries industry and other non-
mathematical parties; (ii) allow for dependence among data sets when estimating standard errors,
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(iii) use parsimonious models, (iv) depend upon the minimum of subjective decisions, and (v) be
computed in a practicable time period. Of the methods most commonly applied (e.g. VPA, SCA),
yield-per-recruit models (or year-class curves) appears to be the most favourable approach as it
meets many of these ideals (Cotter et al., 2004). According to Schnute and Richards (2001),
models to be useful must serve as tools for thought rather than rigid prescriptions, as crucial
population features and facts may be missing, and no model, however complex, can completely
represent the real world.
As a consequence of growing pressure from conservationists to make ﬁsheries management
more of an ecosystem approach (Garcia et al., 2003), there has been a shift of focus from single-
species assessments to other lines of research. Thus, the last 15 years saw the renaissance of
multispecies and ecosystem models due to the growing interest by national ﬁsheries research in-
stitutes (e.g. Mackinson et al., 2009; Van Kirk et al., 2010). However, and despite the increasing
number of attempts, the full implementation of a ecosystem-based management is yet to occur
(Link et al., 2011). The two most common ecosystem models now in place, Ecopath-Ecosim
(Christensen and Walters, 2004) and ATLANTIS (Smith et al., 2007), have been regularly used
in general ecosystems evaluation of the impacts of ﬁshing (Hilborn, 2012). One of the main chal-
lenges in the implementation of ecosystem models concerns with setting the relative importance of
the multiple processes acting simultaneously on the dynamics of the system, as well as with track-
ing the interactions between those processes over time and space (Link et al., 2011). In addition,
data requirements for multispecies models can be diﬃcult to meet. In order to eﬃciently measure
temporal and spatial interactions among species, sophisticated and expensive sampling schemes
have to be in place for year-round collections of predation and competition data (Quinn, 2008).
Furthermore, the implementation of ecosystem models has been hampered by their limited predic-
tive power, leading critics to strongly defy notions that ecosystem-based approaches will succeed
where single-species models failed (Mace, 2004). Quinn (2008) was very clear on his evaluation of
ecosystem-based management approaches, stating that they will be inferior to the single-species
approaches and lead to substantial errors and socioeconomic consequences. Nevertheless, authors
like Link et al. (2011) are keen to point out that there is enough base knowledge and data to make
ecosystem-based management feasible in some regions of the globe, and that lack of familiarity
and 'comfort' with the novel features of the approach have precluded their inclusion in the stock
assessment process.
Regarding the future of population dynamics modelling, it can be predicted with some con-
ﬁdence that much of the focus will stay on developing ecosystem-based approaches and make
them applicable to key ﬁshing areas and species. Nonetheless, single-species assessment models
will certainly have a vital role in ﬁsheries management, whether integrated as evaluation tools
in ecosystem-based approaches, or as the single assessment method in traditional single-species
managements.
Independently of the chosen modelling approach, advances in the evaluation and integration
of uncertainty, either in terms of model error, measurement error or process error, are still highly
desirable. Moreover, management strategy evaluations (MSEs Punt et al., 2001; Dichmont et al.,
2008), in which a range of hypothesis about the stock's biology, its ﬁshery, the nature of data
collection and potential management actions are simulated and evaluated, have shown to oﬀer very
valuable results. However, at present, the robustness of MSEs is outweighed by high computational
costs, and hence the development algorithms to address those computational demands will be
subject of research interest (Hilborn, 2012). Also, habitats and spatial concerns have become
more prominent, and thus developments in spatial assessments are needed (Quinn, 2008). Finally,
the issue of mistrust between ﬁsheries scientists and resource users needs to be formally addressed,
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and thus further advances are necessary to incorporate socioeconomic concerns and ﬁshermen-
based information about the stock status in assessment models.
It is diﬃcult to anticipate what will constitute the ﬁnal frontier in population dynamics mod-
elling. At present, the boundary seems to be delimited by the ecosystem and spatial components
of ﬁsheries management. Recent advances in genetic science allowing genetic diversity to be fol-
lowed have, however, opened possibilities for the incorporation of population genetics in population
models (Quinn, 2008).
1.3.2 Quantifying uncertainty in ﬁsheries models
Stock assessments provide estimates of the most plausible values of key population parameters,
which are conditional on the assumptions of the underlying population dynamics model adopted
for the analysis and on the observed data used to ﬁt that model. In other words, diﬀerent sets
of data and equally credible population models would produce a range of diﬀerent, but equally
plausible, estimates. Thus, stock assessment models should not only estimate the most likely
values (i.e. 'point estimates') of parameters of interest, but also the measure of uncertainty about
those estimates. Depending on the adopted inferential principal, uncertainty can be stated either
as a range within which true value of a parameter may lie (frequentist approach) or as a probability
distribution of the parameter values (Bayesian approach).
As described above (Section 1.2.5), uncertainties about ﬁsheries parameters can be large
and aﬀect analyses, and subsequently managerial decisions. Thus, uncertainties need to be prop-
erly quantiﬁed and taken into account as they create biological, economical and social risks for
the whole ﬁshery system. The requirement for scientists to provide information to managers on
uncertainty about stock assessments was formalised in the FAO code of conduct for Responsible
Fisheries (FAO, 1995), which includes the commitment: In the implementation of the precaution-
ary approach, [member] States should take into account, inter alia, uncertainties relating to the
size and productivity of the stocks, reference points (...) levels and distribution of ﬁshing mortality
and impact of ﬁshing mortalities .... As a result, the provision of ﬁsheries advice in a way in
which uncertainty is explicitly recognised and quantiﬁed is becoming a standard requirement from
management agencies (Patterson et al., 2001).
Several authors have identiﬁed the main sources of uncertainty in ﬁsheries (Charles, 1998;
Chen and Paloheimo, 1998; Peterman, 2004). The uncertainty inherent to ﬁsheries dynamics may
be categorised in four key forms:
(i) Sampling errors, resulting from our inability to measure the whole ﬁsheries system, as well
as from mistakes that inevitably occur while measuring biological variables.
(ii) Process errors, resulting from our inability to describe processes of the population dynamics
perfectly because of random ﬂuctuations in environment, i.e. the natural stochasticity across
space and time in e.g. the distribution, abundance and productivity of ﬁsh populations.
(iii) Model errors, due to the ignorance about the appropriate model used to describe the complex
dynamics
(iv) Operating errors, resulting from implementation faults in e.g. management regulations.
While all four types of error are likely to exist simultaneously when analysing a ﬁshery, it
is often assumed that operating errors are nonexistent to simplify modelling and the estimation
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process (Chen et al., 2003). Sampling error is the most common source of uncertainty considered
in stock assessments, sometimes being considered together with process error and, less frequently,
with model error. As diﬀerent models allow uncertainties to aﬀect the outputs in diﬀerent ways,
the decision on which sources of error to include in the analysis can be decisive in the results
of stock assessment. Ignoring too many uncertainties will lead to overconﬁdence in results and
possibly to poor management choices and inadequate policies. On the other hand, incorporating
all possible uncertainties will probably led to outputs that are too vague to give managers useful
information.
In order to quantify uncertainties, it is necessary to formulate mathematically the types of
error considered for the analysis and accommodate them in the model, in what is often called the
error structure of the model. Thus, the combination of the assumed model, sometimes designed as
the systematic component of the overall model, with the associated error structure determines the
objective function that dictates the parameter estimation. The deﬁnition of realistic assumptions
for the model error structure is essential, as unrealistic assumptions may lead to incoherent errors
and biased estimates (Megrey, 1989; Schnute, 1977). For example, in a SCA model, measurement
error is incorporated through an observational equation in which diﬀerences between observations
and predictions of catch-at-age are usually assumed to follow a normal distribution (Fournier and
Archibald, 1982). Process error can be included by e.g. deﬁning the number of survivors in a
cohort as a stochastic variable following a lognormal distribution (Lewy and Nielsen, 2003), while
model errors can be accounted by ﬁtting and averaging over a ﬁnite number of plausible competing
models (Hammond and O'Brien, 2001).
Once the model and associated error structure is speciﬁed, the estimation of population
parameters and associated uncertainties can be carried out using statistical inference methods.
Two inference paradigms are commonly used in to estimate uncertainty in ﬁsheries modelling:
Bayesian and frequentist (Patterson et al., 2001). The fundamental diﬀerence between these
approaches is that frequentist methods treat parameters as unknown quantities that have a 'true'
value, whereas in Bayesian approaches parameters are treated as random variables as a consequence
of them being unknown.
In mathematical terms, consider that a population with an unobserved set of parameters 
is sampled, from which observations D are obtained. The data D can provide point estimates of
 using an estimator ^(D), i.e. a rule for computing an estimate of a given quantity as a function
of the observed data. Frequentist methods consider P[^(D)j], i.e. the probability distribution of
parameter point estimates on repeating sampling. In a Bayesian approach, belief about parameters
 are expressed as a prior probability distribution P(), which is updated to the posterior density
P(jD) upon the acquisition of observed data using the Bayes probability model (Eq. (1.11), Box
1.3). Next, the major assumptions and fundamental methodologies of the two inference paradigms
are described.
Frequentist methods
As noted above, frequentist approaches of statistical inference rely on calculating a probability
model describing the sampling distribution of estimators calculated from the data, given particular
parameter values that are assumed to be true. This model can then be used to express uncertainty
about estimates through conﬁdence statements about parameters. A conﬁdence level describes
the probability that a calculated conﬁdence interval (CI) will encompass the true value (e.g. a
conﬁdence level of 0.95 deﬁnes that 95% of CIs calculated from a large number of realisations
would contain the true value). However, in practice, only one data realisation is available, and its
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corresponding CI is used to express that it contains the 'true' parameter value for a prescribed level
of conﬁdence given a particular set of data a structured model. Therefore, frequentist approaches
treat interval limits as random and model parameters as ﬁxed.
Despite some limitations (Patterson et al., 2001), frequentist methods remain attractive
because they do not require the, sometimes intricate, speciﬁcation of prior distributions. In addi-
tion, the non-parametric approaches of some of their techniques, allowing the relaxation of error
distribution assumptions, is also seen as an advantage of the method. While deriving CIs from
sampling distributions of parameter estimators for simple problems is straightforward, more ad-
vanced statistical techniques, such as the delta method approximation and bootstrap resampling
methods, are required for expressing uncertainty when modelling more complex situations.
The delta method, popularised in ecological modelling by Seber (1973), uses automatic dif-
ferentiation to evaluate the Hessian matrix of second derivatives of the objective function with
respect to the model parameters (Pawitan, 2001). The Hessian matrix is then transformed to
derive the approximate variance-covariance matrix for the estimated parameters. Conﬁdence dis-
tributions of quantities of interest that are functions of model parameters can be derived from the
variance-covariance delta estimates either analytically ('analytic delta' approach) or by numerical
approximation ('numerical delta' approach) (Patterson et al., 2001). This requires either an as-
sumption about the distribution of the quantities of interest or assumptions about the distributions
of some of the estimated model parameters. Due to reliability issues for small samples and nonlin-
ear models, the analytic method is the least chosen approach. Under the numerical approach, the
values of a model parameter are simulated repeatedly from a multivariate Gaussian distribution
with estimated mean and covariance matrix characteristics. The simulated values are submitted
to the population model to derive the values of quantities of interest, which are then used to
construct an empirical distribution from which conﬁdence statements may be drawn. Examples
of the application of the delta method in stock assessments can be found in Booth and Quinn II
(2006) and McGarvey et al. (2007).
The key concept of bootstrap resampling methods is their use of the distribution of sam-
pling errors to infer conﬁdence statements about parameters and associated variables of interest
(Patterson et al., 2001). The simplest bootstrap technique for estimating uncertainty is the per-
centile method (Efron, 1979), consisting in the simulation of a large number of replicate samples
based on the observed data and submitting them to the estimation procedure to obtain replicates
of the bootstrap estimator. The bootstrap replicates are then used to construct the bootstrap
distribution of the estimator on which conﬁdence statements can be based. Bootstrap methods
are separated in two categories: (i) parametric bootstrap, where the empirical distribution of pa-
rameter estimates is derived from a parametric model with parameter values derived from the
data is used; or (ii) nonparametric bootstrap, in which the actual empirical distribution of the
observations is used to construct a nonparametric empirical distribution of parameter estimates
by resampling. Early applications of bootstrap in stock assessments include Punt and Butterworth
(1993), and the framework proposed in Gavaris and Eeckhaute (1998) is recognised as the current
recommended bootstrap methodology for stock assessment.
Bayesian Inference
Bayesian analysis provide a formal framework for making inferences from data through the explicit
use of probability to quantify uncertainty in parameter estimation (Gelman et al., 2004). This is
done by deriving the probability of alternative values of parameters conditional on a particular data
set, one or more structural models on which the calculation is conditioned, and a number of beliefs
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Box 1.3 - The Bayes' rule
Probability statements about set of a (continuous)
unobserved parameters  given the data D require
the speciﬁcation of the joint probability distribu-
tion model for  and D. This joint distribution is
deﬁned by the product of two densities that are of-
ten referred to as the joint prior distribution P()
and the data distribution (or likelihood, when re-
garded as a function of  for ﬁxed D) P(Dj),
respectively
P(;D) = P(Dj)P(); (1.10)
Having observed D, using the basic property of
conditional probability know as Bayes' rule yields
the distribution of  conditional onD, the so-called
joint posterior distribution of 
P(jD) =
P(Dj)P()
P(D)
=
P(Dj)P()∫
P(Dj)P()d
(1.11)
An equivalent form of (1.11) omits the factor
P(D), which does not depend on , by considering
D as ﬁxed (i.e. constant), generating
P(jD) / P(Dj)P(); (1.12)
The right side of (1.12) is called the unnormalised
posterior distribution.
about models or parameters from external sources (e.g. expert opinion or other, independent,
analysis). In other words, it provides a statistically consistent framework for expressing uncer-
tainty by updating prior knowledge about the studied system into posterior knowledge (based on
the information acquired from observations), and by conveying that uncertainty/knowledge into
predictions automatically. The simple expressions encapsulating the core of Bayesian inference are
presented in Box 1.3. Implying that all unkown quantities are treated as random variables, the
process of Bayesian analysis can be divided into the following two main steps:
(i) Construct a full probability model - i.e. a joint probability model for all observable and
unobservable quantities, which should be consistent with the underlying scientiﬁc problem
and the data collection process (Eq. (1.10));
(ii) Conditioning on observed data, calculate the posterior distribution, i.e. the conditional
probability distribution of unobserved quantities, given the observed data (Eq.(1.11)).
Once the joint posterior distribution is derived, one can deduce the marginal posterior distribution
for certain components of parameters  to obtain characteristics of interest, such as the posterior
mean, median or mode of a speciﬁc parameter i (Meyer and Millar, 1999b). Thus, outputs from
analyses of this type are usually presented as the probabilities associated with alternative values
of the parameter of interest, integrated over the admitted distributions of the other parameters
(Patterson et al., 2001).
A primary advantage of Bayesian analysis is the common-sense interpretation of statistical
conclusions. As noted in Gelman et al. (2004), a Bayesian probability interval for a parameter of
interest can be directly regarded as having a high probability of containing the unknown parameter,
in contrast with a frequentist conﬁdence interval, which can only be interpreted in relation to a
sequence of inferences that might be made in repeated practice. In addition, Bayesian analysts
do not need to concern with calculating point estimates, nor with deriving point estimators with
particular asymptotic characteristics (e.g. being unbiased or statistically eﬃcient) usually required
by the frequentist approaches (Walters and Ludwig, 1994).
Although conceptually easy to grasp, the second step of the Bayesian analysis can be an ex-
tremely diﬃcult task, as the evaluation of the often high-dimensional posterior distribution requires
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complex multidimensional integration to obtain the normalization constant P(D), to calculate one-
dimensional characteristics (e.g. moments of the marginal posterior distribution of one particular
parameter), and to perform further diﬀerentiation to compute posterior distributions of parameter
transformations. Four diﬀerent approaches have been developed to handle this multidimensional
integration: (i) asymptotic approximations such as normal approximations based on Taylor series,
and the more precise Laplace approximations (Tierney and Kadane, 1986); (ii) numerical inte-
gration via Gaussian quadrature techniques (Gamerman, 1997); (iii) Monte Carlo integration via
importance sampling (O'Hagan, 2004), and sampling-importance resampling (SIR) (Rubin, 1988;
Smith and Gelfand, 1992); and (iv) Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC simulation) (Hastings,
1970; Gilks et al., 1996).
The reliance of Laplace expansions on large sample asymptotic results in very inaccurate
approximations for small-sample size situations, Gaussian quadrature methods suﬀers from dimen-
sionality issues as computational costs rise exponentially with the number of parameters (Meyer
and Millar, 1999a). Monte Carlo integration using importance resampling replaces the determin-
istic integration by the estimation of the mean of a certain multivariate distribution (by drawing
a random sample from P(jD) its sample mean). The SIR algorithm allows the simulation of
samples from P(jD) through the use of a diﬀerent 'surrogate' joint probability distribution for
the parameter, the so-called importance density function (Smith and Gelfand, 1992), and subse-
quent computation of importance ratios relative to the unnormalised joint posterior distribution
(Eq. (1.12)) (more details in e.g. McAllister and Ianelli, 1997). The eﬃciency of the SIR algo-
rithm depends heavily on the importance density, which should be chosen close to the posterior
density and be dispersed enough to ensure the adequate coverage of the relevant posterior re-
gions. Nonetheless, ﬁnding a suitable importance density becomes increasingly challenging as the
number of parameters increases and the posterior distribution becomes more complex (Meyer and
Millar, 1999a). Thus, asymptotic approximations and numerical integration require a high degree
of mathematical sophistication by the data analyst.
A major breakthrough for the routine implementation of Bayesian inference was the realisa-
tion that MCMC methods were capable of performing any high-dimensional integrations eﬃciently.
Instead of generating sequence of independent samples directly from the posterior, in MCMC, sam-
ples of parameters  are drawn sequentially from approximate distributions that are dependent on
the values drawn in the previous step; hence the draws form a Markov chain2 (Gelman et al.,
2004). In other words, each sequence, t ; t = 1; 2; 3; : : :, is produced by starting at some point 0
and then, at each iteration t, drawing t from a transition distribution, Tt(t jt 1), that depends
on the previous draw, t 1, and on the iteration number t. The transition probability must be
constructed so that the Markov chain converges to a unique stationary distribution that is the pos-
terior distribution. Thus, sampling is done iteratively in such a way that at each step of the process
we expect to draw from a distribution that becomes closer to the speciﬁed P(jD). After running
the Markov chain for a suﬃciently long burn-in period to ensure that it has reaches convergence,
one therefore obtains (correlated) samples from the limiting distribution P(jD) (Gelman et al.,
2004). Independent samples from the posterior distribution can be obtained by thinning interval
the draws from the converged Markov chain, i.e. by keeping every k th draw from each sequence
and discarding the rest. Once the simulations have been drawn, it is absolutely necessary to check
the convergence of the simulated sequences. Convergence diagnostics can be performed both by
graphical inspection of the simulated draws (e.g. through time-series plots and cusum path plots)
and by formal statistical-based diagnostic tests (Cowles and Carlin, 1996). There are a number of
2As deﬁned in probability theory, a Markov chain is a sequence of random variables X1; X2; : : :, for which, for
any iteration t, the distribution of Xt given all previous X's depends only on the most recent value Xt 1.
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diﬀerent MCMC algorithms available for carrying out the required simulations of MCMC, includ-
ing the Gibbs sampler and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Detailed descriptions of these and
other MCMC techniques can be found in e.g. Gilks et al. (1996). Furthermore, dedicated soft-
ware have been recently developed to facilitate the coding and computation of MCMC algorithms.
Perhaps the most popular is WinBUGS (Lunn et al., 2000; Lunn, 2003), a windows-based version
of the BUGS (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling) software that oﬀers a fully extensible
modular framework for constructing and analysing Bayesian models through Gibbs sampling and
other MCMC techniques. Other available software providing similar features include the AD Model
Builder (Fournier et al., 2011) and PyMC (Patil et al., 2010).
As noted earlier (Section 1.3.1), the emergence of Bayesian methods was a turning point for
ﬁsheries assessment and management. The ﬂexibility and generality of Bayesian approaches allow
ﬁsheries modelers to cope with complicated, highly nonlinear multiparameter population dynamics
models, whilst providing a conceptually elegant framework for expressing the uncertainty inherent
to such complex systems (Meyer and Millar, 1999a). According to McAllister and Kirkwood
(1998), the main reasons for the advocacy for the use of Bayesian methods in stock assessments
include: (i) incorporation of information from e.g. expert knowledge about key parameters with
little information available in data through the prior probability distribution; (ii) the way missing
data is eﬀectively accounted; and (iii) the calculation of posterior probabilities for alternative
hypotheses about, for example, structurally diﬀerent dynamics models, expressing the empirical
support for each hypothesis under uncertainty.
The use of Bayesian analysis in ﬁsheries problems is pervasive among ﬁsheries science liter-
ature, with applications ranging from SIR techniques (e.g. McAllister and Ianelli, 1997) to MCMC
approaches (e.g. Lewy and Nielsen, 2003), covering diﬀerent types of population models from
biomass models (e.g. Ibaibarriaga et al., 2008) to fully age-structured models (e.g. Millar and
Meyer, 2000), as well as addressing its use in ﬁsheries management processes (Punt and Hilborn,
2001).
Nevertheless, and despite the compelling strengths of Bayesian approaches, the subjectivity
inherent to the appropriate choice of prior distributions oﬀers scope for extensive debates that
seldomly reach consensual conclusions (Patterson et al., 2001). Advocates of the frequentist
approach argue that prior distributions can represent a subjective, and hence nonscientiﬁc, judge-
mental weighting assigned to model parameters. One can therefore generate misleading posterior
probabilities by adjusting the prior probability to reﬂect personal beliefs and bias (Walters and Lud-
wig, 1994). The speciﬁcation of prior distributions is without doubt a crucial aspect of Bayesian
analysis, and it should never be carried out in a careless way.
1.4 The Iberian sardine population and its ﬁsheries
The sardine (Sardina pilchardus) is a small pelagic clupeoid distributed along the northeast Atlantic
Ocean from the North Sea to Senegal and through most of the Mediterranean Sea, with residual
populations oﬀ the Azores, Madeira and Canary Islands (Parrish et al., 1989). The northern-
southern limits of sardine distribution have been observed to expand and contract periodically,
which seem to be associated with variations in upwelling intensity and with the transport of warmer
Atlantic waters to the North Sea (Lluch-Belda et al., 1989; Beare et al., 2004). The life history of
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sardine is characterised by rapid growth (reaching 90% of maximum length during the ﬁrst year),
short life-span (maximum 14 years of age), small size (maximum total length of 27cm), rapid
maturation (maturity within ﬁrst two years of life), large fecundity and high mortality (Rochet,
2000). The reproductive dynamics of sardine is strongly aﬀected by temperature, body size and
energy levels, with the duration of spawning season increasing from north (1 - 2 months) to
south (6 months) (Coombs et al., 2006; Bernal et al., 2007; Ganias et al., 2007). As most small
pelagic species, sardine populations show wide temporal variability in abundance, reﬂecting a strong
dependence on environmentally-related recruitment success (Guisande et al., 2004).
For ﬁsheries assessment and management purposes, a single sardine stock is considered
in European Atlantic waters, the Atlanto-Iberian sardine (AIS) stock, which is delimited by the
French-Spanish border in the north and by the straight of Gibraltar in the south (ICES, 2006a).
Commercial sardine ﬁsheries have subsisted for centuries within this area, with sardines being mainly
targeted by Spanish and Portuguese purse-seine ﬂeets (Pestana, 1989; Mendes and Borges, 2006).
Following what was happening in other parts of the world, purse-seine ﬁsheries experienced major
technological advances in ﬁshing eﬃciency with the introduction of echosounder and sonars for
schools detection in the 1950s, as well as improvements in mechanical hauling devices in the mid-
1960s (Filgueiras, 1994). At present, the sardine ﬁsheries represent a signiﬁcant part of total
ﬁsh production in both Portugal and Spain, with a strong contribution to the canning industry.
Within Portuguese waters, sardine corresponds to 40% in weight and 17% in ﬁrst-sale value of
the total ﬁsh production in the country, and an estimated six thousand workers are either directly
involved in the ﬁshery or associated with the sardine canning industry (EU-DGF, 2000; DGPA,
2006). Management regulations to the AIS stock include limitations to mesh size, gear dimensions,
ﬁshing areas and minimum landing size, as well as restrictions to ﬁshing eﬀort, annual catches and
seasonal closures (ICES, 2000).
Exploratory sardine assessments began in 1978 under the auspices of ICES, using biological
and ﬁsheries data from France, Spain and Portugal (ICES, 1978), before the current AIS stock
was formally deﬁned in 1980 (ICES, 1980). Since then, the Working Group on Horse Mackerel,
Anchovy and Sardine (WGHANSA, former WGMHSA) meets annually to conduct assessment of
the AIS stock, whose outputs are used for scientiﬁc advice in support of management consider-
ations for the stock (e.g. ICES, 2012). Assessments are based on data sampled directly from
sardine landings, as well on data collected in scientiﬁc acoustic surveys.
Sardine catch sampling is routinely conducted by the Spanish (IEO) and Portuguese (IPI-
MAR) ﬁsheries institutes through their National Sampling Programmes and under the coordination
of ICES and EU sampling Programs (Pestana et al., 1998; SAMFISH, 2002). Samples are col-
lected from sardine landings at the main harbours oﬀ the Iberian Peninsula. The sampling process
is separated into two main components: length composition sampling and complete biological
sampling (Jardim et al., 2004). Length distribution information is collected following a stratiﬁed
random sampling scheme (SRS, i.e. each stratum is sampled by simple random sampling without
replacement, provided that selections are independent between strata) by zone and quarter, and
the sampling unit is the boat (Jardim et al., 2004). Age sampling is performed through individ-
ual biological sampling, where biological characteristics (e.g. total length, weight, maturity) are
recorded and otoliths are collected for age determination based on growth rings (ICES, 1998b).
Sampling eﬀort is less intense for biological data, with biological sampling occurring once every
fortnight in only a subset of harbours.
Starting from 1980s, catch length samples and age-length-keys (ALKs, the proportion of
ﬁsh by age, in each length-class) have been combined to estimate the age distribution of the
whole catch, the so-called catch-at-age. Catch-at-age per ICES sub-division is available since
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1991 (Silva, 2007). Statistical methods for catch-at-age estimation are described in Jardim et al.
(2004).
Acoustic surveys for the assessment of the AIS stock, coordinated within dedicated ICES
expert groups, have been carried out annually by Spain and Portugal since the mid-1980s (Silva,
2007). These surveys provide annual total biomass and indices of abundance at age, as well as
length frequencies and biological samples which, combined with biological catch samples, are used
to estimate life history features such as growth and maturity. A comprehensive description of the
sampling design and methods of acoustic abundance estimation can be found in e.g. ICES (1997,
2006b, 1998a). Standardisation between Spanish and Portuguese surveys has improved gradually
over time, with current survey ﬂeets employing similar acoustic equipments and survey designs
(ICES, 2006b). Nevertheless, as pointed out, changes in survey equipment and design over time
may aﬀect the comparability of abundance and age-structure estimates across the period, but their
net eﬀect is diﬃcult to assess (Marques et al., 2004).
The model currently used for the assessment of AIS stock is designated by AMCI (Assess-
ment Model Combining Information Skagen, 2004), which falls within the statistical catch-at-age
model class and was implemented in 2003 (ICES, 2004). It is believed that AMCI captures the
actual state of the stock (ICES, 2005), but has structural limitations that may hinder eﬀective
assessment. Although it can produce outputs disaggregated by area and season, it does not in-
corporate migration. Attempts to estimate migration as part of the assessment have resulted in
over-parameterisation (Silva et al., 2002), and have led to the single-area model structure presently
adopted (ICES, 2005). It also assumes that the population is self-contained and neglects sources
of uncertainty other than those arising from the assessment process itself (Skagen, 2004).
The assessment of the state of the Atlanto-Iberian sardine stock has been problematic
in recent years. The reliability of annual evaluations has been aﬀected by uncertainties about
estimates of ﬁshing mortality, stock size and ﬁsheries selectivity, which led to rejection of the
2002 assessment (ICES, 2003). Main diﬃculties deal with the inability of the current stock
assessment to address heterogeneities in the dynamics of the stock, including: (i) spatio-temporal
variation in distribution, trends in abundance and in age composition of diﬀerent parts of the
stock (Azevedo, 1999; ICES, 2004); (ii) regional variability in recruitment (Santos et al., 2001);
and (iii) questionable validity of northern and southern limits; Silva, 2003; Stratoudakis et al.,
2003). In fact, Carrera and Porteiro (2003) suggested that the AIS stock may be structured as
a metapopulation, comprising a number of regional groups with asynchronous internal dynamics,
linked by variable degrees of migration.
1.5 Overall motives and goals of the PhD
As describe above, the task of achieving success in ﬁsheries assessment and management is far from
straightforward. In such a complex system as ﬁsheries, assessments and management decisions
are hindered by a panoply of factors, ranging from distrust in scientiﬁc methods and advice to lack
of compliance with ﬁsheries regulations, while also dealing with intense, but necessary, debates
within the scientiﬁc community about which scientiﬁc approach to take. Among these factors, the
uncertainty that characterise ﬁsheries systems is undoubtedly a key player in any ﬁsheries study.
Many ﬁsh stocks assessments, including the Atlantico-Iberian sardine stock, have been plagued by
uncertainties, sometimes with tragic consequences.
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The main goal of this study is to develop an assessment methodology that allows to address
some of the uncertainties associated with the AIS stock. The results are expected to contribute for
the improvement of future stock assessments, not only of the AIS stock, but also of any other ﬁsh
stock with similar data and population dynamics structure. Also important, the models developed
in this study should establish a solid conceptual platform to allow future expansions into more
realistic descriptions of ﬁsh population dynamics.
Chapter 2 presents a comparison study between the two most popular estimation procedures
used in stock assessment, i.e. maximum likelihood estimation and Bayesian estimation. Chapter
3 constitutes the core of the study, where a fully integrated modelling framework is developed
for addressing uncertainties in the sampling process of catches, statistically linking the raw data
observed at sampling level to the estimates of population dynamics. In Chapter 4, the methodology
developed and presented in the previous chapter is compared with two catch-at-age estimations
approaches: the classical design-based approach and a model-based approach. In the concluding
Chapter 5, the main ﬁndings from each analysis are and discussed, while areas of future advances
in the developed modelling framework are identiﬁed and debated.
Chapter 2
Maximum likelihood and Bayesian
inference in a catch-at-age analysis
2.1 Introduction
Age-structured models are one of the most important methods for estimating animal abundance
and are routinely used for the assessment of commercially exploited ﬁsh stocks (Megrey, 1989;
Quinn and Deriso, 1999). Through relying on ﬁshery catch-at-age data and auxiliary information
(e.g. ﬁshing eﬀort, abundance indices from surveys), age-structured models attempt to recon-
struct unobserved states by partitioning populations into smaller, presumably more homogeneous
and predictable groups of ﬁsh. Each age-class can be associated with speciﬁc growth rates, fe-
cundities, mortalities and vulnerabilities to ﬁshing. Therefore, modeling age-structured data is
appropriate and realistic as cohorts can be traced throughout their life span. Statistical catch-
at-age analysis (Fournier and Archibald, 1982) provides formal inferential methods for obtaining
estimates of biological quantities by explicitly declaring how errors enter the model. Uncertainty
structures accounted for should include measurement errors in observations (e.g. catches, land-
ings or survey data) and, preferably, variability due to natural stochasticity inherent to population
dynamic processes (e.g. recruitment, survival).
Estimation in age-structured stock assessments usually involves ﬁtting a non-linear model
to data observed in the ﬁshery and in scientiﬁc surveys. Maximum-likelihood estimators have
been used in ﬁsheries models for several years (e.g. Deriso et al., 1985; Gudmundsson, 1994;
Richards and Schnute, 1998; Nielsen and Lewy, 2002). Nevertheless, there are concerns about
the general lack of allowance for uncertainties in many stock assessments estimates. Population
key parameters and ﬁsheries management decisions should be cast in probabilistic terms in order
to properly reﬂect the unpredictable nature of ﬁsheries dynamics and the observation process.
Bayesian analysis provides a conceptually straightforward approach to address all these issues in
a complete manner, which motivated a signiﬁcant increase of Bayesian applications in ﬁsheries
modeling in recent years (e.g. McAllister and Ianelli, 1997; Virtala et al., 1998; Patterson, 1999;
Millar and Meyer, 2000; Punt and Hilborn, 2001; Lewy and Nielsen, 2003; Azevedo, 2006). The
upsurge in popularity of Bayesian approaches to stock assessment and the main advantages of its
use are described in more detail in Sections 1.3.1 (subsection 'The golden years') and 1.3.2.
The Atlantic-Iberian stock of sardine (Sardina pilchardus) has been routinely assessed under
the auspices of ICES since 1980 (see ICES, 2005, e.g.). The model currently in use, implemented
since 2003, is incorporated in the AMCI software (Skagen, 2004) and its structure falls within the
category of statistical catch-at-age models. Parameter estimation is conducted under maximum
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likelihood principles. A Bayesian state-space model for the Atlantic-Iberian Sardine (AIS) stock was
proposed to ICES in 2006 (ICES, 2006a), but its area-based structure became a limiting feature
due to the scarcity of independent data on regional distributions and migration between regions.
As a result, the analysis required strong constraints on key parameters such as selectivities and
migration rates. Aside from the preliminary work carried by ICES, Monteiro and Azevedo (2004)
successfully applied Bayesian methods in a cohort analysis of the AIS population.
The primary purpose of this chapter is to compare two alternative statistical frameworks
for estimating key population parameters of the AIS population. For this purpose a standard
statistical catch-at-age model is developed and ﬁtted to data under diﬀerent estimation methods:
maximum likelihood principle and Bayesian paradigm. The model considers sources of random
deviations solely in the observation process, by incorporating variability due to measurement error
into both catch-at-age data and numbers-at-age data. Detailed descriptions of the model and
methodologies used for each inference approach are presented in later sections of the chapter.
2.2 Material and Methods
2.2.1 Data
Table 2.1 provides a description of the data sets used in the present analysis. This information was
collected and kindly provided by the Portuguese and Spanish governmental institutes for ﬁsheries
(IPIMAR and IEO, respectively), and it was published in the ICES WGMHSA 2004 report (ICES,
2004).
The ﬁrst item listed in Table 2.1 is the core data for the analysis: catch-at-age numbers.
Catch-at-age literally means total number of ﬁsh caught at each age. Evidently, these data are
not strictly observed - it would be practically inconceivable to determine the age of every single ﬁsh
caught. Instead, it is estimated from data gathered through random sampling schemes (length
distributions and age proportions at length) and oﬃcial catch reports (ﬁshery total landed weights).
For assessment purposes it is appropriate to aggregate data of older age classes, which are less
frequent and accurate, into a single accumulated age-class (Fournier and Archibald, 1982). For
AIS stock, catch-at-age data ranges from age 0 to accumulator age 6, also denoted as age plus
group 6+.
Catch-at-age data alone are usually insuﬃcient to reconstruct the history of a ﬁsh population.
To increase precision and stabilize parameter estimates it is fundamental to include some additional
information related to the size of the underlying population. However, for most marine populations
it is impossible to obtain absolute measures of stock size. The solution is to get observable relative
indices, such as acoustic abundance estimates from surveys, and to infer the total size of the stock.
There are three data series of indices of numbers at age obtained from acoustic research surveys
covering the Portuguese and Spanish coasts (Table 2.1). Despite the fact that each survey covers
just one country, by assuming a spatially homogeneous population, each series can be interpreted
as a "snapshot" of the whole stock at the time when the survey was conducted. Furthermore, it
is assumed an absence of sardines of age 0 during the Spring season. Therefore, the age range in
the Spring series is from age 1 to age 6+. Age classes in the Fall series range between age 0 and
age group 6+. Gaps in series correspond to years with no acoustic surveys.
The last two rows of Table 2.1 describe data used to compute quantities related to stock
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Table 2.1: Data sets used for the present analysis.
Data set Years
Annual catch numbers at age 1978 - 2004
Acoustic index of numbers at age - Portuguese spring survey 1986; 1988; 1995-2003
Acoustic index of numbers at age - Portuguese fall survey 1984-1987; 1992; 1997-2002
Acoustic index of numbers at age - Spanish spring survey 1986-1988; 1990-1993; 1996-2004
Mean weight at age in the catch 1978-2004
Maturity ogive 1978-2004
status. Mean weight-at-age data are used to convert ﬁsh numbers into biomass, whereas maturity
ogives (i.e. the proportion-at-age of mature ﬁsh, estimated from catch and survey data) are
applied to calculate the spawning biomass. Mean weight-at-age from 1978 to 1990 have equal
values since there are no observations for this period. For these years, the average mean weight-
at-age during the period 1991-2004 was used. For the same reason, the series of maturity ogives
also have ﬁxed numbers between 1978 and 1988, and the criterion adopted was identical to the
one applied for weights at age.
2.2.2 Population Dynamics Model
For the current purpose, the AIS population is assumed to be closed and homogeneously distributed
within the geographic area delimited by ICES Divisions IXa and VIIIc - this is the region along the
Iberian Peninsula between the Bay of Biscay and the Gulf of Cadiz; any movements across area
limits are ignored. The ﬁrst possible age of exploitation, i.e. age of recruitment, is assumed to be
age 0.
Brieﬂy, deﬁning a cohort as a group of ﬁsh spawned in the same year, the population is
explicitly represented as a group of diﬀerent cohorts that are projected forwards in time according
to three basic processes: recruitment, mortality and growth. The evolution of the numbers in
a cohort is tracked from the age of recruitment through its ﬁshable life span by means of a
negative growth model regulated by year- and age-speciﬁc mortalities. There is no error built into
the survival process and hence the dynamics are entirely deterministic (given the values of the
mortality rates). Notation developed for the present analysis is described in Table 2.3.
Let Na;y be the numbers of ﬁsh in a cohort with age a at the beginning of year y (1st of
January by convention). Assuming that the cohort experiences continuous mortality, the instan-
taneous decline of size over continuous time y can be expressed by the diﬀerential equation
dNa;y
dy
=  Za;yNa;y ; (2.1)
where by assumption the instantaneous total mortality rate Za;y (units of y 1), constant for all
individuals in the cohort, is a function of age and year. Solving equation 2.1 over time gives the
analogous diﬀerence equation for number of survivors in that cohort by the end of year, Na+1;y+1,
expressed as
Na+1;y+1 = Na;y e
 Za;y ; (2.2)
showing that cohort abundance decreases exponentially from time y to y + 1.
Equation 2.2 provides the basis for the population dynamics model of numbers-at-age, which
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is expressed by the following set of equations (where A corresponds to the age plus group):
N0;y = Ry (1  y  Y ) (2.3)
Na;y = Na 1;y 1 e
 Za 1;y 1 (1  a < A  1, 2  y  Y ) (2.4)
NA;y = NA 1;y 1 e
 ZA 1;y 1 + NA;y 1 e
 ZA;y 1 (1  y  Y ); (2.5)
showing that the population at the beginning of each year y consists of recruitment Ry , the
abundance of ﬁsh of age a = 0 in year y , and the survivors from the previous year. Population
numbers-at-age in the initial year fNa;0gAa=1, as well as recruitments fRyg
Y
y=1, are not derived
from update equations or other quantities, being instead directly estimated.
Instantaneous total mortality Za;y is composed of mortality due to harvesting and mortality
due to natural causes, both operating concurrently and independently so that
Za;y = M + Fa;y ; (2.6)
where M is the instantaneous natural mortality rate and Fa;y is the instantaneous ﬁshing mortality
rate as it applies to age-class a in year y . The parameterM is one of the most diﬃcult to determine,
due to the confounding eﬀects of recruitment, ﬁshing mortality and natural mortality. In reality,
M is a random variable changing over time, age and cohort, inﬂuenced by several factors, like food
availability, environmental changes and predators. However, given the scarcity of studies on natural
mortality of sardine, and to simplify estimation, M is treated as a ﬁxed constant independent of
age and year. In a Bayesian context, this is equivalent the deﬁne a prior specifying that M will take
a given value (deﬁned in Section 2.2.4) with probability 1. Furthermore, to reduce the number of
parameters to be estimated, ﬁshing mortality Fa;y is assumed to be separable into a multiplicative
combination of a year-dependent ﬁshing mortality level, Fy , and an age-speciﬁc gear selectivity
coeﬃcient, also called relative exploitation pattern, sa. This formulation is known as a separable
model for age versus time eﬀects on ﬁshing rates, and is expressed as
Fa;y = Fy sa; (2.7)
where sa = 1 for at least one age to ensure that ﬁshing mortality estimates are well-deﬁned. The
number of ﬁshing mortality parameters is consequently reduced from (A + 1)  Y unknowns to
A+ Y unknowns.
Parameter derived quantities describing the state of the stock at the beginning of each
year y are also obtained. These indicators are often used for management purposes. Multiplying
numbers-at-age Na;y (in thousands of individuals) in year y by mean weights-at-age wa;y (in kg)
gives the biomass-at-age Ba;y (in tonnes):
Ba;y = Na;ywa;y : (2.8)
Spawning stock biomass (SSBy ) measures the annual reproductive capacity of the stock, and is
calculated by
SSBy =
A∑
a=0
Ba;yma;y ; (2.9)
where ma;y is the proportion-at-age of mature ﬁsh.
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2.2.3 Observation Model
Observation models relate the unobserved numbers-at-age, and therefore hidden key population
parameters, to observed and directly measured variables.
Let Ca;y be the catch, in number, of ﬁsh with age a in year y . The relationship between
population size and catch is assumed to be hold by Baranov catch equation (Quinn and Deriso,
1999):
Ca;y = a;y Na;y ; (2.10)
where a;y denotes the exploited fraction of age-class a in year y , which is derived from the
proportion of the annual death fraction (1  e Za;y ) due to ﬁshing mortality, calculated as
a;y =
Fa;y
Za;y
(1  e Za;y ): (2.11)
Assuming that observed catch CObsa;y diﬀers from true catch Ca;y due to measurement error in
ﬁshing and sampling processes, CObsa;y can be treated as a random variable with some probability
distribution. One could adopt a discrete probability distribution, such as binomial distribution,
to model a counting variable as CObsa;y . However, since ﬁsh population numbers are usually very
large, Normal approximations are suitable. Given that catches must be positive numbers, CObsa;y is
assumed to be log-normally distributed, which is equivalent to saying
log(CObsa;y )
iid
 Normal
(
log(Ca;y ); ﬀ
2
C
)
; for a = 0; : : : ; A; y = 1; : : : ; Y; (2.12)
where
iid
 denotes "independently and identically distributed", and log(Ca;y ) and ﬀ2C are the mean
and variance of log(CObsa;y ). The variance ﬀ
2
C is assumed to be constant over ages and years, which
corresponds to a constant coeﬃcient of variation CV=fexp(ﬀ2C)   1g
1=2 in the original scale of
catch before taking logarithms. Therefore, deviations in CObsa;y from Ca;y are incorporated in the
model by an error term a;y , so that:
log(CObsa;y ) = log(Ca;y ) + a;y
= log
[
Fa;y
Za;y
(1  e Za;y ) Na;y
]
+ a;y ; where a;y
iid
 Normal(0; ﬀ2C): (2.13)
Considering equations (2.6) and (2.7), the expected value log(Ca;y ) can be alternatively written
as
log(Ca;y ) = log(Na;y ) + log(1  e
 Za;y ) + log(Fy ) + log(sa)  log(M + Fy sa): (2.14)
Similarly, lognormal measurement errors are also assigned to the relative indices of abundance
from scientiﬁc surveys. Given that surveys take place in spring or fall, if NSa;y denotes the numbers-
at-age in year y at the time of survey S, then
NSa;y = Na;ye
 Za;yﬃSy ; (2.15)
where ﬃSy is the approximate fraction of year that has passed from the start of the year until the
time of the survey. It is assumed that a relative abundance index, in numbers, for age-class a in
year y estimated from survey S, ISa;y , is proportional to the true N
S
a;y and has measurement error,
as follows
log(ISa;y )
iid
 Normal
(
log
(
qSa N
S
a;y
)
; ﬀ2I
)
; for y 2 Y S; a 2 AS; (2.16)
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where qSa denotes age-dependent catchabilities of survey S, assumed constant over time, and ﬀ
2
I is
the variance of the log of the random variable ISa;y , assumed constant over ages, years and surveys.
Y S and AS denote the range of years and ages for which the survey provides indices. Thus, errors
in surveys abundance indices are accounted for in the model as follows:
log(ISa;y ) = log
(
qSa N
S
a;y
)
+ Sa;y ; where 
S
a;y
iid
 Normal(0; ﬀ2I ): (2.17)
Combining equations (2.6), (2.7) and (2.15), the expected value of log(ISa;y ) can be expressed as
log
(
qSa N
S
a;y
)
= log(qSa ) + log(Na;y )  ﬃ
S
y (M + Fy sa): (2.18)
2.2.4 Parameter Estimation Methods
To estimate unknown parameters, and consequently to make inference about unknown population
states, it is necessary to reverse the process described in the two previous sections, i.e. the observed
data are used to calculate the most appropriate values of the (unknown) true parameters through
the interacting mechanisms of population dynamics and observation processes. This reversing
operation was carried out using two diﬀerent estimation frameworks: maximum likelihood and
Bayesian methods. Of the parameters deﬁned in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, some are assumed as
known whereas others are estimated as detailed in the sequel:
- Instantaneous natural mortality, M, is usually diﬃcult, if not impossible, to estimate from
catch data and it should be obtained from other approaches (Quinn and Deriso, 1999).
Based on Pestana (1989), M is considered to be 0:3;
- Selectivity coeﬃcient at age a = 4, s4 = 1 (to avoid identiﬁability problems);
- Standard deviation of log(CObsa;y ), ﬀC = 0:3 (corresponds to CV=31% in original non-logged
scale);
- Standard deviation of log(ISa;y ), ﬀI = 0:3 for all surveys;
- ﬃSy = m
S
y =12, where m
S
y is the starting month of survey S in year y .
The unknown parameters to be estimated are represented by the parameter vector :
 =
{
fFyg
Y
y=1; fsag
3
a=0; fsag
A
a=5; fq
ps
a g
A
a=1; fq
pf
a g
A
a=0; fq
ss
a g
A
a=1; fNa;0g
A
a=1; fRyg
Y
y=1
}
:
Since Y = 26 and the age plus group is A = 6+, there are 26 + 4 + 2 + 6 + 7 + 6 + 6 + 26 = 83
parameters to be estimated from Y (A+ 1) + Y psAps + Y pf Apf + Y ssAss = 422 observations.
Likelihood functions are a common component of both estimation frameworks and are fun-
damental as they assess how likely a particular set of values of  is given the whole observed data
vector D. The likelihood function for  given a dataset Xv  D from a source v , L(jXv ), is
speciﬁed by the underlying distribution of random variable Xv , whose probability density function
(pdf) is represented by fv (Xv j). Thus, likelihood functions are obtained by regarding the pdfs as
functions of , i.e. Lv (jXv ) = fv (Xv j). Therefore:
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(i) Likelihood function from observed catch numbers at age, LC ,
LC(jXC) = P
(

∣∣ XC = {log(CObsa;y ) : a = 0; : : : ; A; y = 1; : : : ; Y })
/
Y∏
y=1
A∏
a=0
exp
{
 
1
2ﬀ2C
[
log(CObsa;y )  log(Ca;y )
]2}
; (2.19)
(ii) Likelihood function from observed indices of numbers at age in Portuguese Spring surveys,
LIps ,
LIps (jXIps ) = P
(

∣∣ XIps = {log(Ipsa;y ) : a = 1 : : : ; A; y 2 Y ps})
/
∏
y 2 Y ps
A∏
a=1
exp
{
 
1
2ﬀ2I
[
log(Ipsa;y )  log(q
ps
a N
ps
a;y )
]2}
; (2.20)
(iii) Likelihood function from observed indices of numbers at age in Portuguese Fall surveys, LIpf ,
LIpf (jXIpf ) = P
(

∣∣ XIpf = {log(Ipfa;y ) : a = 0; : : : ; A; y 2 Y pf })
/
∏
y 2 Y pf
A∏
a=0
exp
{
 
1
2ﬀ2I
[
log(Ipfa;y )  log(q
pf
a N
pf
a;y )
]2}
; (2.21)
(iv) Likelihood function from observed indices of numbers at age in Spanish Spring surveys, LIss ,
LIss (jXIss ) = P
(

∣∣ XIss = {log(Issa;y ) : a = 1; : : : ; A; y 2 Y ss})
/
∏
y 2 Y ss
A∏
a=1
exp
{
 
1
2ﬀ2I
[
log(Issa;y )  log(q
ss
a N
ss
a;y )
]2}
: (2.22)
Assuming that sources of information are independent, the total likelihood LT for the whole data
is simply calculated as:
LT (jD) =
∏
v
Lv ; (2.23)
where D 
⋃
v
Xv and v = fC; Ips ; Ipf ; Issg.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of parameters in vector  are those values for which the
likelihood function LT reaches its maximum. Therefore, the maximizing vector ^ML comprises the
most likely estimates for all p unknown parameters, given the observed data.
Considering the high-dimensionality of the likelihood surface, as well as the nonlinearity of
the models under consideration, a nonlinear iterative numerical routine was used to calculate the
MLEs. The selected routine was the nlm function provided by the statistical software R, which
applies a Newton-type algorithm to minimize the function under analysis. As standard procedure
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in computational optimizations, likelihood functions were log-transformed to avoid errors due to
machine accuracy. Therefore, MLEs were obtained by minimizing the total negative log-likelihood
function,  lT (jD), a process that can be expressed as:
^ML = argmin
 2 
 lT (jD)
= argmin
 2 
∑
v
 lv
= argmin
 2 
∑
v
SSDv
2ﬀ2v
(2.24)
where argmin stands for "argument that minimizes", meaning the values of  in parameter space 
for which the given expression attains its minimum value, and SSD is the sum of squared deviations
between observations and model for each source of information v .
The variability associated with the MLE was evaluated by approximate normal conﬁdence
intervals, which are based on the asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimators. Asymp-
totic theory states that, under certain regularity conditions, the MLE ^ML is asymptotically nor-
mally distributed with expected value 0 and covariance matrix I(0) 1, where 0 is the vector of
(unknown) true values of the parameters and I() denotes the observed Fisher information matrix,
given by
I()   
@2 lT ()
@ 2
: (2.25)
Using the information matrix evaluated at the (known) ^ML as an estimate of the asymptotic
covariance, i.e.
I(^ML)
 1 = Ĉov(^ML); (2.26)
it was assumed that a multivariate normal distribution with mean ^ML and covariance matrix
I(^ML)
 1 would provide a reasonable approximation to the true asymptotic normal distribution.
Therefore, approximate normal conﬁdence intervals (CIs) for each parameter MLE were estimated
through Monte Carlo resampling - the process by which data is generated computationally from an
assumed distribution model to assess the amount of variation. This resampling process allows the
incorporation of the correlation structure among MLEs in the conﬁdence intervals. The variability
in one estimate is also dependent on the variability of the others estimates, and ignoring such
correlation would produce underestimated CIs. In this case, let J denote the number of elements
randomly generated, being x j a generated element, j = 1; : : : ; J, and let ^MLi denote the MLE
of the i th parameter in vector , i = 1; : : : ; 83. After sampling a large number J of ^
j
ML vectors
from the assumed multivariate normal density, each set of generated ^1MLi ; : : : ; ^
J
MLi
values are
rearranged in ascending order of magnitude as
^
(1)
MLi
 : : :  ^
(J)
MLi
:
The 100(1   )% CIs are then estimated by ﬁnding interval limits, which are given by the
ordered values placed in
^
(J )
MLi
; ^
(J(1 ))
MLi
; (2.27)
where  denotes the level of conﬁdence. This resampling method is also particularly useful to
calculate CIs for non-linear transformations of parameters, such as SSB. Therefore, uncertainty
was extended to state variable SSBy by rerunning the population model for each of the J generated
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parameter vectors ^
j
ML, and constructing percentile CIs. In this case, the chosen conﬁdence level
was  = 0:05, for a simulation size of J = 50000.
Bayesian Estimation and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods
The underlying premise of the Bayesian approach is that probability represents a degree of belief.
Hence, any unknown parameter should be treated as a random quantity, with some associated
probability distribution that captures knowledge or belief about the parameter. Bayesian inference
is then extended to multi-parameters and data through two conceptually distinct steps:
(i) Construct a joint probability distribution, p(D; ) for all the observable quantities (D) and
unknown parameters (), written as the product of the joint prior density () and density
of the data conditional on the paramter vector f (Dj), i.e.
p(D; ) = () f (Dj):
The prior distribution () represents the initial preconception or knowledge concerning the
parameter  prior to observing any data. As indicated earlier, the likelihood function simply
corresponds to viewing the density of the data as a function of the parameter: LT (jD) =
f (Dj).
(ii) Calculate the posterior distribution, (jD) i.e., the conditional probability distribution of
the unknown parameters given the observed data. This computation is possible because
(jD) is yielded by Bayes' theorem
(jD) =
() LT (jD)∫
 () LT (jD)d
;
which can be rewritten as
(jD) / () LT (jD); (2.28)
because the denominator of (jD) is independent of  and is regarded as a normalization
constant. Therefore, the posterior distribution (jD) represents an update of the initial
beliefs following the observed data. One can then marginalize over certain components
of  to obtain features of interests such as posterior mean, median or mode of a speciﬁc
component i .
Having previously deﬁned the total likelihood function (Equation (2.23)), the ﬁrst step is
completed by specifying the joint prior distribution. Under the assumption that unknown parame-
ters are independent a priori,
() =
83∏
i=1
(i):
The prior distributions considered here are presented in Table 2.2. Yearly recruitments
and numbers at age in the initial year are the most diﬃcult quantities for which to elicit a prior
distribution. In order to specify sensible values, R and Na were deﬁned by averaging estimates
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Table 2.2: Prior distributions assigned to parameters in vector , where i and ﬁi are the mean and precision
(1/variance) of log(i)
Parameter Prior Distribution
fFyg
y
y=1 Uniform(0; 2)
fsag
3
a=0; fsag
A
a=5 Uniform(0; 2)
fqpsa g
A
a=1 Lognormal(q = 0; ﬁq = 1:78)
fqpfa g
A
a=0 Lognormal(q = 0; ﬁq = 1:78)
fqssa g
A
a=1 Lognormal(q = 0; ﬁq = 1:78)
fRyg
Y
y=1 Lognormal(R = 15:90; ﬁR = 1:0)
N1;0 Lognormal(N1 = 15:80; ﬁN1 = 1:0)
N2;0 Lognormal(N2 = 15:06; ﬁN2 = 1:0)
N3;0 Lognormal(N3 = 14:00; ﬁN3 = 1:0)
N4;0 Lognormal(N4 = 13:26; ﬁN4 = 1:0)
N5;0 Lognormal(N5 = 12:06; ﬁN5 = 1:0)
N6;0 Lognormal(N6 = 11:17; ﬁN6 = 1:0)
obtained in ICES assessments (ICES (2005)), i.e.
R = log
 Y∑
y=1
R^y
Y + 1
 ;
Na = log
 Y∑
y=1
N^a;y
Y + 1
 ; for a = 1; : : : ; A;
where R^y and N^a;y denote ICES estimates of recruitment and numbers-at-age. By choosing these
overall averages we are assuming the absence of regime shifts in the population during the time
period considered. In other words, it is accepted a priori that the population and ecosystem did
not experienced any (rapid) reorganization over the two and half decades under analysis. To avoid
underestimation of uncertainty and an undue inﬂuence of the prior distributions on the ﬁnal results,
the ranges of the uniform prior distributions and the coeﬃcients of variation of the lognormal priors
were chosen wide enough to include all plausible values of parameter estimates that were obtained
in previous ICES stock assessments (ﬁ = 1:78 and ﬁ = 1 correspond to coeﬃcients of variation
of 87% and 131%, respectively).
To obtain the normalization constant in the denominator of Bayes' theorem or to calcu-
late the posterior marginal distributions in a model with so many unknown parameters requires
extremely complex high-dimensional integrations, which would be analytically intractable. This
practical problem can be solved through Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods as re-
viewed in Gilks et al. (1996). Brieﬂy, MCMC methods are based on the construction of a Markov
chain whose limiting distribution is the joint posterior distribution (jD) of the entire parameter
vector. This is achieved through MCMC sampling algorithms which, in general, perform successive
simulations from each of the univariate full conditional posterior distributions (i j i ;D). One
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commonly used MCMC algorithm is Gibbs sampling, whose main steps can be described as follows:
If J is the number of chain iterations after the burn-in period, the simulated draws(

MCj
1 ; : : : ; 
MCj
83
)
j=1;:::;J
can be regarded as realizations from the joint posterior distribution. Once this is available, a
sample from the marginal posterior distribution of a parameter i or of any function g() (e.g.
SSBy ) is simply given by draws(

MCj
i
)
j=1;:::;J
or
(
g(MCj )
)
j=1;:::;J
respectively. One can then estimate any feature of a posterior distribution using the empirical
counterpart from the simulated draws. Therefore, medians of the marginal posterior distributions
were approximately computed as the medians of the draws, which were considered as the Bayesian
estimates of parameters, i.e.
^B =
(
MC1 ; : : : ; 
MC
83
)
(2.29)
where ^B denotes the vector of Bayesian estimates and MCi is the median of draws
(

MCj
i
)
j=1;:::;J
.
The posterior variability of  was evaluated through 100(1 )% posterior credible intervals. Limits
were derived by taking the percentiles =2 and 1  =2 of the simulated draws. For example, for
a 95% posterior credible interval the limits would correspond to the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of
the simulated draws.
All MCMC computations were performed through the WinBUGS software package (BUGS
project, 2004), which uses algorithms such as the Metropolis-Hastings to provide samples from
the full conditional posterior distribution. MCMC convergence diagnostics were examined partly
by visual inspection and partly through some of the formal methods reviewed by Cowles and Carlin
(1996), which are available in the CODA package of the R software.
2.3 Results
The numerical routine used for maximum likelihood estimation performed a total of 168 iterations
to ﬁnd the point at which the minimum of the total negative log-likelihood function  lT is obtained,
i.e. to determine the elements of vector ^ML. Minimization was only achieved when reasonable
starting values (i.e. values close to those estimated in ICES assessments) for the unknown pa-
rameters were used. Earlier in the analysis, when tested with arbitrary starting values, the routine
was not able to ﬁnd the global minimum of the function. Possibly these arbitrary initial values
were not located close enough to the global minima of the highly irregular negative log-likelihood
surface, most likely causing the algorithm to converge to local minima. One could overcome this
situation by adding a penalty factor to the  lT function, constraining parameters (e.g selectivity
sa) to have estimates within constrictive values. However, the incorporation of such penalty would
be equivalent to including prior beliefs in the estimation of MLEs approximating the procedure
to a Bayesian estimation approach. Given the comparative goals of the present analysis (pure
ML versus Bayesian estimation), the chosen solution was to take the means of prior distributions
described in Table 2.2 as starting values.
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Figure 2.1: Trace plots of draws generated by two parallel MCMC chains (black and yellow lines) simulated in the
Bayesian inference approach. Graphs show examples for: recruitment in 1990 (upper left), ﬁshing mortality level
in year 2002 (upper right), selectivity at age 1 (lower left) and catchability at age 5 of Portuguese spring surveys
(lower left).
Bayesian estimation started by performing MCMC with two parallel chains of length 5,000
iterations. Chain starting points were set up by a WinBUGS tool, which generates initial values
sampling from the prior distribution of each parameter. The trace plots in Figure 2.1 illustrate,
for some parameters, how the samples from the parallel chains overlapped with similar patterns of
regularity after few iterations. Therefore, a new MCMC run was performed for a single chain of
length 200,000 iterations, of which the ﬁrst 1,000 iterations were discarded as burn-in. The re-
maining samples were thinned by recording only every 50th draw in order to avoid highly correlated
values, which yielded a ﬁnal recorded chain of length 3,980. Convergence diagnostics were checked
for draws from the ﬁnal chain for each parameter. Trace plots revealed a good degree of mix-
ing within stable intervals of values and no visual inﬂuence of initial values, suggesting reasonable
chain convergence and an appropriate burn-in period. Autocorrelation plots showed reasonably low
correlation within draws, indicating good thinning interval. All parameters passed the Heidelberger
and Welch (1983) stationary and halfwidth tests, suggesting that convergence was achieved and
the length of the chain was long enough to calculate posterior summary statistics with suﬃcient
accuracy. The Raftery and Lewis (1992) convergence diagnosis conﬁrmed that the adopted thin-
ning interval, burn-in period and sample size of the ﬁnal chain were suﬃcient. All diagnostics,
formal and visual inspections, suggest that samples are representative of the underlying stationary
distribution of the Markov chain, i.e. the posterior density (jD). For illustration purposes,
Figure 2.2 presents trace plots, autocorrelation plots and marginal prior and posterior densities for
some parameters. We can observe that posterior distributions are much more concentrated than
the ones a priori and have diﬀerent modal values, clearly indicating that there is information in the
data to update prior beliefs.
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Figure 2.2: Graphs in the left and middle panels show, respectively, trace plots and autocorrelation of draws obtained
in the ﬁnal chain used in the Bayesian inference approach. Examples for: recruitment in year 1983 (R1983, 1st row);
ﬁshing mortality level in year 1995 (F1995, 2nd row); number at age 2 in initial year 1978 (N2;1978, 3rd row); selectivity
at age 3 (s3, 4th row); catchability at age 2 for Portuguese spring surveys (q
ps
2 , 5th row); catchability at age 0
for Portuguese fall surveys (qps2 , 6th row); and catchability at age 5 for Spanish surveys (q
ss
5 , 6th row). Graphs in
the right panel show the corresponding prior marginal densities (broken lines) and the kernel estimates of posterior
marginal densities (solid lines) obtained from the ﬁnal MCMC chain.
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Figure 2.3: Scatterplots of absolute residuals against predicted values (ﬁrst and third vertical panels) and bubble-
plots of absolute residuals (second and forth vertical panels) for each observable obtained from the two estimation
approaches (Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian). Bubble size is proportional to residual absolute level; dark bubbles
represent negative residuals, whereas white bubbles represent positive residuals.
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For both maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimation methods, the ﬁt of the model was
examined by inspecting residuals for commercial catch and survey data (Figure 2.3) in logarithmic
scale (hence, the residuals are from equations (2.12) and (2.16)). Having assumed equal variances
in every observation's probabilistic model (i.e. ﬀC = ﬀI = 0:3), there was no need for standardizing
residuals. Therefore, the raw residuals (observed minus estimated values in logarithmic scale)
presented are entirely comparable across estimation approaches, data sources, ages and years.
Residuals are almost identical under the two methods, a consequence of the fact that estimates
are almost identical under the ML and Bayesian approaches, as will be illustrated later. The
comparison among sources of data reveals generally larger residuals for indices of abundance of
Spanish surveys, possibly reﬂecting data with higher variability. The fact that Portuguese surveys
residuals are generally smaller than Spanish survey residuals can indicate a ﬁtting preference towards
Portuguese surveys caused by the use of unbalanced amounts of data from each country (i.e.
Portugal - 2 surveys/year; Spain - 1 survey/year). Within catch-at-age data, residuals are mostly
negative from year 2000 onwards, being comparatively larger in years 2000 and 2002. Age eﬀects
are also evident in catch residuals, where ages 0 and, to some extent, age 1 show tendentiously
larger residuals than older ages. Fishery selectivity makes younger ages classes 0 and 1 less
predominant in the catch, which leads to higher sampling variability and, consequently, larger
residuals. Spanish survey residuals exhibit clear year eﬀects throughout its time series - residuals
are mostly negative till year 1995 and generally positive from 1996 forth. Furthermore, results
show that indices of abundance were heavily overestimated for all ages in the 2002's Portuguese
fall survey, producing the largest residuals of the analysis, as well as the most signiﬁcant outliers
among scatterplots. Tracking back the original data revealed that this particular 2002's survey
covered only a small portion of the population and indices were derived from a minor sample size.
Therefore, these abundance indices provide a wrong representation of the state of the sardine
stock and should be excluded from future analysis. Apart from a substantial impact on the ﬁtting
of other sources of information, these defective indices can also be responsible for the generalized
misﬁt of the Portuguese fall survey time series (i.e. except 2002, residuals are predominantly
positive). The assumption of lognormal distributions (on logarithmic scales) was also investigated
using Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plots (Figure 2.4), where quantiles of the standardized residuals
were plotted against the theoretical quantiles of a standard normal distribution1. Apart from the
very moderate (negative) skewness for both Portuguese surveys, no serious deviations from the
standard normal distribution were detected.
Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 show estimates of model parameters obtained by maximum like-
lihood and Bayesian methods (i.e. vectors ^ML and ^B, respectively). As expected from the
similarities showed in the residual analysis, graphs presented in these ﬁgures clearly demonstrate
two diﬀerent estimation frameworks producing essentially identical estimates. Analogously, 95%
conﬁdence intervals estimated by maximum likelihood are extremely close to the 95% posterior
credible intervals estimated by the Bayesian method.
Estimates of stock numbers at age in the ﬁrst year under modeling (Fig. 2.5-a) show that
population structure in 1978 is characterized by an exponential decay of abundance over ages.
The decline is steepest between age 0 and age 3, and numbers are nearly identical in age classes
4, 5 and 6+. Trajectories of conﬁdence and credible intervals are entirely coincident.
Trends in selectivity coeﬃcients, whose estimates are presented in Figure 2.5-b, illustrate
the relative exploitation pattern of gears operating in the ﬁshery. Results show an increase of
selectivity with age, which indicates that ﬁshes are relatively more vulnerable to the ﬁshery as they
1i.e. if the distribution of residuals follow the theoretical distribution, then the points on the QQ plot fall
approximately on a straight line
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Figure 2.4: Q-Q plots of absolute residuals obtained from the two estimation approaches, for each observable.
become older. The increment between age classes is comparatively more pronounced from age
5 (s5 ' 1) to age group 6+ (s6+ ' 1:5), suggesting that sardines of 6 or more years of age are
about 50% more vulnerable to ﬁshing nets than sardines that are 4 (recall s4 = 1) or 5 years old.
However, both credible intervals and (slightly wider) conﬁdence intervals show less precision for
estimates of coeﬃcient s6+, possibly reﬂecting the higher variability in the number of catches of
age groups 6+ through the years under assessment.
Recruitment estimates for the entire assessment period are presented in Figure 2.5-c. Tra-
jectories suggest that, after the ﬁrst and highest peak in 1983, recruitment declined considerably
in comparison with the average recruitment occurring in the initial years (around 1:2 107 thou-
sand ﬁshes). In fact, excluding the peaks in 1987, 1991, 1992 and 2000, recruitment ﬂuctuated
between approximately 0:4  107 and 0:6  107 thousands during the mid eighties and nineties,
declining to the lowest levels in 2001 and 2002 (around 0:2107 thousands). Recruitment seems
to peak again in 2004, but the higher uncertainty associated with both estimates, as indicated by
broader conﬁdence and credible 95% intervals, prevent statements about the extent of the upturn.
Trajectories of ﬁshing mortality estimates (Fig. 2.5-d) indicate a yearly ﬂuctuation of ﬁshing
level (between 0.52 and 0.7 year 1) from 1978 to 1984, followed by a relatively stable period
(around 0.5 year 1) till 1988. The wavelike behavior was also present from 1989 to 1995, and
between 1996 and 2000 ﬁshing mortality declined to its lowest estimated levels (minimum in 1996,
0.3 year 1). The two peaks associated with years 2000 and 2002 represent the highest ﬁshing
levels (0.81 and 0.73 year 1, respectively) in the entire analyzed time period. In the last two years
(2003 and 2004) ﬁshing seems to stabilize on average values around 0.40 year 1. Furthermore,
results show that Bayes estimates of Fy tend to be slightly higher than the ones produced by
MLE. Trends are entirely equivalent however, and 95% intervals suggests no diﬀerences in terms
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Figure 2.5: Estimates (solid lines) and 95 % conﬁdence/credible intervals (broken lines) produced by maximum
likelihood and Bayesian approaches for (a) Numbers-at-age in the initial year (i.e. 1978), (b) Selectivity coeﬃcient,
(c) Recruitment and (d) Fishing mortality level.
of estimates' precision - both indicate an increase of uncertainty for estimates of the last year
(2004).
Graphs presented in Figure 2.6 suggest that surveys have diﬀerent patterns of catchability at
age. Estimates for the Spanish survey show a steep increase of catchability with age: starting with
very low values at younger ages (qss1 ' 0:03 and q
ss
2 ' 0:09), catchability increases in consecutive
leaps as ages are older. In contrast, the Portuguese Spring survey shows comparatively higher
catchabilities (around 1.10) at younger ages, and after the peak at age class 5 (qps5 ' 2:0),
catchability declines for age group 6+. Excluding the age at which the peak occurs (age 4 rather
than age 5), Spring and Fall Portuguese surveys exhibit similar general patterns of catchability
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Figure 2.6: Catchability estimates (solid lines) and 95% conﬁdence/credible intervals (broken lines) produced by
maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches for (a) Spanish spring survey, (b) Portuguese spring survey, (c) Por-
tuguese fall survey.
at age. However, the lower estimates of the Fall survey indicate an eﬀect of time of the year in
the catchability of Portuguese surveys. Considering catchability as an indicator of ﬁsh availability,
and assuming that surveys are standardized (gears, acoustic sonars, estimation methods, etc.),
these results show a (expected) decrease in sardine availability from the Spring to the Fall season.
Likewise, comparing Spanish and Portuguese Spring surveys, results suggest lower availability
of ages between 1 to 5 in Spanish surveys (and consequently within the region covered by it).
In addition, the decline in catchabilities at age 6+ found in Portuguese surveys may suggest a
decay of availability of oldest ﬁshes in relation to 5 years old individuals. This relative decay in
catchability/availability between older ages is not suggested by the Spanish survey, though. The
narrower credible and conﬁdence 95% intervals indicate higher precision in catchability estimates of
Spanish survey. Also, for all surveys, intervals indicate higher uncertainty in estimates of the oldest
age class 6+ (substantially more pronounced in Portuguese fall survey). As in selectivity, Bayesian
catchability estimates at older ages tend to be slightly above the analogous ML estimates.
Figure 2.7 shows, for the entire period under assessment, estimated trajectories of spawning
stock biomass (SSB) at the beginning of each year. As was found for other parameters, the two
estimation methods produced virtually identical results. Results suggest an increment in SSB from
the early years until 1984 and 1985, when spawning biomass reached maximum levels (around
88,000 tonnes) possibly reﬂecting the very strong recruitment of 1983. After these historical high
levels, SSB declined gradually over time until 1991 (around 36,000 tonnes) and ﬂuctuated between
approximately 38,000 and 52,000 tonnes during the 1990s through to year 2001. The eﬀect of
strong recruitments in SSB levels is also evidenced in the peak estimated in 2002 (approx. 66,000
tonnes), two years after the strong recruitment of 2000. Finally, in 2004, SSB might have reached
an historical minimum with an estimated level of around 32,000 tonnes (about 37% of 1984's
level). Conﬁdence and credible 95% intervals, which entirely coincide along the whole assessed
period, are slightly wider in the period of 1978-1985, suggesting less precise SSB estimates in
earlier years.
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Figure 2.7: Spawning Stock Biomass (SBB) estimates (solid lines) and 95% conﬁdence/credible intervals (broken
lines) produced by maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches.
2.4 Discussion
In this chapter, maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimation approaches were described and applied
to the estimation of key population parameters for the AIS stock through an age-structured model.
The purpose was to acquire a deeper understanding of population dynamics modeling and ﬁsh stock
assessment methods, as well as to gain knowledge about the methodologies involved with the two
inference frameworks in the context of a statistical catch-at-age analysis.
Results showed very minor diﬀerences between estimates produced by the two statistical
approaches. Such strong similarities can be explained by the choice of prior distributions in the
Bayesian analysis, which were centered on reasonable values and widely dispersed, so that posterior
results were mostly driven by the shape of the likelihood. Estimators from both approaches were
thus mainly based on the likelihood, and the median of the posterior distribution was approximately
identical to the maximizer (i.e. the mode) of the likelihood function. This outcome contradicts
what was found by Nielsen and Lewy (2002) in their comparison of the frequentist properties of
Bayes and maximum likelihood estimators. Using an age-structured ﬁsh stock assessment model,
ﬂat priors and simulated data, these authors showed signiﬁcant diﬀerences between estimators
and suggested that Bayesian analysis produced less biased estimates. Punt and Hilborn (1997)
stated that prior distributions should summarize the information about parameters from all available
knowledge except the data used in likelihood calculations of stock assessments. In the absence of
prior knowledge, methods to derive formally plausible priors (e.g. sensitivity analysis, hierarchical
analysis, Jeﬀrey's priors) could be explored, although the formal methods for deriving these non-
informative priors can not always be applied in non-standard models, such as the ones considered
here.
Interestingly, the obtained estimates of selectivity are not in conformity with the separable
hypotheses for modeling the ﬁshing mortality at age Fa;y (eqn. 2.7) as described in Quinn and
Deriso (1999). According to these authors, the parameter Fy should deﬁne the ﬁshing mortality
for fully recruited ﬁshes, and the selectivity term sa would represent the fraction of the individuals
of age a caught when available to the gear, having a maximum possible value of 1 for fully recruited
ages. In the model developed here, however, the assumption of ﬁxing parameter s4 to 1 merely
deﬁnes a scaling factor between the two multiplying parameters, and estimates of selectivity can
only be interpreted as relative coeﬃcients. Nevertheless, it is still not clear the reason for the
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nearly linear increment of selectivity with age. Given that sardine is mainly ﬁshed by purse seine
ﬂeets, one would expect a stabilization of the overall vulnerability to the ﬁshery after a certain age.
One conceivable reason can be the occurrence of signiﬁcant changes on the relative exploitation
pattern throughout the range of analyzed years, and estimates express approximately an average of
diﬀerent selectivity trends. Such temporal shifts in selectivity should be manifested through sudden
changes in the age composition of catches, which would be revealed by a exploratory analysis of
catch-at-age data.
Discrepancies between overall trends of catchability of Portuguese and Spanish surveys sug-
gest that these surveys tend to detect diﬀerent patterns of availability at age. Given that Por-
tuguese and Spanish surveys cover distinct regions of the stock, such dissimilarities may outline
a population exhibiting some degree of spatial heterogeneity in terms of age structure. However,
additional investigations on survey data and sampling methods should be carried before making
further considerations.
Moreover, residual diagnostics revealed some problematic features that might suggest issues
on modeling speciﬁcation, with the most obvious problem occurring in residuals from Spanish survey
data (Figure 2.3). Larger residuals are likely to reﬂect data with higher variability, and diﬀerences
between predicted and observed values could therefore be reduced by letting the variance of the
survey observation model (ﬀ2I , eqn. 2.16) to diﬀer among surveys. There are several potential
explanations for the highly demarcated year eﬀect found in Spanish survey residuals. One of them,
somewhat backed up by the previously described diﬀerences in catchability trends, is that the stock
may be composed by several sub-populations with distinct dynamics. For instance, if there were
two sub-populations, the Spanish and the Portuguese ones, one would expected some consistency
between the two Portuguese surveys and the Spanish one to be more diﬀerent. However, by
using two Portuguese surveys against only one Spanish survey in a model that considers one
single population would drive the model ﬁt towards the Portuguese component of the stock, and
consequently results would evidence larger Spanish survey residuals. Fitting problems can also be a
consequence of temporal variability in the proportion of population present in areas covered by each
survey, and therefore the failure of the assumption of constant catchability over time. For example,
certain age classes may be found in certain regions only in years of high abundance or in response to
a speciﬁc environmental phenomena that does not occur constantly over time. On the other hand,
the hypothesis that ﬁsh can randomly move in and out the surveyed area would likewise induce
temporal variability in survey catchability trends, as each survey would detect diﬀerent proportions
of the population in each year. Finally, the impact of the 2002's Portuguese fall survey should not
be ignored as a possible cause of model misﬁt.
Catch-at-age residuals also evidenced some age and year eﬀects in the model ﬁtting diag-
nostics. Younger ages are less sampled in catches, and thus allowing standard deviations of the
catch observation equation (Equation 2.12) to vary across ages might solve problematic age ef-
fects in catch residuals. In addition, the predominantly negative residuals from year 2000 onwards
can be also caused by a change in the selectivity pattern in that time period. The overlap between
negative residuals and the two peaks of ﬁshing mortality level estimated for 2000 and 2002 could
suggest under-reporting or discarding practices. However, this possibility is entirely abandoned
since the AIS stock was never submitted to ﬁshing regulations (e.g total allowable catch) that
would induce such kind of misleading acts from the ﬁshing industry.
More generally, the present chapter shows how Bayesian estimation approaches are a natural
alternative to the maximum likelihood statistical inference framework in the context of stock
assessment models. Bayes approaches consider model parameters as random variables, which are
initially speciﬁed as prior probabilities and then modiﬁed given the information contained within
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the the likelihood function. The strength of the Bayesian paradigm lies in the explicit inclusion of
prior knowledge/information about unknown parameters the subject under analysis. However, the
need for priors is also considered the Achilles heel of the Bayesian methodology, matter of strong
controversy among modelers - there will never be an "absolute right" prior speciﬁcation. However,
this property enables the posterior from one analysis to be used as an induced prior in subsequent
analysis, thereby building an accumulated base of knowledge. The ﬂexibility, generality and ability
to cope with highly nonlinear multi-parameter models, such as those in ﬁsh population dynamics,
has made Bayesian analysis very popular among ﬁsheries scientists. In fact, Bayesian modeling
has been promoted as methodology for realistically capturing the uncertainties and resulting risks
inherent to a ﬁshery (Punt and Hilborn, 1997). The popularity of Bayesian models in ﬁsheries
owes much to the recognition that substantial prior information often does exist, via either expert
opinions, studies on related stock or other sources of relevant knowledge. For instance, the use
of Bayesian principles in the context of decision analysis have been highly encouraged, as it allows
formal assignment of probabilities to all known (and unknown) states of nature within a frame of
various management choices (e.g. Myers et al., 2002).
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Table 2.3: Description of the notation developed for the present analysis.
Symbol Description
Indices and index ranges
a age-class, which is 0 to 5 here
A age plus group class, here 6+
y year, starts at 0
Y ﬁnal year of analysis, here Y = 26 which corresponds to year 2004
S acoustic survey, where S = ps; pf; ss for Portuguese Spring, Por-
tuguese Fall and Spanish surveys, respectively
Y S set of years for which survey S provided an index of abundance
AS set of ages for which survey S provided an index of abundance
D whole set of data used in analysis
Xv subset of data corresponding to source of information v
Data
CObsa;y observed catch number at age a in year y
ISa;y observed index of abundance in number at age a in year y given by
survey S
wa;y stock mean weight at age a in year y in Kg
ma;y proportion at age a of matured ﬁsh in year y
Parameters
 parameter vector
Ry recruitment, i.e. number of age 0 ﬁsh, at the start of year y
Na;y number of age a ﬁsh in the population at the start of year y
Za;y instantaneous total mortality at age a in year y
M natural mortality rate
Fa;y ﬁshing mortality rate at age a in year y
Fy ﬁshing mortality level in year y
sa gear selectivity at age a
Ba;y total stock biomass (tonnes) at age a in year y
SSBy spawning stock biomass (tonnes) in year y
qSa catchability at age a of survey S
a;y exploited fraction of age a in year y
ﬀC standard deviation of catch-at-age measurement error
ﬀI standard deviation of survey abundance indices measurement error
ﬃSy fraction of the year passed before survey S takes place
Chapter 3
Fitting a stock assessment model with
basic catch data: a framework to
coherently incorporate uncertainty from
catch sampling into stock dynamics
estimates
3.1 Introduction
Statistical age-structured models have become very popular ﬁsheries assessment methods as they
allow to account for uncertainties inherent to the analysis of ﬁsheries systems in the estima-
tion of stock dynamics parameters (Fournier and Archibald, 1982; Schnute and Richards, 1995;
de Valpine, 2002; Maunder et al., 2006). These models generally treat catch composition data
(i.e. numbers/proportions at age/length) as direct observations from the ﬁshery. Catch data is
then linked to the stock dynamics processes through a statistical observation model which treats
diﬀerences between observed catch and model-estimated catch as measurement errors (Deriso
et al., 1985; Gudmundsson, 1994; Quinn and Deriso, 1999; Methot, 2000). A practical example
of such two step methodology is contained in the previous chapter for annual catch-at-age data.
In reality though, the actual length and age composition of catches are rarely observed in
most modeled ﬁsheries. Except for very particular cases where it is possible to examine the whole
catch, ﬁshery catch compositions are in fact estimated values obtained through design-based
methods (e.g. Lai, 1993), model-based methods (e.g Hirst et al., 2004) or methods combining
these two approaches (Miller and Skalski, 2006). The level of uncertainty about estimates of
catch compositions, reﬂecting sampling and measurement errors, should be explicit so that it can
be incorporated in the stock assessment model, e.g. as the known variance of the observation
model. Appropriate measures of the precision of catch estimates are therefore crucial as they
will provide the relative weight of this data during the model ﬁtting process. Furthermore, biased
estimates of precision in age composition estimates will produce inaccurate estimates of uncertainty
about the stock parameters, which can then aﬀect management measures that take into account
parameter uncertainty.
An alternative to the traditional two step process applied in stock assessment methods - i.e.
the estimation of catch composition followed by stock assessment - is to merge the sequential
procedure into a fully integrated approach in which the stock assessment model incorporates a
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statistical representation of the catch sampling process. This requires the development of an
observation model that explicitly relates stock dynamics parameters with the various kinds of data
actually observed from caches (i.e. catch data), while taking into account the sampling design by
which individuals were selected. Such a framework can be regarded as an extended model-based
approach, with models explaining the function P (catch dataj), i.e. the probability of observing
the data given the parameters governing the system underlying processes . Therefore, stock
dynamics parameters (e.g. recruitment, ﬁshing mortality) can be estimated simultaneously with
parameters specifying individual-level biological features (e.g. weight at length and length at age)
and other sampling-related parameters. The full range of uncertainty inherent to the sampling of
catch data is propagated throughout the whole assessment model into the outputs in a systematic
and statistically coherent way.
Fournier et al. (1998) proposed the MULTIFAN-CL model, an integrated length-based age-
structured stock assessment model where catch-at-age and parameters of the age-structured
population model are estimated concurrently from length frequency samples. Relying on length-
given-age relationships, the MULTIFAN-CL approach is essentially driven by an observation model
for length frequencies which is regulated by equations conveying the age-structured dynamics of
the population. Parameters estimates are therefore conditioned on the length data rather than on
catch-at-age data (as in the two-step sequential approach). The MULTIFAN-CL model has been
used to assess the status of tuna and other ﬁnﬁsh stocks harvested in the western and central
Paciﬁc ocean (see e.g., Hampton and Fournier, 2001; Kleiber et al., 2003; Labelle, 2005).
This chapter describes a fully integrated stock assessment (ISA) model approach developed
for a simpliﬁed case of the Atlantic-Iberian Sardine (AIS) stock. The goal is to establish a frame-
work where the observation model incorporates probabilistic models for the three kinds of sardine
catch data: length frequencies, individual biological information (weights, lengths and ages) and
annual total catch in weight. As in the previous chapter, the population dynamics of sardine is
modeled through an age-structured separable model, and inference follows a Bayesian framework.
The developed model is implemented in stages using simulated data to guarantee that its several
components are correctly assembled, as well as to help model diagnosis and to ensure that the
framework produces reliable results. The main chalenges encountered during the implementation
of the ISA approach, and how they were solved, are also discussed, together with techniques used
for improving its computational performance. Finally, the developed framework is further tested
by ﬁtting the ISA model to a set of real data.
3.2 Stock dynamics
The methodology described here was developed for a simpliﬁed scenario of the AIS ﬁshery. It is
assumed that the stock is homogeneous with no seasonal or geographical variability in individual-
level biological features (e.g. length-age and weight-length relationships) nor in the stock dynamics
(e.g. distribution, demographic structure, instantaneous mortality rate and recruitment). As is
commonly assumed for the AIS stock, discards and catch under-reporting are considered to be
negligible, and thus it is assumed that landings and catches are equivalent.
The population dynamics model used here is equivalent to the one applied in the previous
chapter. Thus, stock dynamics are represented by an age-structured model composed of seven
age classes ranging from age 0 (i.e. a = 0), comprising the recruits, to the cumulative age 6+
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(a = A), corresponding to ﬁsh of age 6 and older and assumed to have insigniﬁcant growth. Time
is also a discrete variable with intervals corresponding to years, and the period of time covered
extends from 1991 (y = 1) to 2006 (y = Y ). The present analysis does not acknowledge process
errors, which implies that the assumptions made by the adopted model regarding the dynamics
of the system are considered realistic. The population is composed of diﬀerent cohorts, each
representing a group of ﬁsh that were spawned, and hence recruited to the ﬁshery, in the same
year. The evolution of the numbers in each cohort is tracked over time from the age of recruitment
(or from the corresponding age in year y = 1) by means of a negative exponential growth equation
governed by year- and age-speciﬁc mortalities. Let Ny;a denote stock numbers at age a in year
y . Starting from yearly recruitments, Ny;0, y = 1; : : : ; Y , and numbers at age in the initial year,
Ny;a, a = 1; : : : ; A, the set of equations specifying the stock dynamics are given by
Ny;a =
{
Ny 1;a 1 exp( Zy 1;a 1) 1  a < A; 2  y  Y
Ny 1;a 1 exp( Zy 1;a 1) + Ny 1;a exp( Zy 1;a) a = A; 2  y  Y
(3.1)
Zy;a = M + Fy;a; (3.2)
where
Zy;a is the instantaneous rate of total mortality of age-class a during year y ,
M is the instantaneous rate of natural mortality, ﬁxed across years and ages, and
Fy;a is the instantaneous rate of ﬁshing mortality of age-class a during year y
As in the previous chapter, population numbers at age in the initial year and yearly recruit-
ments are treated as unknown parameters. Natural mortality is, again, treated as known with
value given by Pestana (1989), i.e. M = 0:3. Fishing mortalities Fy;a are parameterized according
to a separable model that accounts for age versus time eﬀects in the ﬁshing rates
Fy;a = fy sa (3.3)
where fy denotes the year-speciﬁc ﬁshing mortality rate and sa represents the age-speciﬁc ex-
ploitation pattern of the ﬁshing ﬂeet. While interaction between fy and sa are ignored in this
separable model, it is necessary to ﬁx one of these parameters to make parameters identiﬁable. In
the present case, the selectivity at age 4, s4 is ﬁxed to 1.
The catch in numbers yielded by the cohort of age a during year y , Cy;a is given by the
Baranov catch equation, which considers catch as a ﬁxed fraction of the total abundance at the
beginning of year y (Quinn and Deriso, 1999),
Cy;a =
fy sa
Zy;a
(1  e Zy;a)Ny;a (3.4)
3.3 Data description
There are three kinds of commercial catch data available for the AIS stock: length frequency
samples, individual biological samples and total catch in weight. Length and biological samples are
collected through speciﬁc design-based sampling schemes, which are carried out by the Spanish
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(IEO) and Portuguese (IPIMAR) ﬁsheries institutes. Samples are obtained from purse seiners at
the main sardine ﬁshing harbours of the Iberian Peninsula. Annual total catches in weight are
reported by ﬁsheries national authorities.
There are some assumptions regarding how commercial catch data is treated and modeled
that should be emphasized here. Fish caught together in a given haul tend to be similar, and this
leads us to consider the presence of a trip eﬀect in catch data. However, for model simplicity
purposes, it is assumed that the trip eﬀect is only present in the length frequency samples. It is
therefore assumed that biological data (i.e. individual weights, lengths, ages, etc.) is not aﬀected
by trip eﬀects, and that biological samples are treated as random samples from the whole catch.
As a matter of fact, this last assumption follows what is usually adopted by the ﬁsheries institutes
when processing and analysing sardine biological data. Furthermore, it is assumed that ages are
determined without error.
3.3.1 Data from catch length sampling
Suppose that ﬁshing trips t = 1; : : : ; Ty are selected at random from all ﬁshing trips in year y ,
so that each trip has equal chance of being chosen. Length frequency data is then obtained by
taking a simple random sample of ny;t individuals from the catch of selected ﬁshing trip t. The
ny;t individuals are measured and classiﬁed into half-centimeter length-classes which are indexed
as l = 1; : : : ; L. The number of ﬁsh allocated to each length class, ny;t;l , is recorded to get a
length frequency sample from ﬁshing trip t in year y , giving:
(ny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;L); for t = 1; : : : ; Ty
with
∑L
l=1 ny;t;l = ny;t . The total weight of the sample, wy;t , and the total catch weight of trip
t, Wy;t , are also recorded.
3.3.2 Data from catch individual biological sampling
As mentioned above, biological data from trips selected for biological sampling are assumed to be
random samples from the whole catch in a given year, and hence biological data can be pooled
together by year without loss of information. Biological sampling usually involves the collection
of several types of individual biological information such as total length, gender, sexual maturity
stage, and visceral fat stage. However, for the purpose of this work, we only consider length-class,
body weight and age data. There are two diﬀerent types of individual biological data available,
depending on the country and the year from which samples were collected.
For Spanish harbours in all years and for Portuguese harbours in years 2001 or earlier,
biological sampling follows a double-sampling process (Tanaka, 1953). The ﬁrst stage involves
taking a random sample from the total catch of year y , and recording the half-centimeter length-
classes and weights of the selected ﬁsh. The second stage involves ageing a ﬁxed number of ﬁsh
from each length-class in the primary sample. The two subsets of individual biological information
from this double-sampling procedure can be represented by{
(wy;j ; ly;j); for j = 1; : : : ; ky
}
;
{
ay;i jly;i ; for i = 1; : : : ; my
}
;
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where wy;j , and ly;j denote, respectively, the weight and length-class of the jth specimen in the
primary sample of size ky , and ay;i jly;i is the age of the ith individual with length-class ly;i out of
the my ﬁsh selected in the ageing sub-sampling stage.
For Portuguese harbours in years 2002 and later, biological sampling follows a fully length-
stratiﬁed procedure, in which the number of ﬁsh selected in each length-class is ﬁxed before other
information is collected. Fish in a sample of size ky taken at random from the total catch in year
y are measured and allocated into half-centimeter length classes. Then, a ﬁxed number of ﬁsh
are selected from each length-stratum and their weights and ages are recorded. Therefore, this
sampling process provides sets of weights and ages at length-class data for a total of my measured
individuals, which can be represented by{
(wy;i ; ay;i)jly;i ; for i = 1; : : : ; my
}
;
where wy;i , ay;i and ly;i denote, respectively, the weight, age and length-class of the ith ﬁsh
out of my sampled individuals from catches of year y .
Observations of age at length (ay;i jly;i) in year y can be rearranged into what is commonly
referred as an age-length-key (ALK). This is a two-way contingency table with elements my;l ;a
representing the number of specimens in the response variable age class a at the various categories
of explanatory variable length-class l in catch of year y .
3.3.3 Total catch in weight
The total catch in weight in year y , Wy , is provided from reported landings or sales notes of sardine
from all ﬁshing trips during that year. The total catch of a given ﬁshing trip is often calculated
by scaling up the average weight of a box of sardine by the total number of boxes of sardine on
that trip. Despite the potential measurement errors associated with this calculation process, total
catches in weight are usually assumed to be known.
3.3.4 Indices of abundance at age
As in most stock assessments, the use of auxiliary data obtained from ﬁshery-independent sources
is crucial for improving the accuracy of stock parameters estimates. Here, indices of numbers at
age that were estimated from scientiﬁc acoustic surveys are used. There are three data series of
acoustic indices available for the AIS stock: the Portuguese spring and fall surveys (covering the
Portuguese coast), and the Spanish spring survey (covering the Spanish coast). As in the previous
chapter, we assume an absence of sardines of the ﬁrst age class (i.e. at age a = 0) during spring.
Thus, denoting ISy;a the relative abundance index in numbers for age class a in year y estimated
by survey S, the available series of abundance indices are symbolized by:
(i) Portuguese spring survey: ISPy;a , for 1  a  A and y denoting years in period 1995-2006;
(ii) Portuguese fall survey: IFPy;a , for 0  a  A and y denoting years in periods 1992, 1997-2001,
2005-2006;
(iii) Spanish spring survey: ISSy;a , for 1  a  A and y denoting years in period 1991-2006.
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3.4 The proposed ISA observation model
The main development proposed here is the formulation of an observation model that statistically
links the data actually observed from commercial catches (i.e. basic catch data) to the population
parameters deﬁning the status of the stock. Thus, for any given year y , the proposed observation
model can be speciﬁed as follows
Py (basic catch data, abundance indices j predicted model catch) =
= Py
(
fwy;i j ly;i ;Cyg : i = 1; : : : ; my
)
 Py
(
fay;i j ly;i ;Cyg : i = 1; : : : ; my
)

 Py
(
fwy;j ; ly;j jCyg : j = 1; : : : ; ky
)
 Py
(
fny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;L j ny;t ;Cyg : t = 1; : : : ; Ty
)

 Py (Wy jCy )
∏
S=PS;PF;SS
Py (I
S
y;a : a
S
min  a  A j predicted model catch) (3.5)
where here the vector Cy = (Cy;1; : : : ; Cy;A), i.e. the age distribution in numbers of the catch in
year y , is a deterministic function of the stock dynamic and ﬁshing process parameters, as speciﬁed
in Equation (3.4).
3.4.1 Model for length frequencies
Assuming that the total number of length-classes sampled on ﬁshing trip t of year y , ny;t , are
independent, the sample of length frequencies, fny;t;lgLl=1, drawn from trip t is considered to follow
the multinomial distribution
(ny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;L) j ny;t  Multinomial
(
ny;t ;
{
PCy (l j t; Cy )
}L
l=1
)
; for t = 1; : : : ; Ty (3.6)
where PCy (l j t; Cy ) denotes the probability that an individual sampled at random from the catch
of trip t in year y is of length-class l , given that the catch-at-age in numbers in that year is Cy .
This probability can be written as
PCy (l j t; Cy ) =
A∑
a=0
PCy (l j a) P
C
y (aj t; Cy ); for l = 1; : : : ; L (3.7)
which assumes that once we know the age of a ﬁsh belonging to the caught part of the population,
the age composition of the catch Cy does not provide additional information about the length of
that ﬁsh. It is also implicit in equation (3.7) that the length-age relationship, and hence its
associate probability, is assumed to be constant over trips. The model for PCy (l ja), i.e. the
probability in year y that a ﬁsh selected at random from the catch of age a is of length-class l , is
speciﬁed in Section 3.4.6. Furthermore, the probability that a ﬁsh sampled at random from the
catch of trip t of year y is of age a given Cy , is parameterized as
PCy (a j t; Cy ) =
eSy;t;aCy;a∑A
a=0 e
Sy;t;aCy;a
; for a = 0; : : : ; A; t = 1; : : : ; Ty (3.8)
where Sy;t;a, is an age-speciﬁc random eﬀect associated with trip t that allows for inter-trip
variability in the selection pattern at age. Combining (3.6) - (3.8), the probability for length
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frequencies observed in the Ty sampled trips is
P
(
fny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;LjCyg : t = 1; : : : ; Ty
)
=
Ty∏
t=1
(
ny;t !∏L
l=1 ny;t;l !
)
L∏
l=1
[∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l ja) e
Sy;t;aCy;a∑A
a=0 e
Sy;t;aCy;a
]ny;t;l
(3.9)
CAR model for trip random eﬀects
As mentioned previously, it seems reasonable to expect that ages of ﬁsh caught in the same trip
are likely to be more similar among themselves than if ﬁsh were randomly sampled from the whole
catch. Therefore a random sample from a trip is likely to contain less information (and hence
larger uncertainty) about the whole catch than a random sample of equal size from the whole
catch (Aanes and Pennington, 2003). This within-trip correlation in ages is accounted for by
modelling the random eﬀects associated with trip t, Sy;t = fSy;t;1; : : : ; SytAg, using a conditional
autoregressive (CAR) model. Based on the formulation described in Besag and Kooperberg (1995)
and Thomas et al. (2004), an A-variate normal model for S is speciﬁed as
E[Sy;t;ajSy;t( a)] = 
CAR
y;t;a + 
A∑
j=0
gaj(Sy;t;j   
CAR
y;t;j ); for a = 0; : : : ; A (3.10)
Var[Sy;t;ajSy;t( a)] = ( ua+)
 1 > 0; for a = 0; : : : ; A (3.11)
gaj =
uaj
ua+
; ua+ =
A∑
j=0
uaj ; (3.12)
where Sy;t( a) denotes the values of the random eﬀects in all ages except in the ath age
CARy;t;a represent the overall mean within trip t at age a (with a ﬁxed value of zero
for a = 0; : : : ; A)
 is an autocorrelation parameter that determines the overall strength of the
within-trip age correlation eﬀect ( = 0 implies no dependence)
gaj is a weight reﬂecting the relative inﬂuence of age j on age a, and corresponds
to the (a; j) element of an A A weight matrix G
 is the parameter that reﬂects the overall precision of random eﬀects Sy;t ,
assumed constant over years
uaj is the (a; j) element of an A  A adjacency matrix U, choosing uaj = 1 if
ages a and j are contiguous and uaj = 0 otherwise. This choice implies that
diagonal elements uaa  0, and that ua+ corresponds to the number of ages
adjacent to age a.
The parameterization in models (3.10) and (3.11) yields an intuitive interpretation for the
CAR model, showing the conditional expectation E[Sy;t;ajSy;t( a)] as a weighted average of the
random eﬀects at contiguous ages, but forcing the conditional variance Var[Sy;t;ajSy;t( a)] to be
nonconstant and inversely proportional to the number of adjacent ages. Therefore, if the random
eﬀects of adjacent ages Sy;t(a 1) and Sy;t(a+1) have larger (or smaller) values than expected, then
the random eﬀect Sy;t;a will also tend to have a larger (or smaller) value than expected. Equations
speciﬁed in (3.10)-(3.12) deﬁne the following symmetric covariance matrix for Sy;t : CAR =
[ (I  G)] 1H, where I denotes the A  A identity matrix and H is an A  A diagonal matrix
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with elements 1=ua+ (Thomas et al., 2004). To ensure that the A-variate normal distribution is
a proper distribution, the covariance matrix CAR needs to be positive deﬁnite. For that reason,
 must be constrained to lie in the interval (1=min; 1=max), where min and max are the
minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the multiplication HU (Best et al., 2005).
3.4.2 Model for age-given-length-class data
Age given length data (ay;i jly;i) collected in year y is pooled and rearranged into an age-length-
key (ALK) comprising the number of ﬁsh in length-class l that are of age a, my;l ;a. If the ages
of all my;l =
∑A
a=0my;l ;a ﬁsh sampled from length-class l for age determination in year y are
independent, then the counts fmy;l ;agAa=0 follow the multinomial distribution
(my;l ;1; : : : ; my;l ;A) jmy;l  Multinomial
(
my;l ;
{
PCy (a j l ;Cy )
}A
a=0
)
; for l = 1; : : : ; L (3.13)
where PCy (a j l ;Cy ) refers to the probability in year y that a ﬁsh sampled at random from catch
of length-class l is of age a, given the catch age composition in that year Cy . From the Bayes
theorem, we have
PCy (a j l ;Cy ) =
PCy (l j a;Cy ) P
C
y (ajCy )∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l j a;Cy ) PCy (ajCy )
=
PCy (l j a) Cy;a∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l j a) Cy;a
; for l = 1; : : : L; a = 0; : : : ; A (3.14)
where it is again assumed that, once the length of a caught ﬁsh is known, the catch age composition
Cy gives no further information about the length of that ﬁsh, and hence PCy (l j a;Cy ) = P
C
y (l j a).
It is also implicit that the probability that a ﬁsh sampled at random from the whole catch is of age
a is taken as PCy (ajCy ) =
Cy;a∑
a Cy;a
. The model for PCy (l j a) is speciﬁed in Section 3.4.6. Thus, the
probability function for age-given-length of the my =
∑L
l=1my;l ﬁsh sampled in year y is given by
P
(
fay;i j ly;i ;Cyg : i = 1; : : : ; my
)
=
L∏
l=1
(
my;l !∏A
a=0my;l ;a!
)
A∏
a=0
[
PCy (l j a) Cy;a∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l j a) Cy;a
]my;l ;a
(3.15)
Note that the probability PCy (a j l ;Cy ) is neglecting the age-speciﬁc trip eﬀect considered in
the model for length frequency data (Section 3.4.1). This results from the previously mentioned
assumption that biological data represent random samples of the catch (i.e. is trip independent),
which in probabilistic terms means that the chance of observing age a is given by the probability
PCy (ajCy ).
3.4.3 Model for weight-given-length-class data
Observations of weight-given-length-class (wy;i jly;i) are determined by PCy (w j l ;Cy ), i.e. the prob-
ability in year y that an individual sampled at random from the catch of length-class l is of weight
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w , given the catch age composition Cy . In this case, it is considered that the age composition of
the catch does not provide additional information about the body weight of a ﬁsh once its length
is known, from which it follows that PCy (w j l ;Cy ) = P
C
y (w jl). This probability is thus determined
by the distribution of weights given length-class in the catch of year y , which can be modeled
through a weight-length relationship.
Establishing weight-length relationships is a routine procedure in ﬁsheries science. The
allometric growth equation w = l, which assumes that growth in weight w is proportional to
some power of length l , is the most commonly applied model to describe weight-length relationships
in ﬁsh species. Parameter  is often interpreted as the ﬁsh condition factor (Quinn and Deriso,
1999), and  provides a measure of curvature. Therefore, based on the weight-length allometric
model, fwy;i jly;ig : i = 1; : : : ; my are assumed to be independent and identically log-normally
distributed random variables, i.e.
log(wy;i)jc(ly;i)  Normal
(
log(y ) + y log[c(ly;i)]; ﬁ
 1
y
)
; i = 1; : : : ; my (3.16)
where c(l) corresponds to the length (in cm) at the midpoint of the length-class indexed as l ,
and ﬁy denotes the precision of log(weight) given length-class in year y . Equation (3.16) can be
regarded as a classical log-linear regression model, with year-speciﬁc intercept log(y ) and slope
y parameters. Thus, the probability density function of my observations of weight at length-class
in year y is given by
PCy
(
fwy;i j ly;ig : i = 1; : : : ; my
)
=
my∏
i=1
√
ﬁy
2w2y;i
exp
{
 
ﬁy
2
[
log(wy;i)  log(y )  y log[c(ly;i)]
]2}
(3.17)
3.4.4 Model for weight and length-class data
As described earlier, in some years and harbours the biological sampling is not length-stratiﬁed and
so there are additional samples of weight and length-class data, denoted as (wy;j ; ly;j). For a given
year y , the probability of getting these observations of weight and length, given the total catch in
numbers Cy , can be factorised into the marginal probability of length-class given the catch, and
the conditional probability of weight-given-length class, i.e.
P
(
fwy;j ; ly;j jCyg : j = 1; : : : ; ky
)
= P
(
fwy;j j ly;jg : j = 1; : : : ; ky
)

 P
(
fly;j jCyg : j = 1; : : : ; ky
)
(3.18)
where, as before, it is implicit that the catch provides no extra information about the weight of a
ﬁsh once its length class is known (i.e. PCy (w j l ;Cy ) = P
C
y (w jl)). The observations (fwy;j j ly;jg :
j = 1; : : : ; ky ) are considered independent log-normal variables, and can therefore be modelled
according to the probability model (3.16). The ky observed length-classes can be rearranged into
a vector of counts ky = (ky;1; : : : ; ky;L) and modelled through the multinomial distribution
(ky;1; : : : ; ky;L) j ky  Multinomial
(
ky ;P
C
y (l jCy ); for l = 1; : : : ; L
)
(3.19)
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where PCy (l jCy ) denotes the probability that a ﬁsh sampled at random from the catch of year y
is of length-class l , given that the catch age composition in that year is Cy . Taking the same
assumptions considered in equation (3.14) regarding the probabilities of age and of length-given-
age in the catch, PCy (l jCy ) can be modeled as
PCy (l jCy ) =
A∑
a=0
PCy (l j a)
Cy;a∑A
a=0 Cy;a
; for l = 1; : : : ; L (3.20)
Once again, as this data is obtained through biological sampling, the trip eﬀect is not considered
by the probability PCy (l jCy ). The joint probability distribution of weight and length-class data
collected through biological sampling in year y is then given by
PCy
(
fwy;j ; ly;j jCyg : j = 1; : : : ; ky
)
=
ky∏
j=1
√
ﬁy
2w2y;j
exp
{
 
ﬁy
2
[
log
(
wy;j
y
)
  y log[c(ly;j)]
]2}


(
ky !∏L
l=1 ky;l !
)
L∏
l=1
[
A∑
a=0
PCy (l j a)
Cy;a∑A
a=0 Cy;a
]ky;l
(3.21)
3.4.5 Model for total catch in weight
The total catch in weight Wy represents the aggregated weights of all ﬁsh caught in year y , and
hence it can be written as Wy =
∑A
a=0
∑Cy;a
i=1 wia, where wia denotes the weight of the ith ﬁsh of
age a present in the catch of year y . By the Central Limit Theorem, and assuming that wia are
all independent, the total weight of the catch is approximately distributed as
Wy  Normal
(
mean =
A∑
a=0
Cy;a E
C
y [w ja]; var =
A∑
a=0
Cy;aV
C
y [w j a]
)
(3.22)
where ECy [w j a] and V
C
y [w j a] are, respectively, the expected value and the variance in year y
of weight-given-age for individuals in the catch of that year. Therefore, the probability density
function for observations of total catch in weight in year y is given by
P (Wy jCy ) =
(
2
A∑
a=0
Cy;aV
C
y [w ja]
)  1
2
exp
 
(
Wy  
∑A
a=0 Cy;a E
C
y [w ja]
)2
2
∑A
a=0 Cy;a V
C
y [w ja]
 (3.23)
In the absence of weight-given-age data, the quantities ECy [w j a] and V
C
y [w j a] must be
derived from a weight-given-length model, for which there is information available (see Section
3.4.3). Assuming that once the length of a caught ﬁsh is known, its age does not provide any
additional information about its weight, the probability in year y that a ﬁsh chosen at random from
the catch of age a is of weight w can formulated as PCy (w ja) =
∑L
l=1 P
C
y (w jl) P
C
y (l ja); for w > 0.
It then follows that, for a = 0; : : : ; A
ECy [w ja] =
L∑
l=1
ECy [w jl ] P
C
y (l ja) (3.24)
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and
VCy [w ja] = E
C
y [w
2ja]  ECy [w ja]
2
=
L∑
l=1
PCy (l ja) E
C
y [w
2jl ]  ECy [w ja]
2
=
L∑
l=1
PCy (l ja)
(
VCy [w jl ] + E
C
y [w jl ]
2
)
  ECy [w ja]
2 (3.25)
where, given the assumptions regarding the model for weight-given-length-class described in Sec-
tion 3.4.3,
ECy [w jl ] = exp
{
log(y ) + y log[c(l)] +
1
2ﬁy
}
; VCy [w jl ] = E
C
y [w jl ]
2
(
e
1
ﬁy   1
)
: (3.26)
3.4.6 Model for probability of length-class given age in the catch
Here, a suitable model for PCy (l ja) is derived, where l and a denote length-class index and age,
respectively. Let us assume that the actual lengths, denoted as x , of the ﬁsh in each age-class
a are log-normally distributed, i.e. log(x)ja  Normal(Ca ;  
 1
C ), where 
C
a denotes the mean of
log(length) given age in the catch and  C the precision of log(length) given age in the catch.
Then the probability that an individual sampled at random from the catch of age a in year y is of
length-class l (which is 0.5cm wide) can be computed as
PCy (l ja) =
∫ log[c(l)+0:25]
log[c(l) 0:25] exp
[
  C2
(
v   Ca
)2]
dv∫ log[c(L)+0:25]
log[c(1) 0:25] exp
[
  C2 (v   
C
a )
2
]
dv
; for l = 1; : : : ; L; a = 0; : : : ; A (3.27)
where, as before, c(l) corresponds to the actual length (in cm) at the midpoint of the l th length-
class. Thus, for each length-class index l , the probability density function of length-given-age is
integrated over the interval of corresponding lengths. The result needs to be normalized over the
range of lengths considered in the analysis so that
∑L
l=1 P
C
y (l ja) = 1. As implicit in the notation
used in (3.27), for the purpose of this study, the mean of log(length) at age Ca is assumed as
constant over years, while the precision  C is ﬁxed over ages and years.
In this study, Ca is assumed to follow the von Bertalanﬀy (VB) growth curve (Bertalanﬀy,
1938), which predicts length as function of age based on the principle that growth rate of ﬁshes
tends to slow down as they get older. Due to strong parameter correlations (as shown in Subsection
3.5.4), the alternative parameterization of the standard VB model proposed by Cerrato (1990) is
used instead, and therefore
Ca = log
[
0 + (4   0)
1  exp(  a)
1  exp(  4)
]
; for 4 > 0 (3.28)
where parameter  > 0 represents the metabolic growth parameter (with units of time 1), re-
ﬂecting how fast the curve reaches the horizontal asymptote. Parameters 0 and 4 denote the
mean lengths at ages 0 and 4, respectively. In the context of the present study this growth model
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is considered catch-speciﬁc and cross-sectional, as growth parameters are solely representing the
length-age relationship in the catch and not in the population as a whole (due to selectivity issues
in the ﬁshery).
3.4.7 Model for indices of abundance at age
It is assumed that indices of abundance from acoustic surveys can be described by an observation
model commonly used in stock assessment models for this type of data. Thus, estimated indices
of abundance at age from the acoustic surveys are considered to be proportional to the stock
abundance. If ﬃSy denotes the fraction of the year that has passed until the time of survey S, then
the numbers at age in year y at the time of survey S is taken to be Ny;aexp( Zy;a ﬃSy ). The index
of abundance at age a in year y estimated by survey S, ISy;a, is assumed to follow a log-normal
distribution with median proportional to the abundance at the time of the survey, i.e.
ISy;a = q
S
a Ny;aexp( Zy;a ﬃ
S
y ) exp(
S
y;a); for S = PS; PF; SS; a
S
min  a  A; y 2 z
S (3.29)
where qSa is an age-speciﬁc proportionality constant representing catchability on survey S and 
S
y;a 
N(0; I) captures measurement errors in the observed indices. The variance I is considered to
be constant over ages, year and surveys, and assumed known with value I = 0:09 (corresponding
to CV[ISy;a]  30%). The term z
S denotes the set of years for which survey S provides abundance
indices.
3.5 Implementing the proposed ISA model framework
The developed approach was implemented in consecutive steps of increasing model complexity,
during which the diﬀerent components of the model were assembled together. This stepwise
implementation, carried out using simulated data, helped the identiﬁcation of methodological
problems in the estimation process and ensured that the proposed framework produced reliable
results.
Thus, implementation started with ﬁtting the model for weight-given-length, and it was
completed by ﬁtting the full model observation model of all the available data (Equation (3.5)).
Therefore, at the ﬁnal stage of implementation, stock dynamics parameters (i.e. Ny;0; fy , etc.)
were being estimated together with individual-level parameters (i.e. ; y ; ﬁy ; , etc.). Table 3.1
summarizes the features of the various phases of implementation, describing the components of
the model being ﬁtted and the parameters being ﬁxed (i.e. assumed known) at each step.
Within this section, details of the prior distributions speciﬁed within the Bayesian framework
are descibed, followed by a description of some of the techniques tried to improve the overall
performance of the proposed model in terms of MCMC computation. The main challenges faced
during the implementation process,and how they were tackled in order to get the full model working,
are also discussed.
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3.5.1 Data-generating model
Parameter estimation and overall performance of the proposed model were tested, investigated
and compared against the conventional 2-step stock assessment methodology (as in Chapter 2)
using simulated data. Data simulation required generating population dynamic processes and
observations using the models described above and by ﬁxing parameters to some realistic values
(Table 3.2). These values were selected/generated based on preliminary analysis or in conformity
with results obtained in former studies (e.g. Chapter 2 and ICES assessment reports). This section
summarises the data simulation process, highlighting the general features of the data-generating
model. Appendix A provides a detailed description of this process.
The numbers at age in the whole population (Ny;a) were generated for the ﬁctitious period
1997 - 2006 (i.e. a total of Y = 10 years) using the set of equations deﬁning the population
dynamics (i.e. Equations (3.1) - (3.3)). Yearly catch numbers at age (Cy;a) were then derived for
the simulated population through the Baranov catch equation (3.4).
Samples of biological data (described in Section 3.3.2) were generated by ﬁrst simulating
the age composition of samples of through the multinomial model (Equation (A.1)) deﬁned by
the probability PCy (ajCy ), i.e. the probability of age a in the catch. Length-classes were then
generated from simulated ages through a multinomial model (Equation (A.2)) governed by the
probability of length-class given age in the catch, PCy (l ja). The generated lengths were subse-
quently used to generate body weights through the weight given length model speciﬁed Equation
(3.16). Depending on the location and time period for which sampling was being simulated, a
length-stratiﬁed random subsampling was applied to generate either age-given-length data or age
and weight-given-length data.
The generation of length frequency data (Section 3.3.2) started with simulating of the
Table 3.1: Summary of the diﬀerent developmental phases taken during the implementation of the proposed model.
Models being estimated are referenced by the respective equation number within brackets
Implementation
phase
Estimated models Fixed parameters
1 Weight given length (3.17) None
2 Age given length (3.15)
ffy ; sa; Ny;a; Ny;0;Mg, for
y = 1; : : : ; Y ; a = 0; : : : ; A,
given by values used for data
simulation (Table 3.2)
3
Age given length (3.15)
Weight and length-class data (3.21)
Length frequencies (3.9)
4
age-given-length (3.15)
Weight given length (3.17)
Length frequencies (3.9)
Weight and length-class data (3.21)
Total catch in weight (3.23)
5
age-given-length (3.15)
M and I , given by values
used for data simulation
(Table 3.2)
Weight given length (3.17)
Length frequencies (3.9)
Weight and length-class data (3.21)
Total catch in weight (3.23)
Indices of abundance at age (3.29)
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age-speciﬁc trip random eﬀects using the multivariate normal process deﬁning the CAR model
described by Equations (3.10) - (3.12). Length frequency samples were generated for a given
number of trips in accordance with the model speciﬁed in Equation (3.6).
The weight of the whole catch in each year (Section 3.3.3) was simulated according to
the model speciﬁed in Equation (3.22), after computing the probability PCy (l ja) through Equation
(3.27) and subsequently ﬁnding the expected value and variance of weight-given-age in the catch,
ECy [w ja] and V
C
y [w ja], using Equations (3.24) and (3.25). At last, acoustic indices of abundance
at age from each of the three surveys (described in Section 3.3.4) were generated in accordance
with the probability model speciﬁed by Equation (3.29).
Table 3.2: Parameter values used for simulating of population processes and observations. Parameters assumed as
known for estimation are set equal to the simulation values
Models Parameters Simulator values Estimated
Population Dynamics
N1;1; : : : ; N1;A
6:7107; 3:3107; 6:1106; 4:5106; 7:2
105; 4:3105
Yes
s0; : : : ; sA 0.01, 0.30, 0.57, 0.79, 1, 1.10, 1.51 Yes
N1;0; : : : ; NY;0 Log-N (18:315; 0:001) Yes
f1; : : : ; fY Log-N( 0:43; 0:001) Yes
M 0.30 No
Catch Sampling
ky U(2500; 3000) No
Ty U(30; 40) No
kmax 80 No
Q 0.001 No
Length given age
 0.61 Yes
0 13.52 Yes
4 20.65 Yes
 C 400 Yes
Weight given length
1; : : : ; Y
1:41  10 5; 1:28  10 5; 1:12  10 5; 6:94 
10 6; 3:4610 6; 1:0310 5; 3:1410 5; 1:5
10 5; 4:210 6; 1:410 5
Yes
1; : : : ; Y
2.85, 2.88, 2.92, 3.08, 3.34, 2.94, 2.57, 2.86,
3.26, 2.79
Yes
ﬁ1; : : : ; ﬁY
288, 270, 100, 345, 195, 312, 242, 285, 292,
320
Yes
Trip random eﬀects
 0.92 Yes
 0.04 Yes
Indices of abundance
qPS1 ; : : : ; q
PS
A 1.49, 1.10, 0.94, 1.10, 1.13, 0.36 Yes
ﬃPS1 ; : : : ; ﬃ
PS
Y
0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.33, 0.25, 0.33, 0.25, 0.33,
0.33, 0.25
No
qPF0 ; : : : ; q
PF
A 1.45, 0.63, 0.44, 0.48, 0.71, 0.99, 0.22 Yes
ﬃPF1 ; : : : ; ﬃ
PF
Y
0.92, 0.92, 0.83, 0.92, 0.92, 0.83, 0.92, 0.92,
0.83, 0.92
No
qSS1 ; : : : ; q
SS
A 0.03, 0.10, 0.16, 0.26, 0.26, 0.12 Yes
ﬃSS1 ; : : : ; ﬃ
SS
Y
0.33, 0.33, 0.33, 0.42, 0.42, 0.33, 0.42, 0.42,
0.33, 0.33
No
I 0.09 No
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3.5.2 Bayesian Estimation and prior speciﬁcation
Parameter estimation was performed using the Bayesian inference approach (Gelman et al., 2004).
As described in previous chapters, the Bayes' theorem states that the joint posterior distribution
is proportional to the product between the pdf of the observed data given the parameters and
the pdf of parameters before the current set of data is analysed (i.e. the prior distribution), i.e.
P (jdata) / P (dataj)P ().
Prior distributions for unknown parameters of the ISA model were selected in conformity
with the values chosen for those parameters used for simulating the data (i.e. the true parameter
values). That is, prior distributions were selected so that they would cover of the true values,
while having suﬃciently large dispersion to prevent them from having a strong inﬂuence on the
results of the analysis.
Table 3.3 lists all the prior distributions and respective hyperparameters (i.e. parameters
of priors) speciﬁed for the stages of implementation, as well as the corresponding prior median
and 95% prior probability intervals for each parameter. Given the restriction 4  0 following
from the model for mean log(length) given age in the catch (Equation 3.28), the prior pdf for
4 has to be speciﬁed so that the condition 4 > 0 is always satisﬁed. Therefore a truncated
log-normal prior distribution for 4 was speciﬁed, which constrains the domain of 4 to lie within
the interval (0;1). The hyperparameters 4 and  4 deﬁning, respectively, the mean and
precision of truncated log-normal prior distribution for 4 are speciﬁed in Table 3.3, together with
the corresponding prior median and 95% probability interval. Prior distributions for trip eﬀect
parameters  and , designated by the CAR model (Equations 3.10 and 3.11), were speciﬁed
as suggested in Thomas et al. (2004). Thus, to ensure that covariance matrix CAR is positive
deﬁnite,  was assumed to have a uniform prior distribution with limits deﬁned by the minimum and
maximum eigenvalues ofHU (see Section 3.4.1 for more details), which turn out to be, respectively,
-1 and 1, given the parameterisation used in Equations (3.10) and (3.11). For the overall precision
parameter  a Gamma prior distribution expressing the prior belief that the random eﬀects standard
deviation is centered around 0.05 was speciﬁed. For parameters deﬁning the weight given length
relationship y , y and ﬁy , it was assigned an improper non-informative prior (Table 3.3) to allow
the analytical computation of the posterior distribution of those parameters, as explained in the
Subsection 3.5.3 below.
The joint posterior distribution P (jdata) was simulated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods (see e.g. Gilks et al., 1996, for an introduction to MCMC). TheWinBUGS soft-
ware package (Lunn et al., 2000) was used to program and run the several MCMC routines required
for the present work. In addition, the Winbugs Development Interface (WBDev, Lunn, 2003) was
also used to implement specialized functions, 'hard-wiring' them into the WinBUGS framework
via Component Pascal code programmed and compiled in the BlackBox Component Builder
software (Oberon microsystems©1994-2007; http://www.oberon.ch/blackbox.html). Apart
from simplifying the BUGS code, these hard-wired functions improved signiﬁcantly the com-
putational performance of WinBUGS by speeding computation times by up to ten times than
when using their full-BUGS-code counterparts. The CAR model applied for modelling the age-
related random eﬀects associated with each trip t was implemented via the GeoBUGS module
(Thomas et al., 2004), which comes integrated in WinBUGS by default. Furthermore, data
simulation and data management, the assessment of the performance of the MCMC algorithm
(visual inspection and convergence diagnostic tests, Cowles and Carlin (1996)), as well as the
graphical presentation of results, were all carried out using the statistical software package R
(http://cran.uk.r-project.org/).
Before starting the detailed description of the challenges experienced during the implemen-
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tation phases, it seems pertinent to refer brieﬂy the importance of avoiding signiﬁcant posterior
correlations among estimates. High posterior correlations among estimated parameters is one of
the main causes of slow convergence in MCMC simulation techniques (Gilks et al., 1996). When
convergence is slow, the simulation remains for many iterations in a region heavily inﬂuenced by
the starting values and hence the chain is unable to move rapidly throughout the entire domain
of the target density. Consequently, unless the chain is simulated for a large number of iterations,
the precision of a slowly mixing chain can be incorrect and ultimately yield inadequate inferences.
Running chains for large numbers of iterations can constitute a problem in itself, as complex mod-
Table 3.3: Hyper-parameters specifying the prior distributions and corresponding median and 95% prior credible
intervals for recruitment, Ny;0, numbers at age in the initial year, Ny;a, annual ﬁshing mortality rate, fy , selectivity
at age, sa, the catchability at age of each survey S, q
S
a , the parameters deﬁning the length-at-age model, , 0, 4
and  C , and the parameters intervening in the trip random eﬀects,  and 
Parameter Prior Distribution Prior settings Median(i) (95% CI)
log(Ny;0)  Normal
(
R;  
 1
R
)
R = 18:31;  = 3:25 9:010
7 (3:0107; 26:7107)
log(N1;1)  Normal
(
N1;1 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;1 = 18:02;  N1 = 3:25 6:710
7 (2:2107; 19:8107)
log(N1;2)  Normal
(
N1;2 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;2 = 17:30;  N1 = 3:25 3:310
7 (1:1107; 9:7107)
log(N1;3)  Normal
(
N1;3 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;3 = 15:63;  N1 = 3:25 6:110
6 (2:0106; 1:8107)
log(N1;4)  Normal
(
N1;4 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;4 = 15:30;  N1 = 3:25 4:410
6 (1:5106; 1:3107)
log(N1;5)  Normal
(
N1;5 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;5 = 13:49;  N1 = 3:25 7:210
5 (2:4105; 2:1106)
log(N1;6)  Normal
(
N1;6 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;6 = 12:98;  N1 = 3:25 4:310
5 (1:5105; 1:3106)
log(fy )  Normal
(
f ;  
 1
f
)
f =  0:92;  f = 1:44 0:4 (0:08; 2:04)
log(sa)  Normal
(
s ;  
 1
s
)(ii)
s =  0:92;  s = 1:44 0:4 (0:08; 2:04)
log(qSa )  Normal
(
q;  
 1
q
)(iii)
q =  0:36;  q = 1:44 0:7 (0:13; 3:58)
log()  Normal
(
;  
 1

)
 =  0:36;   = 11:6 0:70 (0:34; 1:07)
log(0)  Normal
(
0 ;  
 1
0
)
0 = 2:56;  0 = 44:9 13:0 (9:7; 17:4)
log(4)  Normal
(
4 ;  
 1
4
)
4 = 2:99;  4 = 25:5 20:2
(iv) (14:3; 29:6)
log( C)  Normal
(
 C ;  
 1
 C
)
 C = 5:99;   C = 6:73 400:0 (188:0; 851:1)
  Gamma (a; b) a = 0:5; b = 0:0005 454:93 (0:98; 5 023:88)
  Uniform (min ;max) min =  1;max = 1 0 ( 0:95; 0:95)
P
(
log(y ); y ; ﬁy
)
/ 1
ﬁy
1
ﬁy
(i) For parameters in log-scale, prior medians and CI are given in the natural scale
(ii) for all ages except a = 4, which in the Bayesian context is assumed to take the value 1 with probability 1
(iii) for S = PS; PF; SS; aSmin  a  A
(iv) actual prior median and 95% probability interval of 4 corresponding to the conditional prior probability
P (4j0  4  1)
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els require a considerable amount of computational power per iteration, resulting in extremely long
and impracticable run times. As it will be showed in the following Subsections, the easiest solution
to poor mixing due to posterior correlation is to reparameterise the problematic model.
3.5.3 Implementation phase 1: analytical derivation of the posterior distribution
of y , y and ﬁy
Given the complexity of the observational model being proposed here (Equation 3.5), the sim-
pliﬁcation of some of its components is desirable to minimize computational diﬃculties in the
estimation process. As shown in Subsection 3.4.3, the probability density function of weight-
given-length data is independent of population state parameters (e.g. Ry ; fy or qSa ). So, a natural
methodological improvement would be to ﬁt the weight-length relationship separately from the
rest of the estimation process. Since the approach follows the Bayesian estimation approach,
one could then incorporate the joint posterior distribution P
(
y ; y ; ﬁy jweigh-at-length data
)
as
the prior distribution of those parameters in the model of total catch in weight (Section 3.4.5).
So, as explained in Subsection 3.4.3, and given the necessary reparameterisation of the standard
allometric model (as explained below in Subsection 3.5.5), the wy;1; : : : ; wymy , observations of
weight-given-length in year y are assumed to be log-normally distributed according to the model
in Equation (3.33). Considering the improper non-informative prior,
P
(
log(y ); y ; ﬁy
)
/
1
ﬁy
and factorizing the joint posterior distribution as
P
(
log(newy ); y ; ﬁy jlog(wy;1); : : : ; log(wymy )
)
= P
(
log(newy ); y jﬁy ; log(wy;1); : : : ; log(wymy )
)

P
(
ﬁy jlog(wy;1); : : : ; log(wymy )
)
(3.30)
then, from standard results for Bayesian analysis of regression models (Gelman et al., 2004), we
know that the joint posterior distribution of log(newy ) and y , given ﬁy is
P
(
log(newy ); y jﬁy ; log(wy;1); : : : ; log(wymy )
)
 N2
(
mean = (XTy Xy )
 1XTy log(wy );
var =
1
ﬁy
(XTy Xy )
 1
)
(3.31)
and the marginal posterior distribution of ﬁy is
P
(
ﬁy jlog(wy;1); : : : ; log(wymy )
)
  
(
shape =
my   2
2
;
rate =
log(wy )T(Imy  Xy (X
T
y Xy )
 1XTy )log(wy )
2
)
(3.32)
for which the following notation is used
Xy =
 1 log[c(ly;1)]  log[c(l)]... ...
1 log[c(lymy )]  log[c(l)]
 ; log(wy ) =
 log(wy;1)...
log(wymy )

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and Imy denotes the my my identity matrix, and log[c(l)] is speciﬁed in Subsection 3.5.5. Note
that with the new parameterisation, the covariance matrix in model (3.31) is a diagonal matrix,
i.e.
XTy Xy =
(
my 0
0
∑my
i=1
(
log[c(ly;i)]  log[c(l)]
)2 )
Therefore parameters log(newy ) and y given ﬁ are independent a posteriori.
3.5.4 Implementation phase 2: correlation in length-given-age parameters
The presence of strong posterior correlations was detected while setting up the model for age-
given-length data (i.e. during phase 2), during which it was found that growth parameters
deﬁning the probability of length given age in the catch (Equations (3.27)) were highly corre-
lated a posteriori. The implementation started by assuming that the median length-given-age
in the catch was determined by the standard Von Bertalanﬀy (VB) growth equation, i.e. that
Ca = log[L1(1  e
 (a a0))]. Plots displayed on the left hand side of Figure 3.1 refer to a three
parallel chain MCMC simulation performed during implementation stage 2 and applying the stan-
dard VB model. The image plot clearly shows the strong pairwise correlations between parameters
L1,  and a0. Interestingly, when looking at the sequences of simulated values of e.g. expected
length at age a = 5 in the catch, the three simulated chains mix rather well after a couple thousand
iterations. Thus, parameter posterior correlation appears to have no eﬀect in the convergence of
the MCMC algorithm at this stage of implementation. Despite this fact, there was some concern
that these strong posterior correlations would give rise to more serious problems in later stages of
implementation, once the model became more complex. It was therefore considered reasonable
to proceed with an alternative parameterisation for the standard VB model. We then choose
to deﬁne Ca according to the Cerrato's parameterisation Cerrato (1990, see Equation (3.28)),
which is based on the concept of expected value parameterizations (i.e. some of the parameters
are expected values of the dependent variable at levels of the independent variable) and known to
provide unbiased and less correlated estimates of growth parameters. The posterior distribution of
L1, the asymptotic length of ﬁsh in the catch, can be derived from the MCMC outputs through
L1 =
4 e
 4 0
1 e 4
. Plots on the right-hand side of Figure 3.1 show some outputs from a MCMC
run with identical features, but now with the reparameterised version of Ca . It is clear that the
strong posterior correlation among growth parameters has disappeared and that they became in-
dependent. Yet, as expected at this earlier stage of implementation, this reparameterisation had
no apparent impact in the convergence of the simulated MCMC chains.
3.5.5 Implementation phase 3: Improving weigh-given-length and length frequency
models
Posterior correlation in weight-given-length parameters
Concerning levels of posterior correlations among parameters were noticed during phase 1 of im-
plementation (Table 3.1) when ﬁtting the allometric weight-given-length model (Equation (3.16)).
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However, as the posterior distribution of weight-given-length parameters can be computed analyt-
ically (see Subsection 3.5.3 for more details), it was not until phase 3 of implementation that the
repercussions of these strong correlations on the MCMC performance were observed.
At stage 3 of implementation, weight-given-length parameters are also involved in the obser-
vational model of weight and length-class data (Eq. 3.18), and thus the weight-given-length model
is combined with the main model by treating the analytically estimated joint posterior distribution
of parameters y , y and ﬁy as their prior distribution in the MCMC algorithm.
Therefore, during the implementation of phase 3 models, strong posterior correlations be-
tween pairs of parameters y and y were detected for all years y = 1; : : : ; Y . The top-left plot
in Figure 3.2 exempliﬁes the levels of posterior correlation among weight-given-length parameters
found at this stage of implementation using the original model (i.e. Equation (3.16)). Thus, poste-
rior correlation between parameters 1999 and 1999 was approximately minus 1. The bottom-left
plot of Figure 3.2 shows a time series-plot of simulations from 3 parallel MCMC chains (with
distinct starting values) for the expected weight-given-length-class 10.5cm in the catch of year
1999, which is deﬁned by parameters 1999, 1999 and ﬁ1999 (see Equation (3.26)). Thus, after
many iterations, it is clear from the separation between the three simulated sequences that chains
were still far from convergence. This highlighted the need to address the high posterior correlation
between y and y , as it was clearly aﬀecting the performance of the MCMC algorithm.
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Figure 3.1: Outputs from phase 2 of implementation using the initial model (left side) and the reparameterised
model (right side) for length-given-age relationship in the catch. Image plots in the upper panel display the posterior
correlation matrix for parameters of each model. In the lower panel, traceplots with posterior draws of expected
length at age 5 in the catch, EC [l ja = 5], simulated from MCMC runs with three parallel chains (represented by
lines of diﬀerent colors) starting from overdispersed values, for both original and reparameterised models.
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Figure 3.2: MCMC outputs from phase 3 of implementation using the initial model (left side) and the reparameterised
model (right side) for weight-given-length data. Image plots in the upper panel display the posterior correlation for
parameters of each model. The lower panel shows traceplots with posterior draws of expected weight at length-class
10.5cm (i.e. l = 8) in the catch of year 1999, EC1999[w jl = 8], simulated from MCMC runs with three parallel chains
(represented by lines of diﬀerent colors) starting from overdispersed values, for original and reparameterised models.
The solution was to work with centered covariates log[c(ly;i)]0 = log[c(ly;i)]   log[c(l)],
with log[c(l)] = 1my
∑my
i=1 log[c(ly;i)]. Then the weight-given-length model from Equation (3.16)
becomes
log(wy;i) = log(
new
y ) + 
new
y log[c(ly;i)]
0 + y;i ; y;i  N(0; ﬁ
 1
y ); i = 1; : : : ; my (3.33)
where log(newy ) = log(y ) + y log[c(l)], and 
new
y = y , hence inducing a reparameterisation
(y ; y )! (
new
y ; 
new
y ). As a result of this new model deﬁnition, the expected value of weight-
given-length in the catch of year y in (3.26) becomes
ECy [w jl ] = exp
{
log(newy ) + y
(
log[c(l)]  log[c(l)]
)
+
1
2ﬁy
}
(3.34)
The right hand side of Figure 3.2 shows part of the output from a MCMC run performed
in phase 3 using the reparameterised model. As evidenced in the image plot of the posterior
correlation matrix, the new weight given length parameters are now independent a posteriori. This
is reﬂected in the time-series plot of simulations of variable ECy=3[w jl = 8] from three parallel
MCMC chains (bottom-left of Figure 3.2), where the clear overlap between the three sequences
shows that convergence was achieved within the ﬁrst 50 000 iterations. Therefore, Figure 3.2)
demonstrates that reparameterising the initial weight-given-length model decreased substantially
the posterior convergence between parameters, which consequently contribute for a reduction of
the time required to run the MCMC.
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Poisson approximation of multinomial model for length frequency data
Considering the complexity of the model assumed for length frequency data (Section 3.4.1), in
which the inter-trip variability is accounted through a random eﬀect model, it was found reasonable
to try an alternative model for that data. The aim was therefore to test if using an approximation
of the multinomial model (3.6) would improve the overall performance of the proposed model.
As shown in statistics literature (see, for example, Dobson, 2002, page 136), multinomial
response data can equivalently be regarded as the joint distribution of Poisson variables, conditional
upon their sum. Suppose that the length frequency observed in trip t of year y , (ny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;L),
is a set of independent Poisson random variables with means (y;t;1; : : : ; y;t;L). Then it follows
that
∑L
l=1 ny;t;l = ny;t  Poisson
(∑L
l=1 y;t;l
)
, and it can be showed that the conditional distri-
bution of (ny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;L) given the total ny;t is multinomial:
(ny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;L)jny;t  Multinomial
(
ny;t ;
y;t;1∑L
l=1 y;t;l
; : : : ;
y;t;L∑L
l=1 y;t;l
)
; (3.35)
Hence, equivalence between the multinomial models in Equations (3.6) and (3.35)) is obtained for
y;t;l =
∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l ja) e
Sy;t;aCy;a. Therefore, one might consider modelling length-class frequencies
observed in a given sampled trip t of year y as
ny;t;l  Poisson
(
A∑
a=0
PCy (l ja) e
Sy;t;aCy;a
)
; indep. for l = 1; : : : ; L; t = 1; : : : ; Ty (3.36)
Thus, under the Poisson approximation, the probability for length frequencies observed in the Ty
sampled trips in year y is
P
(
fny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;L jCyg : t = 1; : : : ; Ty
)
=
Ty∏
t=1
L∏
l=1
1
ny;t;l !
exp
{
 
A∑
a=0
PCy (l ja) e
Sy;t;aCy;a
}


(
A∑
a=0
PCy (l ja) e
Sy;t;aCy;a
)ny;t;l
(3.37)
Furthermore, modelling the length frequencies with the Poisson model requires the speciﬁcation
of suitable values for parameters (CARy;t;1; : : : ; 
CAR
ytA ), i.e. the overall trend of the random eﬀects
(Sy;t;1; : : : ; SytA) associated with trip t (see details in Section 3.4.1). If we deﬁne CARy;t;a =
log
(
ny;t=
∑
a Cy;a
)
; for a = 0; : : : ; A; y = 1; : : : ; Y it can be shown that the expected values of
the two alternative models are approximately the same, i.e. that E[ny lt ]Pois  E[ny lt ]Mult. This
is achieved by approximating the mean of the Poisson model, here denoted as E[ny lt ]Pois, by its
median. Thus, from Equations (3.36) and (3.10)
E[ny lt ]
Pois =
A∑
a=0
PCy (l ja) exp fSy;t;agCy;a

A∑
a=0
PCy (l ja) exp
{
CARy;t;a
}
Cy;a = ny;t
∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l ja)Cy;a∑A
a=0 Cy;a
 E[ny lt ]
Mult
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The comparison was performed by applying the two alternative models to the same simulated
dataset, and was ﬁrst carried out during the third phase of implementation (Table 3.1). Figure 3.3
displays some of the outputs from the two performed MCMC runs, each with 3 parallel chains of
length 80000 iterations and starting in overdispersed values, burn-in period of 30 000 and thinning
interval of 40 iterations.
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Figure 3.3: MCMC outputs of trip eﬀect parameters ( and ) and some growth parameters ( and 4) from phase
3 of implementation under two competing models for length frequencies, i.e. the multinomial model (3.6) (top two
rows) against the approximate Poisson model (3.36) (bottom two rows). Traceplots in ﬁrst and third rows show
the sequence of simulations from MCMC runs with three parallel chains (each represented by a line of diﬀerent
color) with distinct starting values, after a burn-in period of 30 000 iterations. Plots in the second and forth rows
display the posterior density (thick black line), the posterior median (thin black line), the 2.5% and 97.5% posterior
percentiles (dashed black lines) and the true values of the parameters (blue line).
As exempliﬁed by the traceplots in Figure 3.3, showing simulated posterior draws of some
parameters, mixing between the parallel MCMC chains was generally very good in both competing
models. However, when comparing traceplots for parameter , it becomes evident that the MCMC
chains have diﬀerent behaviors depending on the model used for length frequencies. While under
the Poisson model MCMC draws of  seem to be simulated from a stationary distribution , it is less
clear that the same occurs when the multinomial approach is applied. In fact, the relatively higher
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variance among MCMC draws of  under the multinomial model can either be a consequence
of a negatively skewed posterior distribution, or an indication that the MCMC algorithm has
not converged yet (the strong autocorrelation among consecutive draws also suggest lack of
convergence). Convergence was therefore tested using some of the diagnostic tools provided by
the CODA package for R. Both Geweke's and Heidelberger & Welch's tests (see detailed description
in Cowles and Carlin, 1996) gave further indication that values of  generated during the MCMC
run under the multinomial model were not samples from a stationary distribution. Diagnostics
indicated that convergence was achieved in MCMC simulations of all other parameters under both
models.
Diﬀerences between the two competing models were also evident when analyzing the bias
produced under each alternative model for length frequencies. Figure 3.3 shows densities and
quantiles of the marginal posterior distributions of the analysed parameters, together with the true
value used to simulate the data. Clearly, the multinomial model does a better job in estimating
parameters, with the 95% posterior probability intervals of all estimated parameters containing
the corresponding true values. As a matter of fact, the posterior median of trip eﬀect parameters
 and  and their true values are nearly identical. In contrast, modelling length frequencies
with the Poisson model led to an overestimation of parameter , as well as a small shift of the
posterior densities of growth parameters  and 4 away from their true values (resulting in a slight
overestimation of length at older ages). There were no substantial diﬀerences between the two
competing models in terms of the variance of the posterior distributions nor regarding posterior
correlations among parameters. Yet, it must be noted that modelling length frequencies using the
Poisson model required less computation per iteration than the multinomial counterpart, leading
to shorter MCMC running times (approximately 3 hours faster for a MCMC run with length of 80
000 iterations).
Furthermore, a similar comparison was subsequently carried out by applying the full proposed
model (phase 5 of implementation, Table 3.1) under each alternative model to a common simulated
dataset. Results of this analysis (not showed here) concurred with the outcomes obtained in the
previous comparison. That is, the trip eﬀect parameter  was strongly over-estimated when the
Poisson model was used, whereas the central 95% of the posterior density of  obtained under
the multinomial alternative contained the respective true value. Moreover, and despite providing
posterior samples in approximately 3/4 of the time required by the multinomial counterpart, the
Poisson model produced less accurate posterior estimates of growth parameters  and 4. It must
be emphasized though that choosing one of the competing models over the other had no impact
on the outcomes of population dynamics parameters such as e.g. recruitment, age selectivity,
annual ﬁshing mortality levels and survey's catchability at age. Therefore, the ﬁnal choice between
modelling length frequencies with the original multinomial model or with the Poisson approximation
boils down to whether one wants a model that performs stabler and faster MCMC runs but produces
slightly inaccurate estimates of growth parameters and trip eﬀect parameter , or if one prefers
a thoroughly less biased model but prone to develop slightly less stable, and thus slower, MCMC
runs.
3.5.6 Implementation phase 4: over-precision of total catch in weight model
The performance of MCMC simulations declined substantially at phase 4 of implementation, when
the models for weight-given-length (Equation (3.17)) and total catch in weight (Equation (3.23))
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were added to the remaining models (Table 3.1). Problems were mainly concerned with the slow
mixing of MCMC draws for parameters deﬁning the systematic components of the two growth
models under use, i.e. the length-given-age model (parameters k , 0 and 4) and the weight-
given-length model (parameters y and y ). An example of the increasing `stickiness' of MCMC
chains is obvious when comparing the traceplots of parameters k and 4 in Figure 3.3 (produced
during phase 3) with the traceplots of the same parameters in the top row of Figure 3.4 (from a
run in phase 4). After a lengthy burn-in period (300 000 iterations) and a considerable amount of
chain thinning (230 iterations), the time-series of values simulated in phase 4 were still far from
mixing as rapidly as the MCMC process from phase 3, in which sequences of simulated values from
three parallel chains were indistinguishable after a short burn-in period. The slow mixing in the
MCMC from phase 4 is also reﬂected in the strong correlation among sequences of drawn values,
as showed in Figure 3.4 by the autocorrelation plots of some of the aﬀected parameters. For
instance, for parameter 1999, the correlation between simulated values lagged by 6 000 iterations
were still signiﬁcant (approximately 0.5). The third row of Figure 3.4 shows the cusum path plots
for parameters k , 4 and 1999, for a MCMC chain thinned by an interval of 150 iterations. These
graphs exemplify the common feature found in cusum plots of all systematic parameters involved
in both growth models, i.e. cusum paths are very smooth and present large excursions away from
zero. Clearly, this smooth behaviour contrasts the oscillatory nature of the benchmark cusum
paths, thus indicating the slow mixing rate of the MCMC algorithm.
Despite the slow mixing of the simulated chains, MCMC convergence seems to be achieved
at this stage of implementation as parallel chains do converge to a common stationary distribution.
This is illustrated by the traceplots (Figure 3.4, top row) and supported by the Gelman and Rubin's
convergence diagnostics. However, according to diagnostics using single chains (e.g. Geweke's
method), convergence was not satisﬁed for several parameters (e.g. k and 4), possibly express-
ing the poor chain mixing. Thus, to obtain representative independent samples from marginal
posteriors of key parameters would require longer MCMC runs and larger chain thinning, which
would result in intolerable long run times (of the order of several weeks). A possible solution to
avoid such impracticable run times is to re-sample draws from parallel chains once is reasonable to
assume that each of them represents (dependent) samples from the common target distribution
(using Gelman and Rubin's diagnostics). However, the stickiness of the MCMC at this stage could
well lead to convergence problems in the ﬁnal stage of implementation. Therefore, it was crucial
to improve the performance of MCMC, and determining the cause of slow mixing was the obvious
starting point.
The main development of phase 4 was the incorporation of the observation model for Wy
(Equation (3.23)) which, as demonstrated in Equations (3.24) and (3.25), combines the models
for length-given-age and weight-given-length. As shown before, both these two models were
performing well when implemented separately in early stages of implementation. In phase 4,
the posterior correlation among parameters of length-given-age and weight-given-length models
remained weak, ruling out the presence of posterior correlations as the cause of slow mixing.
However, having a close look at Equation (3.17), it is assumed that the variance of Wy is solely
dependent on the variability in weights of caught ﬁsh, conditional on the total catch in numbers.
Taking the simulated values for parameters in this model (see Table 3.2), the resulting probability
densities of Wy are heavily concentrated about the expected values, with simulated values of
CV[Wy ] between 0.002% and 0.003%. As a consequence, the multidimensional topography of
the full joint posterior density is likely to present an extremely prominent peak (reﬂecting the
highly informative Wy data) whose top resembles a plateau with an uneven surface (reﬂecting
the contribution from the remaining data), and thence with several local maximums. A posterior
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density surface with these kind of features can lead to the type of chain behaviour observed in phase
4 and illustrated in plots of Figure 3.4. Thus, although seemingly converging and providing samples
from the target distribution, the MCMC sampler may stay stuck in the same local maximum for
several iterations, making sequences of draws to be strongly autocorrelated and subsequently
preventing faster chain mixing rates.
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Figure 3.4: Traceplots (ﬁrst and third rows), autocorrelation plots (second and ﬁfth rows) and cusum path plots
(third and sixth rows) of MCMC outputs produced at phase 4 of implementation for a set of growth-related pa-
rameters (, 4 and 1999). Graphs in top three rows refer to analysis using the model (3.22) (i.e. no extra error
in observations of Wy ), displaying the MCMC draws generated from 3 parallel chains of length 700'000 iterations
each, and after a burn-in period of 300 000 iterations. Plots in bottom three rows present results from an MCMC
run under model (3.38) (i.e. with extra error in observations of Wy , with Q = 0:001), displaying MCMC draws from
three parallel chains of length 120 000 iterations each, and after a burn-in period of 20 000 iterations
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As a matter of fact, the assumption that the variance V [Wy ] depends only on the variability
in individual weights is disputable. Despite values ofWy being usually accepted to be very precise in
relevant ﬁsh stocks, in most cases, the process of obtainingWy can not be considered entirely error
free. In the AIS case, the catch in weight of a given trip is usually obtained by multiplying the total
number of boxes landed in that trip by the average weight of some randomly selected boxes from
that trip. Thus, reported values of Wy are likely to incorporate measurement errors, and hence
there is a further component of uncertainty that is being neglected in model (3.17). In other words,
values of Wy should be expressed as Wy = W 0y + Wy , where W
0
y denotes the total catch in weight
that one would observe if it was directly measured, and Wy is a random error term expressing the
unaccounted extra uncertainty in the reported Wy data. It was then assumed that the expected
value and standard deviation of Wy is, respectively, E[Wy ] = 0 and SD[Wy ] = QE[W
0
y ], where
Q expresses the amount of extra variability in terms of coeﬃcient of bias (i.e. with 0  Q  1).
Then, the expected value and variance of Wy are, respectively
E[Wy ] = E[W
0
y ] + E[Wy ] = E[W
0
y ]
V[Wy ] = V[W
0
y ] + V[Wy ] + 2COV[W
0
y ; Wy ] = V[W
0
y ] + V[Wy ]
where it is assumed that, despite the considered dependency between W 0y and Wy , their variances
are independent and the covariance of these two random variables is zero 1.
Therefore, the model speciﬁed in Equation (3.17) becomes
Wy  N
mean = A∑
a=0
Cy;a E
C
y [w ja]; var =
A∑
a=0
Cy;aV
C
y [w ja] +
(
Q
A∑
a=0
Cy;a E
C
y [w ja]
)2
(3.38)
Given that the data currently available contains no information about the extra variability in Wy ,
Q was ﬁxed to some sensible value.
Plots in the bottom three rows of Figure 3.4 present the results from an MCMC run per-
formed in phase 4 of implementation using the model (3.38) with Q = 0:005 for parameters k ,
0 and 4. Comparing this set of graphs with the ones produced in the same phase under the
model (3.22) (top three rows of Fig. 3.4), it is clear that the overall performance of the MCMC
process has improved. Convergence was achieved faster, and hence traceplots in Figure 3.4 (forth
row) show how sequences of draws from three MCMC chains with diﬀerent starting values are
completely overlapped after a relatively short burn-in period (20 000 iterations). Diagnostic test
such as Gelman and Rubin (1992), Geweke (1992) and Heidelberger and Welch (1983) also con-
ﬁrmed that the simulated chains converged to a common stationary distribution. Moreover, the
speed of chain mixing also increased considerably. This is reﬂected in the autocorrelation plots in
Figure 3.4 (ﬁfth row), showing that correlations among draws are now much weaker than before.
In fact, a sample of independent MCMC draws from the target distribution can be obtained by
1
COV[W 0y ; W ] = E[W
0
y ]  E[W
0
y ]E[] =
∫
W 0y
∫

W 0y  f (W
0
y ; ) dW
0
y d =
∫
W 0y
f (W 0y )W
0
y
∫

 f (jW 0y ) d
 dW 0y
=
∫
W 0y
f (W 0y )W
0
y E[jW
0
y ] dW
0
y =
∫
W 0y
f (W 0y ) (0) dW
0
y = 0
where f () represent a probability density function.
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thinning the chains for a reasonably short interval (e.g. 50 iterations or more). The better mixing
rate of the MCMC algorithm is conﬁrmed by the cusum path plots resultant from this last run
(Fig. 3.4, bottom row), for a chain thinned by 50 iterations. This time, cusum plots of k , 0
and 4 present an oscillatory path with small excursions from zero, a behaviour similar to the one
displayed by the benchmark cusum path. Therefore, results suggest that by accounting for the
extra component of uncertainty in observations of Wy , the surface of the posterior density became
smoother (i.e. with fewer sticky locations). As a result, the MCMC sampler was able to move
more freely and hence cover the entire range of the target distribution more rapidly. This could
then be reﬂected in faster chain convergence rates, better chain mixing speeds and, ultimately,
faster and more practically viable MCMC run times.
3.5.7 Implementation phase 5: application of the full ISA model
This section presents the results from a simulated stock assessment of sardine using the full version
of ISA model framework developed for the present chapter. In other words, the analysis refers
to the ﬁfth phase of implementation (Table 3.1), but modelling Wy through Equation (3.38)
(setting Q = 0:001), and ﬁtting the model to simulated data (Section 3.5.1) generated based
on a simpliﬁed scenario of the sardine population dynamics, for a time-series of 10 years (1997-
2006). As explained earlier in Section 3.5.2, model ﬁtting was performed using MCMC algorithms
provided by the WinBUGS software, and results displayed in this section are based on one MCMC
run with 3 parallel chains with separated starting values, each with a total length of 200 000
iterations. The initial 80 000 draws of these original chains were discarded as burn-in period,
and the remaining draws were then thinned by keeping only every 100th iteration, yielding 3 ﬁnal
chains of length 1 200 draws each. Bayesian inference was based on one of the ﬁnal chains, and
hence statistical features of the posterior distribution (e.g. moments, marginal densities, credible
intervals, correlations, etc.) were estimated by calculating the equivalent sample statistics of the
MCMC draws of the chosen chain.
Plots in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate the behaviour of the MCMC chains for some param-
eters of the proposed model. Traceplots displaying sequences of posterior draws after burn-in
suggest that the MCMC converged to the stationary distribution, as the three chains seem to
have forgotten their starting values and become indistinguishable from each other. Gelman and
Rubin's (1992) diagnostics were calculated for the original chains, and the estimated upper limit
of the shrink factors of all parameters were very close to 1 (none larger that 1.01), suggesting
that chains had fully converged. Chain convergence was further indicated by Geweke's (1992)
statistics (computed after burn-in period was applied), as none of the Z-scores fell within the ex-
treme tails of standard normal distribution. Autocorrelation plots (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6) illustrate how
consecutive draws of a single chain were, in general, uncorrelated. There were, however, slightly
higher autocorrelations among draws of ﬁshing mortality rate (fy ) and some of thee exploitation
pattern (sa) parameters, as exempliﬁed in Fig. 3.6 by parameters f2003. This was possibly caused
by the presence of posterior correlations between those parameters, which is expected given the
concurrent nature of their relationship in the separable model in Equation (3.3). Yet, the overall
low autocorrelations indicate that the degree of chain mixing was good, hence suggesting that
the entire range of the posterior distribution was well covered by the simulated chains. Finally,
sequences of draws of all main parameters passed the Heidelberger and Welch's (1983) stationary
and half-width test, conﬁrming that the chosen burn-in period and the length of the ﬁnal chains
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Figure 3.5: Graphs on the left column show traceplots of MCMC draws from 3 parallel chains (represented by
diﬀerent colors) after burn-in and thinning for: slope () and expected length at age 4 (4) of log(length) given
age; slope (1998) and intercept (2001) parameters of log(weight) given length in and 1998 and 2001; and overall
precision of trip eﬀect (), from a run of the ISA model using simulated data. Graphs in the middle column display
the corresponding autocorrelation plots obtained from one single chain. Plots and subplots on the right column show
the corresponding estimates of marginal posterior densities (thick black line), posterior medians (thin black line) and
the 2.5% and 97.5% posterior quantiles (dashed black lines), obtained from draws of one of the ﬁnal MCMC chains,
together with the respective prior marginal densities and prior quantiles (red lines), and the true values (blue line).
are adequate. Thus, both graphical examination and diagnostic tests demonstrate that the ﬁnal
chains can be considered as representative samples of the multidimensional posterior distribution.
Plots presented in the third column of both Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 provide a graphical compari-
son between posterior estimates (marginal density, median and 95% probability interval) and the
corresponding prior densities and values used to simulate data (i.e. the true values). As illustrated
by all the parameters presented, posterior marginal densities were much more concentrated than
the prior marginal densities and were often centred at diﬀerent values, indicating that the posterior
distribution was heavily dominated by the likelihood function P (dataj). In other words, posteri-
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ors were predominately being determined by information contained in the observations, and thus
the data was informative about model parameters. These graphs also exemplify how, for most
parameters deﬁning the model, the estimated 95% posterior probability intervals contained the
corresponding true values. Such overall level of agreement between the posterior marginals and
the true values gave us a strong indication that the developed framework is capable of providing
unbiased parameter estimates. Parameters representing numbers at age 3 in starting year 1997
(N1997;3) and recruitment in years 2003 and 2004 (N2003;0 and N2004;3, see plots in Figure 3.9)
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Figure 3.6: Graphs on the left column show traceplots of MCMC draws from 3 parallel chains (represented by
diﬀerent colors) after burn-in and thinning for: exploitation pattern at age 5 (s5), ﬁshing mortality rate in year
20023 (f2003), recruitment in year 2002 (N2002;0), numbers at age 4 in starting year 1997 (N1997;4) and catchability
at age 1 of Portuguese fall survey (qPF1 ), from a run of the ISA model using simulated data. Graphs in the middle
column display the corresponding autocorrelation plots obtained from one single chain. Plots and subplots on the
right column show the corresponding estimates of marginal posterior densities (thick black line), posterior medians
(thin black line) and the 2.5% and 97.5% posterior quantiles (dashed black lines), obtained from draws of one of
the ﬁnal MCMC chains, together with the respective prior marginal densities and prior quantiles (red lines), and the
true values (blue line).
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Figure 3.7: Posterior estimates of expected length-given-age, EC [x ja], obtained from an MCMC run for the proposed
integrated stock assessment model, using simulated data. Segments represent the 95% posterior probability intervals
and blue dotted lines represent the respective true values.
were the few exceptions where the 95% posterior interval missed the true value. However, the true
values were still within the tails of the posterior distributions, thus suggesting that these deviations
may have resulted from a simulated dataset with extreme observations. Further investigation was
required though (see details in Subsection 3.5.8), and would similar deviations persist after reﬁtting
the model to several simulated datasets, then there would be evidence that the model provides
biased estimates of those parameters.
The accuracy of the developed model was further assessed by comparing the estimates of
expected values of weight-given-age, EC[x ja], and weight-given-length, ECy [w jl ] with the corre-
sponding true values. Given the underlying log-normal models assumed for these relationships, it
follows that EC[x ja] = expfCa +(2 C)
 1g and ECy [w jl ] = expflog(y )+y log[c(l)] + (2ﬁy )
 1g,
and hence these quantities convey a neat combination of parameters involved in the two individual
growth models used in the developed framework. Figure 3.7 shows that posterior estimates of
EC[x ja] follow adequately the overall trend of the true expectation of growth. The analogous
graphical comparison for ECy [w jl ] is displayed in Figure 3.8, also evidencing accurate estimation.
In fact, all the estimated 95% posterior probability intervals of expected weight-given-length com-
prise the corresponding true values, hence ably capturing shifts in weight-given-length patterns
over time. Both Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show exceptionally narrow 95% posterior intervals, which are
expressing the large precisions of the marginal posterior distributions of, respectively, parameters
; 0; 4;  C and fy ; y ; ﬁygYy=1.
The reliability of the developed framework is also patent in graphs displayed in Figure 3.9.
In general, estimates of posterior marginal densities of stock assessment parameters captured the
true population trends assumed for simulating the Sardine population and to generate the obser-
vations. Thus, the 95% posterior probability intervals of parameters of survey catchabilities (qSPa ,
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Figure 3.8: Posterior estimates of expected weight-given-length-class, ECy [w jl ] , obtained from an MCMC run for
the proposed integrated stock assessment model, using simulated data. Each panel corresponds to one year (years
1997-2006), in which segments represent the 95% posterior probability intervals and blue dotted lines represent the
respective true values.
qFPa and q
SS
a ), numbers at the initial year (N1;a) and yearly recruitments (Ny;1), comprised nearly
all the respective true values. As mentioned above, the exceptions to this overall correspondence
between probability intervals and true values occurred in parameters N1997;3; N2003;0 and N2004;0.
The extent of these deviations were further investigated and are presented in Subsection 3.5.8.
Furthermore, Figure 3.9 also shows similar levels of agreement between posterior estimates and
true values for variables combining several parameters at once, such as the average instantaneous
ﬁshing mortality rate over ages 1-5 ( Fy ) and the annual spawning stock biomass2 (SSBy ). Thus,
in general, the true values of Fy and SSBy are situated well within the corresponding estimates of
95% posterior probability intervals. Yet, even when the 95% probability intervals missed the true
value, as in year 2005 for both parameters average ﬁshing mortality ( F2005) and spawning biomass
(SSB2005), the posterior densities followed the change of the (true) population's trend in that
year. In fact, the true values are sitting in the tails of the posterior distributions, which says that,
although unlikely, the true values are not implausible to occur. Once again, these moderate devi-
ations between posterior estimates and true values are probably related to the variability inherent
to the data generation process.
2Spawning stock biomass computed as
SSBy =
A∑
a=0
Ny;a E
C
y [w ja] oy;a;
were oy;a denotes the proportion at age of mature ﬁsh (also referred as maturity ogive) in year y , which here it was
obtained from real Sardine data.
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3.5.8 Simulation analysis
A simulation study was performed to further investigate the estimation accuracy of the developed
ISA framework. The analysis consisted of simulating 30 diﬀerent sets of data (following the stages
described in Subsection 3.5.1) for a time-series of 10 years (1997-2006), and each one of these
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Figure 3.9: Estimates of marginal posterior densities (green ﬁlled contours) and respective 2.5% and 97.5% posterior
quantiles (dashed lines) of parameters and other relevant model quantities related to stock assessment features,
namely: catchability at age in Portuguese spring surveys (qSPa ), in Portuguese fall survey (q
FP
a ) and in Spanish spring
survey (qSSa ); numbers at age in initial year (N1;a); annual recruitments (Ny;0); annual average ﬁshing mortality rate
( Fy ); and annual spawning stock biomass (SSBy ). Plots constructed from a single thinned and burned-in chain
from a MCMC run where the developed model is ﬁtted to a single set of simulated data.
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datasets was used to ﬁt the ISA model. The small number of simulations used in this analysis was
forced by the computation time required for ﬁtting the model - on average, using an Intel Core
i7 2.67GHz machine with 12GB of available RAM, each MCMC run took between 5 to 6 days to
reach convergence and provide the desirable posterior samples.
Thus, for each MCMC run, the appropriate thinning and burn-in were determined, and the
total length of MCMC chains were adjusted so that all chains had a ﬁnal length of J = 1000
iterations. Posterior draws of relative bias (RB) of parameters from ﬁtting a given dataset were
computed as RBj = (j 
True)=True for j = 1; : : : ; 1000, where  and True represent, respectively,
a parameter of interest and its true value. Posterior draws of RB from ﬁtting each simulated
dataset were then pooled together accordingly, and the resulting 30 000 draws were considered as
representative samples of the posterior distribution of the RB produced under the ISA model.
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show silhouette plots of the posterior density of relative bias for all
the main parameters being estimated in the model. Here it was possible to conﬁrm that the
deviations between estimates and true values detected earlier when analysing the performance of
the model with one simulated dataset (Subsection 3.5.7) are not a feature of the developed ISA
framework. In fact, most parameters showed posterior densities of relative bias well centered at
value of 0 and within the interval [-0.5, 0.5]. Parameters  and  C are the few exceptions where
the main mass of relative bias densities were somewhat deviated from zero (Fig. 3.10), which
could indicate a slightly biased estimation of those parameters. However, the small values of RB
posterior draws of parameters  and  C gives us enough conﬁdence to say that those biases should
not cause a major estimation problem in the overall developed framework. In addition, the wider
distributions of posterior marginals of RB evidenced for parameters s6+, N1997;6+, N2006;0 (Fig.
3.10), qSS6+ , q
SP
6+ and q
FP
6+ (Fig. 3.11) are considered to reﬂect the larger underlying uncertainty
about parameters expressing population's features at the latest year and at the oldest age group
in the model, due to the fewer amount of information available. Therefore, the overall results
found in this simulation study seemed to provide strong support to advocate that the ISA model
provides unbiased parameter estimates.
3.6 Application of proposed ISA model to a real dataset
The proposed ISA model framework was at last applied to a set of real data collected from
the Iberian sardine stock from 1990 to 2006. Thus, in terms model components, this analysis
corresponds to ﬁtting the models involved in phase 5 of implementation (see Table 3.1). However,
for the present analysis, the accuracy of parameter estimation was opted over MCMC performance,
and hence the multinomial model for length frequency data (Eq. 3.6) was used.
3.6.1 Data details
To avoid ﬁtting the model to data likely to contain seasonal and spatial variability, which are
unaccounted by the present ISA framework, this analysis used commercial catch data sampled
exclusively from harbours situated in the north region of Portugal (ICES Sub-Division IXa-CN)
and only during the third quarter of each year. However, indices of abundance at age of all the
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available surveys were used, regardless of the season and region covered.
Plots presented in Figure 3.12 show data collected in year 2000 and that was part of the
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Figure 3.10: Estimates of posterior densities of relative bias produced by the proposed ISA model during the
simulation analysis for: (a) trip eﬀect parameters; (b) length-given-age parameters; (c) exploitation pattern at age;
(d) numbers at age in starting year; (e) yearly recruitment; and (f) annual ﬁshing mortality rate. Posterior densities
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Figure 3.11: Estimates of posterior densities of relative bias produced by the proposed ISA model during a simulation
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dataset used for ﬁtting the model. Some of the common features of the data can be seen in
these plots. For example, the dependency between contiguous ages among ﬁsh in a given trip
is illustrated by length frequency data, as each trip seems to typically carry ﬁsh of similar sizes.
The plot of age-given-length data also shows how smaller ﬁsh are mostly exclusively of age 0, and
that the range of ages increases as length-classes get larger, giving evidence for the asymptotic
nature of the length-age growth curve with a very steep initial slope. Weight at length data shows
that individuals caught by the ﬁshery weigh approximately between 20 - 100 grammes, and that
variability of weight within each length-class also increases as ﬁsh get larger. The total catch in
weight, generally stable around 15 000 tonnes across the analysed time series, dips to one of its
lowest levels in year 2000 (10 000 tonnes). Indices of abundance at age estimated from acoustic
surveys show that the Portuguese spring survey detected mainly 1 year old ﬁsh, while the Spanish
survey, also carried during spring, found ﬁsh primarily aged between 2 and 5 years old. On the
other hand, the 2002 Portuguese fall survey indicates that a very strong cohort has recruited to
the ﬁshery (i.e. high abundance of 0 year-old ﬁsh).
3.6.2 Priors
Prior distributions were slightly changed for this exercise. Essentially, in comparison with priors
chosen for the model development phases (Table 3.3), prior medians of some parameters were ad-
justed for a level of commercial catches on a sub-area of the stock and during a quarter of the year.
However, smaller prior precisions were chosen to avoid the contribution of over-informative priors
to the posterior distribution. Thus, apart from priors for parameters sa; ; 0; 4; ; ; y ; y ; ﬁy ,
which remain the same as before, the newly speciﬁed priors are described in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Hyper-parameters for the prior distributions and corresponding median and 95% prior credible intervals
used for ﬁtting the ISA model to a real dataset for: recruitment, Ny;0, numbers at age in the initial year, Ny;a, annual
ﬁshing mortality rate, fy , catchability at age of each survey S, q
S
a , length-given-age parameters,  and  C .
Parameter Prior Distribution Prior settings Median(i) (95% CI)
log(Ny;0)  Normal
(
R;  
 1
R
)
R = 15:61;  R = 1:01 6:010
6 (8:5105; 4:2107)
log(N1;1)  Normal
(
N1;1 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;1 = 14:51;  N1 = 1:01 2:010
6 (2:8105; 1:4107)
log(N1;2)  Normal
(
N1;2 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;2 = 13:59;  N1 = 1:01 8:010
5 (1:1105; 5:6106)
log(N1;3)  Normal
(
N1;3 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;3 = 13:45;  N1 = 1:01 7:010
5 (9:9104; 4:9106)
log(N1;4)  Normal
(
N1;4 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;4 = 13:12;  N1 = 1:01 5:010
5 (7:1104; 3:5106)
log(N1;5)  Normal
(
N1;5 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;5 = 13:12;  N1 = 1:01 5:010
5 (7:1104; 3:5106)
log(N1;6)  Normal
(
N1;6 ;  
 1
N1
)
N1;6 = 12:90;  N1 = 1:01 4:010
5 (5:7104; 2:8106)
log(fy )  Normal
(
f ;  
 1
f
)
f =  0:51;  f = 1:44 0:6 (0:12; 3:08)
log(qSa )  Normal
(
q;  
 1
q
)(ii)
q =  0:51;  q = 0:62 0:6 (0:05; 7:21)
(i) Prior medians and CI are given in the natural scale
(ii) for S = PS; PF; SS; aSmin  a  A
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Figure 3.12: Excerpt of data used for ﬁtting the ISA modelling framework, i.e. commercial data collected from
harbours in northern Portugal during the third quarter of year 2000, and survey data from acoustic surveys carried in
2000: (a) length frequency samples from each sampled trip; (b) and (c), respectively, age-given-length and weight-
given-age data sampled through catch biological sampling (total of m2000 = 539 sampled ﬁsh); (d) yearly total
catches in weight (blue bar for W2000); and indices of abundance (in numbers) at age provided by (e) the Portuguese
Spring survey, (f) the Spanish spring survey and (g) the Portuguese fall survey.
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3.6.3 Results
Model ﬁtting was once again performed through WinBUGS, and results presented here were ob-
tained from a MCMC run with 3 parallel chains, each of which with distinct starting values for
unknown parameters and with a total length of 400 000 iterations. This MCMC run took about
7 days to be completed. The original chains were thinned by taking every 100th iteration, and the
initial 2000 draws were subsequently discarded as burn-in period. Thus, after burn-in period and
thinning were applied, 3 MCMC chains with a ﬁnal length of 2000 draws each were produced.
Convergence and mixing level of the 3 simulated MCMC chains was again assessed through
graphical inspection and diagnostic tests. The ﬁrst column of plots in Figures 3.13, 3.14 and
3.15 shows the time series of draws generated during the MCMC run (before burn-in) for the
3 chains for a subset of parameters being estimated in the analysis. These traceplots illustrate
how, for all parameters in general, the 3 chains converged to similar ranges of values, leading
the chains to overlap after around the 2000th draw. However, as detected before during the
model development phases, overlapping was less pronounced for ﬁshing mortality parameters (fy ),
reﬂecting a less satisfactory convergence as well as slower mixing for these chains. Speed of chain
mixing was also analysed through the autocorrelation plots presented in the second column of
Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. Here is shown how, for most parameters, consecutive draws of a single
chain were weakly (e.g. ; ﬁ1994; s5) to moderately (e.g. N1991;0; N1990;6+; qSS3 ) autocorrelated.
However, these plots also exemplify how consecutive MCMC draws from parameters 0;  C and
all fy parameters were strongly autocorrelated, possibly due to high posterior correlations between
these parameters. Diagnostic tests conﬁrmed the visual assessment of convergence, with Gelman
and Rubin's test (1992) estimating 97.5% quantiles of scale reduction factors below 1.16 for most
of the parameters. As expected from what was displayed by the traceplots, fy parameters showed
the highest reduction factors, with estimates around 1.27 expressing that Bayesian credible intervals
would have the potential to shrink by 27% if the MCMC run was continued. Geweke's tests (1992)
(computed after burn-in was applied) gave further evidence for overall chain convergence, as the
Z-scores obtained for most parameters fell within 3 standard deviations away from the theoretical
mean of 0. The exception was, once again, parameters fy , whose Z-scores failed the hypothesis
test for equality of means of the initial and last parts of the chain. This is most likely due to the
high autocorrelation found among MCMC draws of fy , which is accounted by the chain's standard
error used to compute the Z-scores. On the other hand, MCMC chains of all parameters passed
the Heidelberger and Welch's (1983) the stationary and half-width tests, suggesting that burn-in
period and chains length are appropriate and hence the obtained MCMC draws were generated
from chains that have converged.
Thence, and despite some caution regarding the chain behaviour for fy parameters, it is
considered that there is enough support from graphical and statistical tests to assume that MCMC
draws in the thinned and burned-in MCMC chains provide representative samples of the posterior
distribution. We could, therefore, carry on with the Bayesian analysis.
Plots displayed in the third columns of Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 show the prior densities
and marginal posterior densities, as well as prior and posterior medians and 95% prior and pos-
terior probability intervals, for the same subset of parameters. These plots illustrate how, for all
parameters, the posterior marginal densities were concentrated within signiﬁcantly tighter range of
values, with corresponding probability intervals considerably narrower than those from prior densi-
ties. In addition, posterior medians were often away from the corresponding prior medians (prior
percentiles also available in Table 3.4), showing how prior distributions regarding the most likely
values for the unknown parameters have been updated by the observed data (see, e.g., parame-
ters 0; s3; f2000; N1991;0). These results conﬁrm what was observed during model implementation
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Figure 3.13: Left column show traceplots of MCMC draws from 3 parallel chains (each of diﬀerent color) before
burn-in and thinning, for parameters: slope , length-at-age 0 0 and precision  C of log(length) given age; slope
1996 and precision ﬁ1994 of log(weight) given length in years 1996 and 1994, respectively. Middle column displays
the corresponding autocorrelations from a ﬁnal chain (i.e. after burn-in and thinning). Plots and subplots on the
right column show the corresponding estimates of marginal posterior densities (thick black line), medians (thin black
line) and the 2.5% and 97.5% posterior quantiles (dashed black lines), together with the respective prior marginal
densities (thick red line), medians (thin red line) and the 2.5% and 97.5% prior quantiles (dashed red lines).
with simulated data, i.e. that the posterior distribution obtained through this framework is strongly
determined by the likelihood component P (dataj), and hence that the data is substantially in-
formative about the model parameters. Note also the plot with the posterior estimates for trip
eﬀect parameter  (Fig. 3.14). Thus, results show that there is a 95% chance that  takes a
value within the interval [0:73; 0:85], which conﬁrms a substantial positive correlation among ages
of ﬁsh caught in a given trip.
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Figure 3.14: Left column show traceplots of MCMC draws from 3 parallel chains (each of diﬀerent color) before
burn-in and thinning, for parameters: overall strength of trip eﬀect (); ﬁshery selectivity at ages 2 (s2) and 5
(s5); and ﬁshing mortality rate in years 1991 (f1991) and 2000 (f2000). Middle column displays the corresponding
autocorrelations from a ﬁnal chain (i.e. after burn-in and thinning). Plots and subplots on the right column show
the corresponding estimates of marginal posterior densities (thick black line), medians (thin black line) and the 2.5%
and 97.5% posterior quantiles (dashed black lines), together with the respective prior marginal densities (thick red
line), medians (thin red line) and the 2.5% and 97.5% prior quantiles (dashed red lines).
Posterior correlations among estimated parameters are of particular relevance when under-
standing structural relationships between parameters, as well as helping to investigate whether
strong dependencies among parameters are leading to incorrect estimates or erroneous model
speciﬁcation. Strong posterior correlations are also one of the main causes for slow MCMC chain
mixing, which contribute to substantially longer MCMC running times. Figure 3.16 shows the
strongest posteriors correlations found in the present analysis, which are represented by the cells
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Figure 3.15: Left column show traceplots of MCMC draws from 3 parallel chains (each of diﬀerent color) before
burn-in and thinning, for parameters: recruitment in years 1991 (N1991;0) and 2005 (N2005;0); numbers at ages 3
(N1990;3) and 6+ (N1990;6+) in starting year 1990; and catchability at age 3 of Spanish Spring survey (q
SS
3 ). Middle
column displays the corresponding autocorrelations from a ﬁnal chain (i.e. after burn-in and thinning). Plots and
subplots on the right column show the corresponding estimates of marginal posterior densities (thick black line),
medians (thin black line) and the 2.5% and 97.5% posterior quantiles (dashed black lines), together with the
respective prior marginal densities (thick red line), medians (thin red line) and the 2.5% and 97.5% prior quantiles
(dashed red lines).
with the darkest red and blue colors. Fishing mortality parameters (fy ) are strongly positively cor-
related between themselves, reﬂecting the intrinsic relationship between parameters Ny;a; fy and sa
in the Baranov catch equation (3.4) which plays a pivotal role in linking the observation model to
the population dynamics model. Due to the concurrent nature of the separable model (Equation
(3.3)), one would always expect negative correlations between fy and selectivity at age parameters
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(as seen e.g. with s0; s1 and s2), leading to positive correlation between fy parameters. In fact,
the same kind of underlying association may also explain the negative correlations between fy and
some of the recruitment parameters (e.g. N2000;0; N2004;1). However, and considering what was
seen in the autocorrelation plots of Figure 3.14, strong posterior correlations among fy and sa
parameters must be regarded carefully as they might be causing the slow mixing of MCMC chains
for these parameters. Parameters fy are also positively correlated with catchability at older ages in
all 3 surveys. These associations are harder to explain in terms of model structure, and are more
likely to be related to a larger posterior uncertainty about those survey catchability parameters
(see Figure 3.25 bellow). Finally, the parameter for the expected length at age 0 (0) is negatively
correlated with the parameter of precision of log(length) given age ( C). This might suggest
an issue with model speciﬁcation, as the variance of the whole length-age relationship and the
expected length at the initial age should be entirely independent.
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Figure 3.16: Plot image of posterior correlations between model parameters, computed from draws of a single
thinned and burned-in chain generated during the MCMC run where the developed ISA framework is ﬁtted to a set
of real data.
Model assessment was then carried out through the analyses of posterior residuals for the
diﬀerent types of data used, and hence by evaluating how well the model ﬁtted the data. Pearson
residuals provide a standardized measure of deviance between observed and ﬁtted values, and are
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suitable to assess model ﬁt for multivariate categorical data such as age-length-keys and length
frequencies. Here the posterior draws of the Pearson residual at a given category c of a multinomial
model are analysed, rp(j)c , which are computed as
r
p(j)
c =
oc   E[oc ](j)√
V[oc ](j)
; for j = 1; : : : ; J
where oc denotes the observed counts at category c , E[oc ](j) and V[oc ](j) denote the j th MCMC
draws of, respectively, the expected value and the variance of counts at category c (according
to the ﬁtted model), and J is the total number of posterior draws taken from one single MCMC
chain, after burn-in and thinning (i.e. here J = 2000).
Graphs presented in Figure 3.17 show the median and 95% probability interval of residuals
r
p(j)
c for age-given-length-class data plotted against length-class, age and year variables. The
spread of residuals seemed to vary across length-class in a wavy pattern, taking large positive values
between length-classes 14-15.5, followed immediately by small and evenly distributed positive and
negative values between lengths 15.5-16.5, then changing again to substantially large positive
values between lengths 17.5-19.5, before ﬁnally settling down to smaller ranges of values from
length-class 20.5 onwards. Furthermore, the large positive residuals appeared to be mostly located
at ages 0 and 1 (Fig. 3.17, second plot), while in the remaining ages residuals had small values
and were evenly distributed around zero. The graphical analysis also showed that years from 1999
onwards seemed to comprise the largest residuals, with residuals' distributions stretched to those
large positive values (Fig. 3.17, third plot). Thus, results suggest that model may have some
diﬃculties in ﬁtting age-length-keys for ages 0 and 1 at mid-size length-classes for the later years
of data, which could lead to mostly under-prediction of observed age frequencies at those groups
of ages, length-classes and years.
Graphs presented in Figure 3.18 show the median and 95% probability interval of Pearson
residuals rp(j)c for length frequency data, plotted against length-class and year variables. Interest-
ingly, the distribution of residuals across lengths follows a pattern similar to the one observed earlier
in residuals of age-length-keys. Therefore, and together with changes in the extent of spreading of
values, the core of the residuals' distribution seem to change between mostly positive or negative
values on a cyclical-like fashion from length-class 10 to length-class 15.5. Residuals then stabilize
from length-class 16 onwards, with distributions symmetrically centred at zero, but with variability
decreasing as length-class gets larger. In addition, the distribution of Pearson residuals of length
frequencies appear to vary across years in terms of spread, with larger positive residuals happening
in years 1997 and beyond (Fig. 3.18, lower plot). However, considering exclusively the bulk of
residual values, it is clear that these are evenly scattered around zero. Thus, these results indicate
that the overall ﬁtting of the model to length frequency data is good, despite some possible lack
of accuracy when predicting numbers at mid-size lengths in trips sampled at later years.
The patterns observed in the residual analysis of age-length-keys and length frequency led
to further investigation of temporal changes in age-length relationship present in the data that
have not being accounted in the developed ISA model. Recall that it has been assumed that the
probability of length-given-age in the catch (PC(l ja)) is ﬁxed across years (see Section 3.4.6),
and thus it is the only component ﬁxed over time in observation models for age-given-length (Eq.
(3.13)) and length frequencies (Eq. (3.6)). Figure 3.19 shows the temporal variability of the
average age at length-class computed from age-given-length data, which is the only source of
information available about the ages. The idea here was to analyse changes of average age at
length-class to expose temporal changes in growth (i.e. in the length-given-age relationship). Take,
for instance, the cells colored as average ages binned within interval [2; 3) and follow the range
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Figure 3.17: Posterior 95% probability intervals (vertical lines) and posterior medians (dots) of Pearson residuals
for age-given-length data (my;l ;a), displayed against length-classes (top), ages (middle) and years (bottom).
of length-classes at which these cells occur throughout the years. It becomes clear that ranges of
length-classes at which average ages within [2; 3) occur change over time, ranging between 16.5
- 19cm in 1994 and between 19 - 20.5cm in 2002. Similar kinds of variability can also be found
for other average ages (e.g. [1; 2) or [3; 4)). It was therefore considered that there was enough
evidence to suggest a temporal variation in the length-given-age relationship, which could explain
the patterns of misﬁt found in residuals of age-length-keys and length frequencies.
The analysis of residuals continued with the examination of posterior draws of standardized
residuals of weight given length data, which were computed as
r
s (j)
w =
(log(wy;i)jly;i)  E[log(wy;i)jly;i ](j)√
1=ﬁ
(j)
y
; j = 1; : : : ; J; i = 1; : : : ; my
which, given the assumed model (3.16), should follow the standard normal distribution. Figure
3.20 shows how the behaviour of posterior draws of residuals r s (j)w in relation to length-class and
year variables. Overall, the model appears to provide a good ﬁt to weight-given-length data, with
residual values mostly within the the range -3 to 3, which deﬁne the 99% interval of the standard
normal distribution. However, the spread of residuals seems to vary across length-classes, with
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Figure 3.18: Posterior 95% probability intervals (vertical lines) and posterior medians (dots) of Pearson residuals
for length frequency data (ny;t;l), displayed against length-classes (top) and years (bottom).
length-classes between 13-14.5cm and between 17.5-21cm presenting a wider spread of residual
values. On the other hand, the distribution of residuals is mostly invariable across years.
Figure 3.21 shows the posterior draws of standardised residuals for annual total catch in
weight data, which were computed as r s (j)W =
(
Wy   E[Wy ](j)
)
=
√
V[Wy ](j) and are assumed to follow a
standard normal distribution. The lack of patterns in these residuals gives us evidence that the
model provides a good ﬁt of catch in weight, and therefore that it can produce accurate predictions.
Finally, the standardised residuals for indices of abundance at age from the three acoustic sur-
veys were analysed. Posterior draws of these residuals were computed as r s (j)I =
(
log(Iy;a)  E[Iy;a](j)
)
=pI,
which should follow the standard normal distribution. Residuals for the Spanish spring survey
(Figure 3.22) show several large positive and negative values (i.e. outside the interval [-3, 3]),
indicating that the model has diﬃculties in ﬁtting indices estimated from this survey. Considering
the distribution of these residuals across ages, they appear to be spread homogeneously around
zero across ages, and thus misﬁt is not age-speciﬁc. However, residuals have a noticeable pattern
through years, suggesting that the model would considerably over-predict indices of abundance
from Spanish surveys carried out in years 1995, 1996 and 1998, while under-predicting indices
from surveys in 2002, 2003 and 2004. This temporal pattern of model misﬁt might be caused
by changes of the catchability at age in Spanish surveys due to change of vessels and/or ﬁshing
gears. Such changes would not be accommodated by the present the model, as parameters of
catchability at age (qSSa ) were assumed ﬁxed over time (Eq. (3.29)). Standardised residuals for
the Portuguese Fall surveys (Figure 3.23) also present some atypical positive and negative values,
with no apparent pattern across ages. When analysed across years thought, residuals indicate that
the model is not ﬁtting satisfactorily indices from 1998 and 2005 Portuguese fall surveys. How-
ever, instead of signaling temporal variations of catchability at age, these misﬁts are more likely to
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Figure 3.19: Observed average age at length-class across years, calculated from age-given-length data. Obtained
average ages were re-classiﬁed into discrete age-classes, and each of those average-age-classes is represented here
by a diﬀerent color.
be prompt by sporadic changes in the catchability at age due to faulty surveying conditions (bad
weather, equipment failure, etc.). On the other hand, and despite some abnormal negative values
in years 1995 and 1996, residuals of abundance indices from Portuguese spring surveys (Figure
3.24) are evenly distributed around zero across ages and years.
The estimated posterior coeﬃcient of variance (CV) of the main parameters governing the
ISA model are presented in Figure 3.25, which provides a visual comparison between parameters
in terms of the precision of their marginal posterior distributions. Posterior precision was generally
high, with most parameters having posterior CV's lower that 15%., providing further conﬁrmation
that data is informative about these parameters. Length-given-age parameters (0, 4, ,  C),
slope (y ) and intercept (y ) parameters of weight-given-length relationships presented the smaller
posterior CV's (ranging from 0.05% to 2.7%), suggesting that data contains more information
about these parameters than others. Figure 3.25 also illustrates a common feature amongst esti-
mates of stock assessment parameters, where the posterior CV's are larger for parameters related
with ﬁnal years and ﬁnal age 6+. In abundance-related parameters (i.e. recruitment, Ny;0, and
numbers at age in initial year N1990;a), the variation in posterior precision reﬂects the amount
of information in the time series about the speciﬁc cohorts that each one of those parameters
represent. For instance, posterior CV's of recruitments up to year 2001 were relatively smaller
(around 5%), beneﬁtting from several years of data comprising information about the evolution
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Figure 3.20: Posterior 95% probability intervals (vertical lines) and posterior medians (dots) of standardised residuals
for weight-given-length-class data (w jl), displayed against length-classes (top) and years (bottom).
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Figure 3.21: Posterior 95% probability intervals (vertical lines) and posterior medians (dots) of standardised residuals
for total catch in weight data (Wy ), displayed against years.
of their respective cohorts over time. In contrast, for cohorts recruiting in the ﬁnal years of the
time-series, the amount of available data about their initial abundance and progress over time is
increasingly more limited, thus increasing the uncertainty of recruitment estimates of ﬁnal years
(around 27% for parameter N2006;0). The same explanation applies to parameters N1990;a, where
the less precise estimates of N1990;5 and N1990;6+ (posterior CVs of 22% and 18%, respectively)
are mostly relying on one and two years of data. Furthermore, estimates of other age-speciﬁc
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Figure 3.22: Posterior 95% probability intervals (vertical lines) and posterior medians (dots) of standardised residuals
for indices of abundance at age from Spanish spring surveys (ISSy;a), displayed against ages (top) and years (bottom).
parameters associated with the oldest age-classes 6+, i.e. the ﬁshing exploitation pattern (s6+)
and survey cacthabilities (qSP6+ , q
FP
6+ and q
SS
6+), also show low posterior precisions. Given the ag-
gregative nature of the population dynamics' model assumed for age-class 6+ (see Eq. (3.1)),
yearly estimates of abundance at age 6+, Ny;6+, are susceptible to a strong variability over time,
dependent on how dissimilar the strengths of the diﬀerent cohorts comprised in the accumulator
age-class are. In other words, if the population features changeable cohort strengths (as suggested
by recruitment estimates in Figure 3.26), it will give rise to noisier data for age-class 6+. The
existence of less informative data would therefore be reﬂected in a higher uncertainty on estimates
of parameters directly involved with this age-plus group.
Plots in Figures 3.26 and 3.27 display the estimated posterior marginal densities and credible
intervals (CI) for relevant stock assessment quantities. One can, therefore, say that there is a
probability of 95% that numbers at age (in thousands) at the starting year 1990 (N1990;a) (Fig.
3.26) are within the interval [6:2  105, 7:9  105] at age 0, which decreases progressively until
age 5 to values lying within the 95% CI of [2:1  104; 4:9  104], before increasing again at age
6+ to an abundance most likely to fall between [1:9 105; 3:8 105].
Posterior estimates of annual recruitment (Ny;0, Fig. 3.26) indicate some extent of temporal
variability in the numbers of ﬁsh of age 0 present in the stock. In retrospective, the strongest
cohort recruited to the ﬁshery occurred in year 2004, at which there is 95% probability that there
are between [3:5106; 5:3106] thousands of ﬁsh of age 0. Cohorts recruiting in years 1991 and
2005 also appear to be relatively strong, with estimates pointing to 95% CI of [2:2106; 2:7106]
and [1:5 106; 2:6 106], respectively.
Results also indicate a highly changeable yearly instantaneous ﬁshing mortality rate averaged
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Figure 3.23: Posterior 95% probability intervals (vertical lines) and posterior medians (dots) of standardised residuals
for indices of abundance at age from Portuguese fall surveys (IFPy;a ), displayed against ages (top) and years (bottom).
across ages 1-5 ( Fy , Fig. 3.26), suggesting a maximum instantaneous ﬁshing mortality in 1990,
with 95% chance of lying within [0:41; 0:53] Year 1. The ﬁshing mortality rate seems to gradually
fall during the subsequent years before returning to prominent levels in e.g. 1997, 2001 and 2004.
The lowest ﬁshing mortality rate appears to occur in the last year 2006, at which the estimated
posterior marginal of F2006 suggests a 95% CI of [0:06; 0:1].
Posterior estimates of spawning stock biomass (SSBy , Fig. 3.26) show historical levels
of abundance of the reproductive portion of the population. Comparing temporal ﬂuctuations in
estimates of SBB with those found in estimates of recruitment highlights how the level of SSB at
a given year depends strongly on the strength of cohorts that, at that time point, have developed
to matured reproductive stages. This relationship is more evident when very strong cohorts recruit
to the ﬁshery (e.g. 1990), resulting in a peak of the quantity of ﬁsh reproductively ﬁt (and thus
in the spawning biomass) after approximately 2-3 years (e.g. 1993 and 1994). Results indicate
that 2006 presents the highest SBB of the time series, expressing a 95% probability that spawning
biomass is between [1:3 105; 1:9 105] tonnes. This historical maximum of SSB coincides with
the very strong recruitment occurred in 2004 (see posterior of N2004;0) as well as with the lowest
mortality due to ﬁshing in 2006 (i.e. see posterior of F2006).
Comparing the posterior estimates of catchability at age from each survey (qSPa , q
FP
a and
qSSa , Fig. 3.27), it becomes clear that the three surveys have similar trends of catchability across
ages. Thus survey catchabilities tend to be generally lower at ages 2 and 6+ and higher at ages
4 and 5. There is, however, diﬀerences in the magnitude of estimates of catchabilities between
Portuguese and Spanish surveys. While Portuguese spring and fall surveys are most likely to have
catchabilities at age up to values within the interval [7:7; 13:8] (qSP5 ), the spring Spanish surveys
catchabilities are no larger than values between the 95% CI [1:8; 3:1] (qSS5 ). These discrepancies
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Figure 3.24: Posterior 95% probability intervals (vertical lines) and posterior medians (dots) of standardised residuals
for indices of abundance at age from Portuguese spring surveys (ISPy;a ), displayed against ages (top) and years
(bottom).
can either suggest lack of standardisation in the acoustic estimation methods used in Portuguese
and Spanish surveys, or that population's distribution is not geographically homogeneous in terms
of overall abundance, as assumed, as thus each country's survey is detecting a diﬀerent portion
of the stock.
At last, the posterior predictions involving the two individual-level components of the de-
veloped ISA model framework, i.e. the length-given-age model (Eq. (3.27)) and the weight-
given-length-class model (Eq. (3.16)) were analysed. In Figure 3.28, the posterior predictions of
length given age3, shows that ﬁsh appear to grow rapidly in length during the initial ages 0 to
2, before gradually stabilising towards the asymptotic length at older ages. The posterior 95%
probability intervals of predictions also illustrate the strong overlapping of likely lengths at diﬀerent
ages, showing, for example, how ﬁsh of lengths between 18cm and 21cm are likely to be of any
age between 2 and 6+ years-old. Figure 3.29 displays posterior predictions for the weight given
length-class relationship4, where posterior 95% probability intervals and posterior medians show
how predictions of weight at length change over the time series. Thus, the rate of growth of
weight across length-classes, and therefore the weight at larger length-classes, is suggested to be
larger in some years (e.g. 1991 and 1998) than others (e.g. 1994 and 2004). Also, the posterior
precision of predictions also change across years, with some years (e.g. 1990 and 2005) present-
ing a wider variability of weights at length-classes. This temporal variability, together with the
3Computed from generating 100 draws from each Log-Normal
(

(j)
a ; 1= 
(j)
C
)
; for a = 0; : : : ; A, where (j) denotes
one draw of one MCMC chain (j = 1; : : : ; 2000).
4Computed from generating 100 draws for each Log-Normal
(
log(
(j)
y ) + 
(j)
y log[c(l)]; 1=ﬁ
(j)
y
)
; for y = 1; : : : ; Y ,
where (j) denotes one draw of one MCMC chain (j = 1; : : : ; 2000).
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Figure 3.25: Posterior coeﬃcient of variation, in percentage, of the main parameters of the ISA model, namely:
length given age, l ja, (0, 4, ,  C); trip eﬀect conditional autoregressive, CAR (; ); weight-given-length
(y ; y ; tauy ); yearly recruitment (Ny;1); numbers at age in initial year (N1;a); exploitation pattern at age (sa);
instantaneous ﬁshing mortality rate (fy ) and catchability at age of Portuguese spring surveys (q
SP
a ), Portuguese fall
surveys (qFPa ) and Spanish spring surveys (q
SS
a ). Results obtained from one (thinned and burned-in) MCMC chain
generated while ﬁtting a set of real data.
acceptable behaviour of residuals evidenced in Figure 3.20, provides good support for the use of
year-speciﬁc weight-given-length-class parameters.
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Figure 3.26: Estimates of marginal posterior densities (blue ﬁlled contours) and respective 2.5% and 97.5% posterior
quantiles (dashed lines) of parameters and other relevant stock assessment quantities, namely: numbers at age in
initial year (N1990;a); annual recruitments (Ny;0); annual average ﬁshing mortality rate ( Fy ); and annual spawning
stock biomass (SSBy ). Plots constructed from a single thinned and burned-in chain from a MCMC run where the
ISA model is ﬁtted to a set of real data.
3.7 Discussion
The present chapter proposes an integrated age-structured stock assessment (ISA) model where
the estimation of parameters describing the population dynamics of a commercially exploited
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Figure 3.27: Estimates of marginal posterior densities (blue ﬁlled contours) and respective 2.5% and 97.5% posterior
quantiles (dashed lines) of catchability at age for: Portuguese spring surveys (qSPa ), Portuguese fall survey (q
FP
a )
and in Spanish spring survey (qSSa ). Plots constructed from a single thinned and burned-in chain from a MCMC run
where the ISA model is ﬁtted to a set of real data.
species is yielded from data actually observed from their ﬁsheries.
The framework proposed here was developed for the AIS stock, and can be seen as an
alternative to the methodology currently applied for evaluating the state of this stock. The
current method follows a two-step process, in which estimates of stock assessment parameters
are obtained by ﬁtting the dynamics model to observations of catch numbers at age that were
previously estimated from basic catch data in a separate design-based estimation process.
Alternatively, the ISA approach establishes an integrated stock assessment model that in-
corporates a statistical description of the sampling process leading to actual observations from the
catch. Thus, stock parameters are estimated simultaneously with individual-level and sampling-
related parameters. At the present stage, the ISA model is only addressing a simpliﬁed scenario
of the sardine stock, where seasonal and geographical variability in the population's dynamics and
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Figure 3.28: Posterior predictions of length-class at age, computed from a thinned and burned-in MCMC chain
generated from ﬁtting the ISA model framework to a set of real data. The height of the boxes represent the posterior
95% probability interval, while the dividing black bars symbolise the posterior medians.
biology are not taken into consideration.
3.7.1 Population dynamics estimates from actual catch data
The novelty of the ISA modelling framework is primarily grounded on a statistical model that relates
the probability of observing actual commercial catch data given the set of parameters deﬁning the
dynamics of the stock. Thus, the explicit nature of the developed observational models (described
in Section 3.4) allows us to consider how each piece of available data conveys information about
population dynamics parameters under estimation.
Observations of length-frequencies and age-length-keys are partly governed by the proportion
at age in the catch (Cy;a=
∑
a Cy;a), thus carrying information about age exploitation pattern (sa),
numbers at age in the initial year (N1;0; : : : ; N1;A) and recruitment parameters (N1;0; : : : ; NY;0).
While the overall pattern of proportions at age across the time-series reﬂects the age-dependent
gear selectivity of the ﬁshery expressed by the term sa, relatively stronger/weaker recruitments
(or initial numbers at age) are signalled by a larger/smaller proportion at age of the corresponding
cohort throughout the time-series. Weight given length data does not give direct information
about dynamics parameters, but it is vital for the derivation of the expected value and variance
of weight given age in the catch (Eqns. (3.24) and (3.25)), and hence for the observation model
of total catch in weight. Observations of total catch in weight carry a strong signal regarding
the magnitude of the whole catch in each given year, therefore conveying knowledge about the
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Figure 3.29: Posterior predictions of weight at length-class across years, computed from a thinned and burned-in
MCMC chain generated from ﬁtting the ISA model framework to a set of real data. The height of the boxes
represent the posterior 95% probability interval, while the dividing black bars symbolise the posterior medians.
year-dependent ﬁshing mortality rate fy as well as on the size of the whole stock in that year (i.e.
Ny =
∑
a Ny;a). Finally, the indices of abundance at age from three diﬀerent acoustic surveys
constitute a key set of auxiliary data comprising information about the state of the whole population
(i.e. ﬁshed and non-ﬁshed components), and hence about all population dynamic parameters.
Results from ﬁtting the developed model to simulated and real data provided encouraging
evidence that the ISA framework is able to provide reliable and accurate estimates of stock as-
sessment parameters (e.g. recruitment, ﬁshing mortality rate, exploitation pattern at age, etc.).
Bayesian estimates from simulated data showed that marginal posterior distributions consistently
regarded parameter values used to generate data as likely to be the true values. In other words,
the model seemed to succeed in capturing the overall true" temporal trends of the population's
dynamics. The ability of the ISA approach to yield unbiased estimates was further reasserted in a
simulation study, where the posterior distribution of (pooled) relative bias from ﬁtting the model
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to several simulated datasets was investigated. For most stock parameters, posterior densities of
relative bias were centered at zero and did not span outside the range (-30%, 30%).
Furthermore, and similarly to what was suggested earlier with simulated data, the poste-
rior marginal densities obtained from ﬁtting the model to the real dataset suggested that data
was strongly informative about the most likely values for stock parameters (as well as for other
parameters). In other words, the joint posterior distribution of parameters was mainly driven by
observations rather than by the speciﬁed prior distribution. This, together with the reasonably
small estimates of posterior uncertainty of parameters (posterior CV's of stock parameters mostly
bellow 20%), demonstrates that the observation models developed for the ISA framework were
appropriately conveying information comprised in the data into the estimation of parameters.
The suitability of the proposed ISA model for ﬁtting data actually collected from the ﬁshery,
and to subsequently provide reliable estimates of stock assessment quantities, was further indicated
by the residual analysis. Regarding the ability of the developed model in describing the proportions
at age in the catch, the posterior distribution of residuals from age-length-keys data suggested
that the model could be under-predicting the number of ﬁsh of ages 0 and 1. While this could
have indicated an underestimation of the proportion at younger ages, the residual analysis showed
that miss-ﬁt happened mostly at mid-size length-classes, suggesting that the ﬁtting problem is
likely to be sourced from the length-given-age model (see Eqn. (3.14)). The contribution of
estimated proportion at age for the goodness of ﬁt of length frequency data was more diﬃcult
to assess from its residuals, due to the within-trip age correlation imposed by the trip random
eﬀect. Meanwhile, the absence of temporal and age-related trends in residuals from indices of
abundance at age for the three surveys oﬀered strong signs that the ISA model was properly
explaining the proportion at age, not only in the catch, but in the whole population as well. Thus,
there was supporting evidence to consider that posterior estimates of exploitation pattern at age
and recruitment parameters could be regarded as credible. Furthermore, the absence of patterns
in posterior residuals from annual total catch in weight clearly indicated that mortality due to
ﬁshing, expressed through the ﬁshing mortality rate parameters, was being properly accounted by
the model.
3.7.2 The length-given-age model
The probabilistic model for length-given-age (Equation (3.27)) plays a pivotal role as most of the
available catch data is length-based (e.g. length-stratiﬁed biological samples), while the stock
dynamics is being represented by an age-structured model. Thence, a version of Von Bertalanﬀy
(VB) growth model (Cerrato, 1990), commonly used in ﬁsheries studies due to its success in
describing growth processes in ﬁsh, was incorporated to predict lengths from ages. Given that the
growth model is being ﬁtted to data from catches, which arises from a ﬁshing selectivity process,
estimates of growth parameters are exclusively describing the length-age relationship in the caught
portion of the population.
Results from simulated data showed that, if the true length-given-age relationship in the
ﬁshed population was strictly described by a VB growth curve, the ISA model would provide
unbiased estimates of growth parameters. In other words, the ISA model would be able to capture
the true variation of length at age, and hence the developed approach would equipped with an
accurate mapping between length-based data and age-based population dynamics.
The assumed length-given-age curve was challenged when the ISA model was ﬁtted to real
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data. Here residuals from data whose observational model comprises the length-given-age model
(i.e. age-length-keys and length frequencies) showed some level of miss-ﬁtting across length-class,
ages and years. While such patterns in residuals can, to some extent, be explained by temporal
changes in the length-age relationship (as observed in the analysis of average age at length-class),
there can be further variation in this relationship that is not being accounted by the current
length-given-age curve.
Let us consider the eﬀect of ﬁshery selectivity in catch observations and how this eﬀect is
being accounted in the ISA model. While the majority of ﬁshing selectivity is being described by
the age-speciﬁc exploitation pattern parameters sa, the existence of an additional length-based
selectivity within each age would not be accounted for the currently assumed growth model. For
example, given the minimum landing size policy applied to the AIS stock, it is possible that within
younger ages the ﬁshery only selects the larger (faster growing) individuals, leading to observations
with similar mean lengths at those ages. Similarly, within the older ages, the ﬁshery might only
catch the smaller individuals as the larger ﬁsh may be more capable of escaping ﬁshing gears (e.g.
due to faster swimming), causing a decrease in the observable mean length at those elderly ages.
Therefore, alternative growth models that allow for more ﬂexible curve patterns (e.g. Schnute,
1981; Schnute and Richards, 1990) might provide a better description of the length-age relationship
of caught ﬁsh than the used VB curve, a S-shaped monotonically increasing function.
Yet, in a a recent study, Silva et al. (2008) demonstrated that Cerrato's version of VB's
model is eﬀective in describing variability in the growth of AIS population using catch data. In
fact, estimates of growth parameters presented in Silva et al. (2008) study ( = 0:60, E[l ja =
1] = 15:4cm , E[l ja = 5] = 20:8 cm) are very similar to the ones obtained in present application
of the ISA model to real data. Also interesting, the authors found a moderate temporal variation
in estimates of growth parameters, which concurs with what was hinted in the analysis with real
data. Future applications of the developed ISA model should thence allow for time-speciﬁc growth
curves in order to account for likely temporal changes of the length-given-age relationship in the
catch.
3.7.3 The trip random eﬀects
The proposed ISA model incorporates ﬁshing trip random eﬀects to account for within-trip corre-
lations among ages of caught ﬁsh. These correlations arise from the fact that ﬁsh caught together
tend to have characteristics (e.g. length, age, weight) more similar than those in the general popu-
lation (Pennington et al., 2002). The eﬀective sample size of catch samples is therefore lower than
the number of ﬁsh actually measured, meaning that e.g. the total n =
∑T
t=1 nt ﬁsh sampled from
T trips contains less information about the population length distribution than a random sample of
size n from the whole population. Low eﬀective sample size results in the increase of the variance
of an estimate (Pennington and Volstad, 1994), and thus, if within-trip correlations are ignored,
estimates will appear more precise than they actually are. Aanes and Pennington (2003) presented
a design-based approach for estimating the age distribution of the catch of Northeast Arctic cod,
and show how accounting for within-haul correlation in ages led to rather imprecise estimates of
age distribution despite the large number of ﬁsh and hauls sampled.
Here, the within-trip correlations were modelled through the conditional autoregressive
(CAR) model that accounts for dependency between trip-speciﬁc random eﬀects representing
contiguous ages. Results from simulated data proved that the model provides unbiased estimates
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of the two parameters dictating the trip eﬀect model (i.e.  and ). When using a real dataset,
estimates of CAR parameters pointed for a moderate level of correlation among contiguous ages
within trips, which supports the incorporation of the trip random eﬀect when modelling the AIS
stock.
For the present chapter, mostly for model simplicity purposes, the trip random eﬀects are
assumed to be present only in length frequency data. However, in reality, within-trip correlations
among contiguous ages must be present in biological samples as well, and consequently in age-
length-key data. Therefore, trip eﬀects should also be accounted in the model for age-given-length
in future applications of the ISA model. Observations of age-length-keys would then be determined
by PCy (ajl ; t;Cy ), i.e. the probability that a ﬁsh of length l in the catch of trip t is of age a.
3.7.4 Model convergence and performance
The implementation of the proposed ISA model was not a straightforward process. One of the
main diﬃculties were the correlations found among estimates of weight-given-length parameters
(y ; y ; ﬁy ), as well as among estimates of length-given-age parameters (from VB's standard
model, L1; a0 and ). As experienced in Subsections 3.5.4 and 3.5.5, high posterior correlations
prevent the MCMC algorithm from moving rapidly throughout the entire domain of the posterior
density, slowing down convergence and mixing of the simulated chains, and hence potentially
leading to erroneous estimation (Gilks et al., 1996). In both cases, strong posterior correlations
among parameters were reduced by applying reparameterised versions of the problematic models.
However, strong posterior correlations were not the only cause of slow mixing and lack of
convergence in MCMC simulations from the proposed model. The performance of the MCMC
algorithm was also aﬀected by an over-precise observational model for total catch in weight data
(Eqn. (3.22)), which was responsible for a posterior density surface whose topography seemed
to present a plateau region of very high density with several local maximums. Thus, the MCMC
sampler would stay several iterations in one of these sticky local maximums, unable to move
quickly across the whole domain of the posterior distribution. This situation led to the inclusion
of an error inﬂator term in the variance structure of the model, taken as the extra element of
uncertainty in reported values of Wy due to measurement errors. Given the lack of information in
the data about these measurement errors, the parameter deﬁning the magnitude of error inﬂation
(Q) could not be estimated, being instead ﬁxed to express further errors of 0.1% in values of Wy .
Results demonstrated that using the inﬂated error model for Wy data (speciﬁed by Eqn. (3.38))
appeared to produce a smoothening eﬀect of the posterior density's surface. As a result, the
MCMC sampler was able to converge faster and subsequently provide chains of posterior draws
with weaker autocorrelation.
An alternative model for length frequency data was trialled for improving the ISA's over-
all model performance. The Poisson approximation allowed the ISA method to have stabler and
faster MCMC performances. This can be explained by the lower complexity of the Poisson like-
lihood function in comparison with the multinomial likelihood, thus providing marginal posterior
distributions easier to simulate from. However, results from simulated data showed that using the
Poisson model would led to biased estimates of  and, more importantly, of growth parameters 
and 4. As a result, the multinomial modelling process underlying observations of length frequency
data was kept in the proposed model.
It took about 2.5 days to obtain one representative sample (of size 2000 draws) from the
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joint posterior distribution when the ISA model was applied to the a time series (of 17 years) of
real data. The total length of MCMC chains (400 000 iterations, before burn-in and thinning)
was necessary to, at ﬁrst, achieve satisfactory convergence to the target distribution (at around
200 000 iterations), and afterwards to decrease the strong autocorrelation in MCMC draws of
parameters fy , sa, 4 and  C . Having to run such a lengthy chain at an average 1.8 sec/iteration
resulted in a ﬁnal run time that would be unaﬀordable in a stock assessment workshop, during which
models are expected to produce results within few hours. This could, therefore, be an important
drawback of the developed model, and even more when considering that at present stage the model
is still dealing with a simpliﬁed scenario of the sardine stock. From the analysis of the MCMC
draws, it was clear that one way forward towards faster and more practical run times would be to
deal with the strong posterior correlations among some parameters parameters. Reducing posterior
correlations can lead to better chain mixing, and subsequently to less autocorrelated MCMC draws
and eventually shorter MCMC chains.
Therefore, model re-parametrisations and alternative models should be tested for: (a) the
separable equation deﬁning ﬁshing mortalities Fy;a (Equation (3.3)), perhaps an alternative logistic
model for the exploitation pattern at age sa, and; (b) the error structure of the length-given-age
model (Subsection 3.4.6). Regarding the computation time per iteration, and despite signiﬁcant
improvements after being tweaked through the WBDev interface, the WinBUGS package may not
provide the fastest MCMC sampling algorithms for the developed ISA model. Alternative MCMC
packages such as PyMC (Patil et al., 2010) and AD Model Builder (Fournier et al., 2011), which
claim to oﬀer ﬂexible and extensible, high-performance number-crunching routines and optimized
MCMC algorithms, should hence be trialled as potential software platforms for the ISA framework.
3.7.5 The ISA model Vs the MULTIFAN-CL model
The framework developed here falls within the category of model-based approaches, where obser-
vations are random variables whose associated probability distribution is governed by parameters
specifying models that describe the underline population and/or sampling processes. However, in
ﬁsheries science, fully model-based approaches are not commonly used when it comes to estimating
the historical progression and the current state of stocks.
The MULTIFAN-CL (MFCL for short) method introduced by Fournier et al. (1998) is one
of the few approaches found in the literature that conforms with the conceptual basis of the ISA
model proposed here. MFCL consists of an integrated age-structured population model, in which
data observed from the population is used to estimate growth and the age composition of the
catch simultaneously with recruitment, selectivity, ﬁshing mortality and other parameters. In other
words, like the ISA model, stock dynamics parameters are estimated from real observations rather
than from estimates of catch age composition, which guarantees that the full range of uncertainty
is suitably expressed in the results. MFCL's model structure similarly speciﬁes catch-at-age as
the basal link between the population's dynamics model and the observational models using the
standard Baranov equation (Eqn. (3.4)). The model for the probability of length-given-age also
plays a pivotal role in MFCL's framework, analogously assuming that mean lengths at age lie on
a Von Bertalanﬀy growth curve.
The two frameworks diﬀer in several aspects of modelling though, mainly because the MFCL
model is in a more advanced stage of development. For instance, MFCL is spatially disaggregated,
stratifying population and ﬁsheries features to various regions within the stock and modelling move-
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ments between those regions (see Hampton and Fournier, 2001, for details and other features of
the model). However, the more obvious diﬀerence lies on the type of raw data each framework
uses to ﬁt the model. MFCL relies on total catch in weight (or number) and uses ﬁshing eﬀort
as auxiliary data but, regarding data from catch sampling, it only operates with length frequency
data. Age-based and weight-based data from catches are not considered in this approach, which
combines length frequency data with age-given-length models to describe the proportions at age
in the catch, and hence to infer about the age composition of the whole population. Furthermore,
length frequency data is modelled, not by a multinomial process, but through a likelihood function
that assumes that sampled proportions at length are normally distributed (Fournier et al., 1998).
Lastly, it does not acknowledge the presence of a trip eﬀect in length samples, which are consid-
ered to represent random samples from the length composition of the whole catch. The MFCL
framework is based on a complex model structure, and depends on the strength of age-classes
signals in length frequency data. For those reasons, MFCL relies heavily on penalizing likelihoods
or specifying highly correlated prior distributions to constrain parameters in order to produce a
stabler estimation process. As shown in the analysis presented by Labelle (2005), the process of
setting up MFCL (i.e. selecting priors, penalties, etc.) can be rather intricate, and the accuracy
of MCFL estimates are quite sensitive to misconﬁgurations of the model, and to the amount and
quality of data used.
3.7.6 Future developments
The fully integrated stock assessment (ISA) approach proposed here is in a developmental stage,
and further improvements are still required. It might be useful to perform a sensitivity analysis to the
choice of prior distributions. For example, investigate how the posterior estimates are aﬀected by
specifying more disperse, less-informative, prior densities for stock assessment parameters such as
recruitments Ny;0 and ﬁshing mortality fy , currently with prior CV's of 60% and 40%, respectively.
Also, as suggested in Thomas et al. (2004), posterior variance of trip random eﬀects Sy;t;a can
be sensitive to the prior chosen for , and therefore alternative priors for this parameter should be
tested.
On the other hand, the techniques used so far to evaluate the adequacy of the ﬁt of the
ISA model to real data should be subject to improvement in future developments. While the
examination of posterior residuals (or, from hereon, posterior realized residuals, since they express
the diﬀerences between realized observations and posterior draws of expected values) is a valid
way of checking the model ﬁt, it may overlook other aspects of the ﬁt (or misﬁt) that are not
solely represented by the realized residuals alone. For example, large realized residuals associated
with lower values of a predictor may suggest a failure of the model to describe the data at lower
predicted values. However, the observed data is only one realization of the underlying process being
modeled, and those large deviations may still occur by chance under the ﬁtted model. A more
informative check would be to examine how reasonable the realized residuals are in comparison with
the distribution of all plausible residuals under the ﬁtted model, computed from sets of replicated
data generated from the model. This constitutes the main concept behind an approach for Bayesian
model checking known as posterior predictive model checking, which was proposed by Guttman
(1967) and Rubin (1984) and is described and discussed in detail in e.g. Gelman et al. (2004,
Chapter 6). In short, this method starts by simulating several hypothetical replications of the data
from the posterior predictive distribution, which represents the distribution of future data under
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the model being ﬁt. Thus, if the model is reasonably accurate, the hypothetical replications should
be similar to the observed data. Similarities between replicated and observed data are formally
measured by deﬁning test quantities which will have extreme values if the observed data are in
conﬂict with the posited model. Several test quantities can be speciﬁed according to which aspects
of the model ﬁt are relevant to the study, and can either depend strictly on data, referred to as
test statistic (e.g. sample minimum/maximum, sample inter-quantile distances, or direct display
of sampled data) or be a function of data and parameters, denoted as discrepancy measures (e.g.
2 discrepancies or posterior residuals similar those used in the present analyses). Inspections of
model ﬁt can then be framed as visual comparisons of the realized test quantities with the posterior
predictive distribution of test quantities, where potential misﬁts of model to data are indicated by
inconsistencies between patterns of realized and replicated data. Furthermore, diﬀerences between
realized and posterior predicted test quantities can be summarized by posterior predictive p-values,
which reﬂect the proportion of cases in which the replicated test quantity exceeds the realized
value. Therefore, any further development of the ISA model should adopt the posterior predictive
model checking framework. using appropriate test quantities for the modelling techniques applied.
Regarding potential improvements to the stock dynamics model, and given what was already
discussed above in Subsection 3.7.4, the performance of ISA might beneﬁt from modelling the
ﬁshery selectivity through a more functional approach. For example, future studies may adopt the
transformation proposed in Fournier et al. (1998) to make the exploitation pattern parameters sa
reﬂect a length-based rather than an age-based selectivity process. The concept uses the length-
age relationship to get length-averaged exploitation pattern parameters sa that acknowledge the
degree of overlapping in lengths of contiguous ages. Thus, the transformation imposes relatively
small diﬀerences in sa between adjacent ages having large overlap of their length distributions, as
expected in a fundamentally length-based selectivity process (Fournier et al., 1998).
Ultimately, the larger and more challenging developing step will be to extend the proposed
model towards a more realistic description of the Atlantic-Iberian sardine and its populations'
processes. Several studies have indicated spatio-temporal variability in life-history traits (e.g.
growth and maturity) and in population dynamics within the area delimiting the AIS stock. For
example, Silva et al. (2008) demonstrated persistent diﬀerences in length-given-age (and hence
in weight-given-age) among the northern, western and southern areas of the Iberian Peninsula.
Furthermore, the analysis presented in Silva et al. (2009) suggests some degree of spatial structure
in the sardine dynamics, namely: recruitment localized in few major areas, with local recruit
abundances generally asynchronous among areas; and some level of age-related migration within
the northeast Atlantic region in diﬀerent directions, resulting in heterogeneous dynamics of sub-
areas of the stock. As the authors point out, the combination of these factors explain the distinct
geographical trends in local abundance, age-structure and exploitation patterns (Silva et al., 2009).
The evident complexity of the population structure have led experts (Carrera and Porteiro, 2003;
Silva et al., 2009) to consider the AIS stock as a metapopulation, i.e. a population comprising an
array of local sub-populations linked by variable degrees of gene ﬂow (McQuinn, 1997). Therefore,
robust estimates of the status of the Atlantic-Iberian sardine, and hence the eﬀective management
of its stock, depend on how appropriately the assessment models take into account the special
features of the biology and dynamics of this population.
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3.7.7 Final considerations
The consideration and quantiﬁcation of uncertainty in the assessment of the current state of ﬁshery
resources, as well as for short-, medium- and long-term forecasts, is currently a crucial part of the
decision process in ﬁsheries management, and has been discussed in several instances (e.g. see
review in Patterson et al., 2001). Treating assessment estimates as exact will lead to management
decisions that are governed by natural variability rather than by actual new information. Instead,
the management actions should be based on conﬁdence statements that adequately represent
the probabilities of eventual real outcomes. Yet, as mentioned in a 2004 report from ICES on
sampling methodology for ﬁsheries (ICES, 2004), the number of stocks for which precision levels
of stock parameters have been calculated is still limited. Moreover, and despite acknowledging the
complexity of such task, this workshop also emphasised the importance of developing analytical
models capable of describing the relation between the variability from diﬀerent sources of data and
stock parameters.
The integrated modelling approach proposed here is considered to provide a solid initial step
towards a statistical framework capable of modelling the the main underlying processes linking ﬁeld
sampling up to the stock assessment. By doing so, the uncertainty inherent to observations from
real population processes is accounted and propagated throughout Bayesian estimation into out-
comes expressing probability intervals about key population quantities. As showed in this chapter
for the AIS stock data, the ISA model is able to deal with several types of catch data arising from
diﬀerent sampling schemes (i.e. random samples, stratiﬁed samples, correlated samples), and it
has the potential to be modiﬁed or extended to accommodate other types of data not considered
here.
More crucially, there was very strong evidence (through simulation) that the proposed ISA
model can provide unbiased estimates and accurate probability intervals of key parameters. Obvi-
ously, the main disadvantage of the present version of ISA model is the unpractical computational
times it requires to produce representative samples from the target posterior distribution. However,
it is believed that this weakness can be improved in future developments of the framework through
the use of alternative Bayesian software packages or by developing optimized, costume-made,
computational code to run the MCMC algorithms required to ﬁt this model.
Chapter 4
Comparing catch at age estimates from
design-based, model-based and ISA
model approaches
4.1 Introduction
Estimates of catch numbers at age (i.e. catch-at-age) constitute the main source of data of age-
structured models widely used for assessment of ﬁsh stocks, such as VPAs and SCAs (Chapter
2). As described before, age-structured models provide mathematically elegant descriptions of ﬁsh
population dynamics by following the evolution of year-classes over time. Furthermore, catch-at-
age, and variants such as catch proportion at age, are also useful when reporting results from
stock assessments ﬁsheries stakeholders. As opposed to e.g. ﬁshing mortality rates, changes in
the catch structure over time are easily grasped by ﬁshermen and they can relate those quantities
with what they observed in the ﬁshery. The estimation of catch age composition is therefore a
key task in stock assessment, and has been subject of much attention by ﬁsheries scientists (e.g.
Westrheim and Ricker, 1978; Macdonald and Pitcher, 1979; Clark, 1981; Foucher and Fournier,
1982; Quinn et al., 1983). Estimation methods of catch-at-age can be separated in two categories:
design-based methods and model-based approaches.
Design-based approaches consider all elements in a ﬁnite universe (e.g. all ﬁsh caught in a
haul) to have ﬁxed values for the characteristics of interest, and probability enters only through
the sampling design by which elements are selected (Thompson, 2002). Estimators and inference
are not dependent of the underlying processes that generates the values in the ﬁnite universe,
therefore bypassing the need to rely on a model to describe those processes. Such properties may
well explain the historical resilience of design-based approaches.
Design-based methods estimation of catch-at-age typically include techniques for raising
length and age distributions from the sample level to the whole population, applying standard
estimation formulae appropriate for the sampling scheme used to draw the samples (e.g. random
sampling, two-stage sampling) (Cotter and Pilling, 2007). Examples of the use of these techniques
can be found e.g. in Gavaris et al. (1983), Quinn et al. (1983) and (Crone, 1995). However,
analytical and resampling approaches commonly employed to obtain the variance of catch-at-age
estimates have shown some limitations, primarily in assessing the uncertainty associated with the
age sampling process (Jardim et al., 2004).
Model-based approaches diﬀer fundamentally from design-based methods by considering
observations as random variables generated from an assumed probabilistic model considered to
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describe the non-observable population states and related processes (Thompson, 2002). In other
words, estimation is based on a general probability function P (dataj), expressing the probabil-
ity of observing the data given the parameters in vector  specifying the model(s) of underlying
processes. Therefore, model-based approaches try to establish statistical models conveying the
population and sampling processes that determine the set of outcomes realized from the popula-
tion. Yet, for many researchers, the fact that all conclusions must rely on the assumed model is
regarded as a major disadvantage of such approach. Length frequency analysis (LFA) have been
used since early 1980s to decompose length frequency distributions into component age classes
(Quinn and Deriso, 1999). A model-based approach, the LFA evolved from the theory of mix-
tures of distributions, and uses assumptions about growth and mortality combined with maximum
likelihood theory to decompose age components from overall length distributions (Foucher and
Fournier, 1982; Schnute and Fournier, 1980). However, the application of LFAs was problematic,
mainly due to the lack of consistency and bias in estimates, as well as the strong dependency of
the decomposition process on large sample sizes (Quinn and Deriso, 1999).
A fully model-based approach was recently developed for determining the annual catch-at-
age of the Norwegian Atlantic cod (Hirst et al., 2004, 2005). This comprehensive framework
incorporates a Bayesian hierarchical model to accommodate diﬀerent sources of commercial sam-
pling data, to account for regional, seasonal and ﬁshing gears eﬀects. The model is considered
to provide a realistic measure of the uncertainty in estimates of catch numbers at age, while also
providing advice on how to best sample data in the future (Hirst et al., 2005).
In addition, and despite not being developed for that speciﬁc purpose, the ISA approach
developed in Chapter 3 can also be used to produce model-based estimates of catch age distri-
butions. As described in the previous chapter, the ISA approach models catch numbers at age as
a function of parameters governing the population dynamics model, which are estimated through
Bayesian inference techniques.
The annual catch-at-age of the Atlanto-Iberian sardine (AIS) stock is currently estimated
by the analytical design-based method described in Flatman (1990). The study of Jardim et al.
(2004) illustrates growing concerns about the reliability and precision of catch-at-age estimates
of the Iberian sardine. They showed that the precision of sardine catch-at-age estimates tends
to be underestimated by the currently used analytical method, while being overestimated when
alternative bootstrap methods were applied (Jardim et al., 2004).
The analysis presented in this chapter compares AIS stock catch-at-age estimates from
three diﬀerent methods: (i) the design-based estimation (DBE) approach currently used for the
AIS stock assessment; (ii) the model-based estimation (MBE) approach developed in Hirst et al.
(2005); and (iii) the ISA model developed in the previous chapter. The performance of each esti-
mation approach is evaluated and compared ﬁrst on a simulation study and then by the application
to a real set of data. While aiming at providing a comparison between catch-at-age estimation
methods, this analysis also allows to assess how the ISA model behaves in relation to other meth-
ods, for the case of the Iberian sardine stock. Like the other two approaches, the ISA model tries
to describe the sampling process of catches while accounting for the uncertainty inherent to that
process, i.e. the catch sampling error.
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4.2 Material and Methods
The current study is composed of two separate analysis: (i) a simulation study comparing the
performance of three catch-at-age estimation approaches (DBE, MBE and ISA), followed by (ii)
the estimation of catch numbers at age from a real data set using each of the methods. As in the
previous chapter, the analysis performed here refers to a simpliﬁed scenario of the Iberian sardine
ﬁshery, where the stock is assumed to have no seasonal or geographical variability in individual-
level features nor in the stock dynamics. Also, discards and under-reporting are assumed to be
negligible, and landings are therefore considered as direct measures of the catch.
4.2.1 Data description
The AIS stock data used in the present study is mostly identical to the data sets employed and
described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3). The exception is on the data from biological samples (Section
3.3.2) which, for comparison purposes between the diﬀerent approaches in use, were now restrict
to sub-samples obtained from length-frequency samples. This was imposed by MBE requirements
on types of catch data allowed in the model (Hirst et al., 2005), as the MBE method can only
be applied to age data derived from a two-stage length-stratiﬁed sampling (or double-sampling)
protocols (described in Section 3.3.2). Therefore, any length-stratiﬁed biological data without
corresponding length frequencies could not be included in the analysis, resulting in the exclusion
of about 30% of the biological data available.
Thus, data from catch sampling include random length samples (as described in Section
3.3.1) and length-stratiﬁed biological data from double sampling, i.e. whose original length dis-
tributions were available. In other words, trips are considered the sampling units of catch data,
from which length frequency samples and (less frequently) associated biological sub-samples were
collected. In order to apply the MBE method, catch data, including also total catch in weight
(described in Section 3.3.3), needed to be formatted according to the Data Exchange Format
established for the scientiﬁc project COST under which the MBE approach was developed (Jansen
et al., 2009).
Table 4.1 describes the data being used in the present study, also identifying which type of
data was used on each of the estimation approaches being compared.
Data simulated under favourable conditions to the ISA approach
The ﬁrst simulation analysis was based on data simulated according to the data-generating model
described in Section A.2 (Appendix A). This data-generation model is mostly similar to the one
used in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5.1), but with the changes necessary to comply with the data type
constraints imposed by MBE (described above). In particular, the simulation of the catch sampling
process was modiﬁed so that all age-given-length data was originated from a length frequency
sample via a length-stratiﬁed double-sampling procedure.
Other relevant changes in the data generating process include the speciﬁcation of a weaker
within-trip correlation between contiguous ages in the model describing the probability of age given
trip (Equation (3.8)). This was achieved by increasing the parameter  (the precision of the trip
eﬀect) and decreasing the parameter  (the strength of the eﬀect) in the conditional autoregressive
(CAR) distribution dictating the age-speciﬁc random eﬀects associated with each sampled trip
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(Sy;t;0; : : : ; SytA, Equations (3.10) and (3.11)). This was necessary to avoid undesirable additional
bias in the DBE estimates due to the lack of estimation mechanisms in the DBE approach to deal
with this within-trip age eﬀect.
Furthermore, the values of population dynamics parameters (e.g. recruitment, Ny0; : : : NY 0,
and ﬁshing mortality, f1; : : : fY ) were ﬁxed between data simulations, rather than the randomly
generated population dynamics performed at the beginning of each data simulation process in
Chapter 3. Table 4.2 speciﬁes the parameters and respective simulating values that were changed
between the simulation analysis of Chapter 3 and the simulation analysis presented here.
Data simulated under the Richards growth model
The performance of the three estimation approaches was further investigated in an additional
simulation analysis, where the length-given-age relationship under the data-generating model was
speciﬁed by a diﬀerent growth model. The intention was to assess how the ISA model compares
to the other two competing approaches when applied to data simulated under less favourable
conditions.
In particular, the Cerrato growth curve underpinning PCy (l ja) in the data-generating process
for the ﬁrst simulation analysis (as described in step (iv) of Section A.2.2) was replaced by the gen-
eralized logistic growth model (also known as the Richards curve). The Richards curve (Richards,
1959) is a ﬂexible extension of the sigmoid logistic growth function by allowing for asymmetry
about the point of inﬂection. Therefore, the expected log(length) at age a in the catch under the
data-generating model was then given by
Ca = log
[
L0 +
L1   L0
(1 +  expf (a   aI)g)
1=
]
(4.1)
Table 4.1: Description of the data types, and respective source of information, used in each estimation approach
applied in the present analysis. The notation describing each data type is also provided, where Y denotes the terminal
year, A the oldest age group and L the largest length-class.
Source Data Type Notation
Usage
MBE DBE ISA
Catch sampling
Length frequencies ny;t;1; : : : ; ny;t;l Yes Yes Yes
Age given lengh-class (ALK) my;t;l ;0; : : : ; my;t;l ;A Yes Yes Yes
weight-given-length-class wy;t;i jly;t;i : i = 1; : : : ; ny;t Yes No Yes
Total catch in weight of trip Wy;t No Yes No
Total sampled weight from trip wy;t No Yes No
National-based
statistics
Annual total catch in weight Wy Yes Yes Yes
Acoustic surveys Indices of abundance at age ISy;0; : : : ; I
S
y;A
(i) No No Yes
(i) The superscript S identiﬁes the surveys, which can take the acronyms SP , FP or SS for Portuguese spring
survey, Portuguese fall survey or Spanish spring survey, respectively.
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Table 4.2: Modiﬁed parameter values for simulating population processes and observations in current simulation
study. Simulation values for remaining model parameters are identical to those speciﬁed in Table 3.2.
Models Parameters Simulation values
Population dynamics
Ny;0; : : : ; NY;0
9:2107; 9:4106; 7:8107; 1:1107; 1:0107; 8:9
106; 7:4107; 1:2107; 8:5107; 7:7107
f1; : : : ; fY
0.72, 0.69, 0.46, 0.65, 0.71, 0.65, 0.66, 0.54,
0.78, 0.71
Catch sampling
ny;t U(120; 180)
Ty U(65; 85)
kmax 20
Trip random eﬀects
 0.5
 0.2
Richards growth curve (i)
L0 13.02
L1 21.32
 1.5
aI 2.5
 0.05
(i) Only applied under in the second simulation study.
where L0 denotes the lower asymptote, L1 is the upper asymptote,  is the growth rate, aI
denotes the age of maximum growth (i.e. age at inﬂection point) and  controls near which of
the asymptotes maximum growth occurs. The values of Richards' curve parameters chosen for
simulating data are presented in Table 4.2, and the resulting growth curve is illustrated in Figure
4.1. In contrast with the Cerrato's growth curve assumed in the ﬁrst simulation analysis, where
expected lengths get larger very quickly at younger ages, the Richards curve will generate very
similar range of lengths at younger ages before rapidly increasing at ages 3 and 4. Given that
the ISA approach models growth using the Cerrato's curve (Eqn. (3.28)), which is a pivotal
component of the ISA model, this will impose a substantial model misspeciﬁcation between the
data generating process and the ISA model.
The remaining simulation settings were identical to those deﬁned in the ﬁrst simulation
study. Therefore, with the exception of the growth model speciﬁed above, the data-generating
process followed the description provided in Section A.2, with parameter simulation values deﬁned
in Table 4.2.
4.2.2 Design-based estimation (DBE) of catch numbers at age
The design-based estimation process of catch-at-age applied in the present analysis follows the
approach currently in use in the assessment of the AIS stock (Jardim et al., 2004; Silva, 2007).
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Figure 4.1: Plot of pointwise central and 95% interval of the distribution of length-given-age deﬁned under the two
data-generating processes. The Cerrato's growth model was applied in the ﬁrst simulation study, where simulation
settings were favourable to the ISA model. The Richards growth curve was applied in the second simulation study
to contrast the three estimation approaches under less favourable conditions to the ISA's approach.
However, as described above, this study considers only a simpliﬁed scenario of the stock (e.g.
spatially homogeneous life history features), and therefore some of the steps usually employed in
real situations (e.g. raising numbers speciﬁc areas) are not required here. The DBE process was
implemented and performed using the statistical software R (R Core DevelopmentTeam, 2012)
Design-based approaches work under the assumption that covariates of individuals in a
target population have ﬁxed values, and the probability of observing covariates is determined by
the sampling design. The DBE of sardine catch-at-age consists in a combination of two estimators:
the number of ﬁsh of length-class l caught in year y , Ĉy;l , and the proportion of ﬁsh of age a in
length-class l in the catch of year y , p̂y;l ;a (Flatman, 1990; Jardim et al., 2004), i.e.
ĈDBEy;a =
L∑
l=1
Ĉy;l p̂y;l ;a; for a = 0; : : : ; A; y = 1; : : : ; Y: (4.2)
where, Ĉy;l is obtained from length frequency data, and p̂y;l ;a is calculated from age given length
information. As showed in Jardim et al. (2004), an estimator of the variance of catch numbers at
age estimates is given by
v̂ar(Ĉy;a) =
L∑
l=1
v̂ar(Ĉy;l) p̂
2
y;l ;a +
L∑
l=1
v̂ar(p̂y;l ;a) Ĉ
2
y;l ; (4.3)
The analytical estimators of each of the terms in Equations and (4.2) and (4.3) are described in
the following two subsections.
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Catch numbers at length-class
The estimation of catch numbers at length-class (Cy;l) follows a two-stage ratio estimation method
(Thompson, 2002):
First stage. The population of interest consists of ﬁsh caught in sampled trip t in year y , which
are labeled as i = 1; : : : ; Cy;t . The response variable zy;t;i is a binary variable taking values
of 1 if ﬁsh i is of length-class l , or 0 otherwise. The individual's weight wy;t;i is the auxiliary
variable. Thus, given the random sample of size ny;t collected from trip t, the ratio estimator
of the total number of ﬁsh of length-class l in sampled trip t from year y , Cy;t;l , is given by,
Ĉy;t;l =
∑ny;t
i=1 zy;t;i∑ny t
i=1 wy;t;i
Cy;t∑
i=1
wy;t;i =
ny;t;l
wy;t
Wy;t ; (4.4)
for l = 1; : : : ; L; t = 1; : : : ; Ty ; y = 1; : : : ; Y:
Second stage. Now the population comprises all ﬁshing trips t occurring in year y , which are
labeled as t = 1; : : : ; Ty . The variable of interest is the estimated number of ﬁsh of length-
class l in the tth ﬁshing trip of year y , Ĉy;t;l , and the auxiliary variable is the total catch
in weight of that trip, Wy;t . Therefore, given a sample of t = 1; : : : ; Ty randomly selected
ﬁshing trips, the ratio estimator of the total catch in numbers at length-class l in year y ,
Cy;l , is given by
Ĉy;l =
∑Ty
t=1 Ĉy;t;l∑Ty
t=1Wy;t
Wy ; for l = 1; : : : ; L; y = 1; : : : ; Y (4.5)
where Wy =
∑Ty
t=1Wy;t .
As described in Flatman (1990), assuming that sampled trips t = 1; : : : ; Ty are independent
and that the variance of total catch in weight of those trips, var(Wy;t), is constant, an
unbiased estimator of the variance of Ĉy;l is
v̂ar(Ĉy;l) = v̂ar
(
Ĉy lt
Wy;t
)

W 2y
∑Ty
t=1W
2
y;t
(
∑Ty
t=1Wy;t)
2
; for l = 1; : : : ; L; y = 1; : : : ; Y (4.6)
where the estimator of variance of the ratio (Ĉy lt=Wy;t), representing the number of ﬁsh
per unit weight of length-class l in trip t, is given by (Flatman, 1990)
v̂ar
(
Ĉy lt
Wy;t
)
=
1
Ty   1
Ty∑
t=1
(
Ĉy;t;l
Wy;t
 
∑Ty
t=1 Ĉy;t;l∑Ty
t=1Wy;t
)2
(4.7)
Proportion of age in length-class
As mentioned above, the proportion of ﬁsh that are of age a in length-class l in the catch of year y ,
py;l ;a, is estimated from age-given-length information in trip t, fmy;t;l ;AgAa=0 : t = 1; : : : ; Ty ; l =
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1; : : : ; L; y = 1; : : : ; Y , using the proportion estimator (Thompson, 2002)
p̂y;l ;a =
∑Ty
t=1my;t;l ;A∑Ty
t=1my;t;l
; for a = 0; : : : ; A; l = 1; : : : ; L; y = 1; : : : ; Y (4.8)
where my;t;l ;A denotes the number of ﬁsh of age a and length-class l observed in the biological
sample from trip t sampled in year y , and my;t;l =
∑A
a=0my;t;l ;A (Flatman, 1990). The variance
estimator for the p̂y;l ;a is
v̂ar(p̂y;l ;a) =
p̂y;l ;a(1  p̂y;l ;a)
my;l
; for l = 1; : : : ; L; y = 1; : : : ; Y (4.9)
4.2.3 Model-based estimation (MBE) of catch numbers at age
The MBE method proposed in Hirst et al. (2005) uses a Bayesian hierarchical modelling framework
(Gelman et al., 2004; Gelman and Hill, 2006) in order to accommodate diﬀerent types of sampling
schemes while providing a full measure of uncertainty (Hirst et al., 2004). This method was
developed under the European scientiﬁc project COST (2009), and is available through the R
software package COSTmbe available for download at http://wwz.ifremer.fr/cost.
The types of data that can be used in the COSTmbe software include any combination of:
(i) random length samples, (ii) random length and age samples, and (iii) length stratiﬁed samples
where either the original sampling unit is known or the corresponding length distribution is known
(Hirst et al., 2004). The model structure consists of 3 main components: the proportion-at-age,
length-given-age and weight-given-age. These components are brought together in the likelihood
of the whole data set (Hirst et al., 2005).
The MBE approach presented in Hirst et al. (2005) formulates the modelling into cells,
which are individual combinations of region, season, gear and year eﬀects. However, in the context
of the present analysis, where a simpliﬁed scenario of the AIS stock is considered, the original MBE
model framework is modiﬁed to a much simpler version. The only main eﬀect being considered
for the current analysis is year, and therefore the cell terms are dropped from the models. Also,
instead of the haul, the sampling unit is now the trip.
The following subsections describe the model components forming the version of MBE
approach applied here, followed by a brief description of the method used for estimation of model
parameters and catch-at-age.
Model for proportions-at-age
The samples from a boat are assumed to be randomly drawn from the total population of ﬁsh
in that trip, and the trips themselves are assumed to be randomly sampled from all those trips
occurring in a given year. The numbers-at-age in a sample from trip t in year y , nyt0; : : : ; nytA
are therefore multinomial:
ny;t;0; : : : ; ny;t;Ajny;t  Multinomial
(
ny;t ; py;t
)
; for y = 1; : : : ; Y ; t = 1; : : : ; Ty : (4.10)
where py;t = (py;t(0); : : : ; py;t(A)) denotes the vector of proportions-at-age in the trip, and the
number of ﬁsh sampled from trip t, ny;t , is assumed to be independent of py;t . Furthermore, the
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proportions-at-age terms must meet the conditions 0  py;t(a)  1 and
∑A
a=0 py;t(a) = 1. The
proportion-at-age is reparameterised as
py;t(a) =
exp(ﬂay;t)∑A
a=0 exp(ﬂ
a
y;t)
; for y = 1; : : : ; Y ; t = 1; : : : ; Ty ; a = 0; : : : ; A; (4.11)
where ﬂay;t is modeled as
ﬂay;t = ﬂ
a
y + &
a
y;t (4.12)
where ﬂay : a = 0; : : : ; A are the main (ﬁxed) eﬀect for year, and the terms &
a
y;t : a = 0; : : : ; A are
independent random eﬀects modelling the diﬀerences between trips within a year, which account
for the fact that there are many trips with no data, and are assumed to be normally distributed as
&ay;t  Normal(0; 1=ﬁ
trip
age ); for t = 1; : : : ; Ty ; a 6= A. For identiﬁability reasons, it was necessary to
ﬁx one level of each eﬀect to zero, in our case, ﬂAy = &
A
y;t = 0.
Model for length-given-age and weight-given-length
Both relationships are modeled as linear with constant slope and variable intercept. Thus, length-
given-age and weight-given-length are assumed to be lognormal, with constant variances, and
means linear in log(age) and log(length), respectively, in an individual trip. For constant slopes
(1 and 1), and varying intercepts between years and trips within a year (0y;t and 
0
y;t):
log(ly;t;i) = 
0
y;t + 
1 log(ay;t;i) + "y;t;i ; "y;t;i  N(0; 1=ﬁ
ﬁsh
length) (4.13)
log(wy;t;i) = 
0
y;t + 
1 log(ly;t;i) + y;t;i ; y;t;i  N(0; 1=ﬁ
ﬁsh
weight) (4.14)
for 1; : : : ; Y ; t = 1; : : : ; Ty ; i = 1; : : : ; ny;t :
Here, ly;t;i is the length of the ith ﬁsh sampled from trip t of year y , ay;t;i its age, and wy;t;i its
weight. The terms ﬁﬁshlength and ﬁ
ﬁsh
weight denote the precisions of, respectively, the length-given-age
and weight-given-length relationships.
Inference on unknown parameters
Estimation in the MBE framework assumes that the full information about parameters is described
through the posterior distribution. The sampling of the posterior distribution was performed
through an MCMC algorithm using a combination of Metropolis-Hastings algorithms. Priors of
parameters of interest were speciﬁed to be in general non-informative (Hirst et al., 2005, Appendix
A).
The details of the MCMC sampling are described in the Appendix B of Hirst et al. (2005),
but in outline, the approach takes the following steps:
(i) Denoting vectors age, lga and wgl as the set of parameters involved in the proportions-
at-age (Eqn. (4.11)), length-given-age (Eqn. (4.13)) and weight-given-length (Eqn. (4.14))
models, respectively, the goal is to simulate from the posterior distribution P (age; lga; wgljdata);
(ii) Denoting amiss as the set of ages of ﬁsh with length-only data, and for a given set of values
of parameters lga and age, simulate amiss from the multinomial age-given-length process
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deﬁned by the probability
Py;t(ajl) =
Py;t(a)Py;t(l ja)∑
a Py;t(a)Py;t(l ja)
; for a = 0; : : : ; A; l = 1; : : : ; L; (4.15)
(iii) If the ages and lengths of all the sampled ﬁsh are known, simulate from the posterior
distribution of lga parameters, conditional on parameter values of age; amiss and data.
(iv) Simulate from the posterior of age, conditional on lga; amiss and data.
(v) Simulate from the posterior of each parameter in wgl, conditional on the remaining wgl
parameters and data.
Therefore, in the MCMC simulation the posterior distributions of parameters age and lga, missing
ages amiss are treated as parameters, and Gibbs sampling is used to alternate between simulating
the missing ages and the other model parameters (Hirst et al., 2005).
Estimation of catch-at-age
MBE estimates of total numbers at age in year y , CMBEy;a were obtained by taking the uncertainty
of parameter estimates into account. Given the model parameters, denoted as vector , the total
catch-at-age given the parameters were derived as a function CMBEy;a () of . A Monte Carlo
estimate of catch-at-age is then given by the the mean of the CMBEy;a ()'s generated by each
set of posterior draws of parameters  simulated from the posterior distribution. Furthermore,
uncertainty measures are also calculated simultaneously, i.e. standard errors of catch-at-age are
estimated by the empirical standard error of the CMBEy;a ()'s.
Thence, for a given set of parameters simulated from the i th draw of the posterior distribu-
tion, the resulting value of catch-at-age is
C
MBE(i)
y;a = C
MBE(i)
y  Ey [p(a)]
(i) (4.16)
where CMBEy is the total catch in numbers in year y and Ey [p(a)] is the expected value of the
proportion-at-age over all ﬁshing trips carried by all boats during that year (i.e. not just those
observed) (Hirst et al., 2005). Furthermore, CMBE(i)y = Wy=w
(i)
y , where, as before, Wy denotes
the total catch in weight in year y , and w y denotes the mean weight of ﬁsh caught in year y ,
given by
w
(i)
y =
∑
a
Ey [p(a)]
(i)Ey [w ja]
(i) (4.17)
where Ey [w ja] represents the expected value of weight-given-age over all ﬁshing trips carried by
all boats in year y , and whose derivation is described in detail in Hirst et al. (2005). Finally, as
there is no explicit formula for Ey [p(a)], an estimator is used instead:
E^y [p(a)] =
exp
{
Ey [ﬂ
a
y;t ]
}∑
a exp
{
Ey [ﬂ
a
y;t ]
} (Hirst et al., 2005) (4.18)
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4.2.4 ISA-based estimation of catch numbers at age
The ISA approach developed in Chapter 3 was also applied to produce estimates of catch-at-age,
here denoted as CISAy;a . In the ISA approach, catch numbers at age are expressed as function of
population dynamics parameters through the Baranov catch equation (Equation (3.4)). Thus,
Bayesian estimates of catch-at-age are easily obtained from the posterior draws of model pa-
rameters, and are just part of the outputs produced by the method. As before, model ﬁtting
was performed using the MCMC software WinBUGS (Lunn et al., 2000). Prior distributions of
parameters were identical to those used in the Chapter 3 and are presented in Table 3.3).
The ISA model used here is mostly identical to the version presented in Section 3.4. The
exception is the observation model for age-given-length-class data, which needed to be modiﬁed
so that the model was able to deal with the types of data being used, as described in Section 4.2.1.
Thus, in the present study, rather than being treated as length-stratiﬁed samples from the whole
catch, age-given-length-class data are now considered to represent length-stratiﬁed samples of ﬁsh
caught by sampled trips, which are therefore dependent of an age-related trip random eﬀect.
As a result, the model speciﬁed in Section 3.4.2 was modiﬁed to describe ALKs comprising
the number of ﬁsh of length-class l that are of age a in trip t sampled in year y , my;t;l ;A. If the
ages of all my;t;l =
∑A
a=0my;t;l ;A are independent, the counts fmy;t;l ;Ag
A
a=0 follow the multinomial
distribution
(my;l ;t;1; : : : ; my;l ;t;A)jmy;t;l  Multinomial
(
my;t;l ;
{
PCy (ajl ; t;Cy )
}A
a=0
)
; (4.19)
for l = 1; : : : ; L; t = 1; : : : ; Ty ;
where PCy (a j l ; t;Cy ) refers to the probability in year y that a ﬁsh sampled at random from the
catch of trip t with size l is of age a, given the catch age composition in that year Cy . As before,
from the Bayes theorem, and for l = 1; : : : L; a = 0; : : : ; A; t = 1; : : : ; Ty ,
PCy (a j l ; t;Cy ) =
PCy (l j a;Cy ) P
C
y (ajt;Cy )∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l j a;Cy ) PCy (ajt;Cy )
=
PCy (l j a) e
Syta Cy;a∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l j a) e
Syta Cy;a
; (4.20)
where it is assumed that, once the length of a caught ﬁsh is known, the catch age composition
Cy gives no further information about the length of that ﬁsh, and hence PCy (l j a;Cy ) = P
C
y (l j a).
The model for PCy (l j a) is the same as the one speciﬁed in Section 3.4.6. Also, as in the previous
chapter, the age-speciﬁc random eﬀects associated with trip t, (Sy;t;1; : : : ; SytA) are modeled
through a CAR model, as described in Section 3.4.1.
Thus, the probability function for age-given-length data in trip t in year y is given by
P
(
fay;t;i j ly;t;i ;Cyg : t = 1; : : : ; Ty ; i = 1; : : : ; my;t
)
=
Ty∏
t=1
[
L∏
l=1
(
my;t;l !∏A
a=0my;t;l ;A!
)
A∏
a=0
(
PCy (l j a) e
Syta Cy;a∑A
a=0 P
C
y (l j a) e
Syta Cy;a
)my;t;l ;A]
(4.21)
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4.3 Results
In this section, results from the comparison between catch-at-ge estimates from three diﬀerent
approaches are presented. This study was separated in two main parts: (i) A simulation study
composed by two simulation analyses, where each estimation method is applied to two groups of
simulated data sets obtained from two diﬀerent data-generating models, and (ii) the application
of each method to a set of real data collected from the AIS stock. The main results of each
analysis are presented in the following subsections.
4.3.1 Simulation study
In both simulation analysis, each set of simulated data comprised 11 years (2000-2009) of catch
sampling data, annual total catches and indices of abundance at age (Table 4.1). For both the
MBE and ISA models, each MCMC run was evaluated for convergence and mixing rate using
graphical tools (e.g. trace-plots and auto-correlation plots) and formal statistical diagnostics (e.g.
Raftery's and Geweke's tests, Cowles and Carlin, 1996) 1. The appropriate thinning interval and
burn-in periods were determined, and the total length of MCMC chains were adjusted so that
MCMC chains produced under both MBE and ISA methods had ﬁnal lengths of 2000 iterations.
Ideally, this study would have comprised a larger number of simulated data sets. But, due to
computational requirements of the ISA method, in which each MCMC run took no less than 36
hours (in a 64-bit OS running in an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU @ 2.67 GHz - 12.0 GB RAM), the
number of simulations had to be reduced to obtain results in a workable period of time. Based on
this, each simulation analysis comprised 30 simulated datasets, which were considered to describe
the main features of the estimation process under the three methods being compared, while still
obtaining outputs in a reasonable time frame.
Simulation study under ISA's favourable conditions
Plots presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show point estimates and respective 95% conﬁdence/credible
intervals of catch-at-age obtained from each estimation approach for all data sets simulated in
the ﬁrst simulation analysis. Results show that estimates from the three approaches follow the
general trend of the true catch-at-age. However, in some cases, there are substantial diﬀerences
between the approaches in terms of estimation accuracy. Estimates of CISAy;a seem to present the
highest accuracy of all methods, with most point estimates being situated close to the true values,
while the majority of the corresponding 95% credible intervals also comprise the true catch levels.
This is expected since the data-generating model is fundamentally based on the ISA estimation
model, and thus one could say that the simulation study favours the ISA method in relation to
the other two estimation approaches under comparison. Still, these results give evidence of rea-
sonable estimation performance by the developed ISA approach, thus suggesting that this method
is able to produce unbiased estimates of catch-at-age. Regarding the DBE method, the point
estimates CDBEy;a appear to follow very closely the true values, suggesting that the DBE approach
is able to produce estimates that accurately depict the true age distribution of catch throughout
the years. Yet, it is also noticeable that the 95% conﬁdence intervals of CDBEy;a are much narrower
1Results from MCMC diagnostics are omitted for brevity
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Figure 4.2: Point-range plots of catch-at-age estimates (period 2000-2004) from three diﬀerent methods applied
to thirty simulated data sets in the ﬁrst simulation study. For MBE (blue) and ISA (orange), circles and associated
vertical segments represent, respectively, the posterior medians and the 95% posterior probability intervals of catch-
at-age under each approach, i.e. CMBEy;a and C
ISA
y;a . For the DBE method (in green), circles and vertical segments
represent respectively, the point estimates and the 95% conﬁdence intervals of CDBEy;a . Each point-range element
represents an estimate obtained from one approach. Horizontal red segments represent the true value, i.e. the
Cy;a under the data simulation model.
than the 95% credible intervals yielded under the other two methods. As a result, most 95%
conﬁdence intervals end up missing the true values, suggesting that, despite producing unbiased
point estimates, the DBE approach fails to provide appropriate measures of uncertainty around
those estimates.
Meanwhile, the most problematic estimation performance seemed occur under the MBE ap-
proach (Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3). Although many of the 95% credible intervals of CMBEy;a estimates
comprise the true values, results show that the MBE approach produces signiﬁcantly biased esti-
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Figure 4.3: Point-range plots of catch-at-age estimates (period 2005-2010) from three diﬀerent approaches applied
to thirty simulated data sets in the ﬁrst simulation analysis. See elements represented in plots in legend of Figure
4.2
mates for some combinations of age and years. In some cases (e.g. CMBE2004;3, C
MBE
2006;0, C
MBE
2007;1), the
95% credible intervals of estimates from all the simulated data sets miss the true values, all con-
sistently sitting either above or below the true catch levels. In other cases (e.g. CMBE2000;3, C
MBE
2002;5,
CMBE2007;4 and C
MBE
2009;2), despite comprising the true values, the 95% credible intervals express low
posterior probabilities for the true catch-at-age levels, as the true values are systematically placed
near one of the limits of the posterior intervals. Furthermore, there appears to be some symmetry
in the way the MBE approach produces bias between neighboring ages. For instance, in estimates
of catch-at-age in the periods 2002-2004 and 2007-2009, the evidenced positive/negative bias at
age 1 was followed by negative/positive bias at age 2. These patterns are repeated in catch-at-age
estimates for other years between diﬀerent adjacent ages.
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Figure 4.4: Point-range plots of posterior estimates of expected length-given-age obtained from the MBE and ISA
methods in the ﬁrst simulation analysis. Each segment and dot represent, respectively, the 95% probability interval
and posterior median of length at a given age estimated from one of the simulated data sets, while the red horizontal
line represents the corresponding true value. For the MBE approach, where length-given-age is year-speciﬁc, only a
subset of years are displayed.
The patterns in the bias of CMBEy;a estimates described above motivated a closer look into
the estimates of each modelling component of the MBE approach. Figure 4.4 presents MBE
posterior estimates of expected length-given-age for a subset of years under analysis, together
with the corresponding true values. Plots show that, for all ages and considered subset of years,
many of the 95% credible intervals of expected length-given-age fail to include the respective
true values. Results indicate that bias is more signiﬁcant at the youngest, middle and oldest
ages. More precisely, results suggest that the MBE approach clearly overestimates the expected
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Figure 4.5: Point-range plots of posterior estimates of probability at age obtained from the MBE and ISA methods in
the ﬁrst simulation analysis, for a subset of years. Each segment and dot represent, respectively, the 95% probability
interval and posterior median of the probability of a ﬁsh being of a given age in a given year from one of the simulated
data sets, while the red dotted line represents the corresponding true value
length at ages 0 and 6+, while consistently underestimating the expected length at ages 2 and 3.
This is probably caused by the mismatch between the log-linear growth model assumed under the
MBE approach (Eqn. (4.13)) and the non-linear Cerrato's growth model used for data simulation
(Eqns. (3.27) and (3.28)), as the log-normal model does not allow for the type of curvature
deﬁned by the Cerrato's model. In contrast, posterior estimates of expected length-class given
age produced under the ISA approach, also displayed in Figure 4.4, show that most 95% credible
intervals comprise the true values, thus suggesting that this method provides reliable estimates of
growth for the underlying data simulation model.
While results from the length-given-age relationship can partially explain the biases found
in the MBE estimates of catch-at-age, the examination of estimates of proportion-at-age (or
probability at age) brought further insight about the root causes of those estimation biases. For
both the MBE and the ISA approaches, posterior estimates of probability at age across all trips in
a given year obtained from all simulated data sets are displayed in Figure 4.5. Plots demonstrate
that the MBE approach overestimates the probability at age 0 systematically throughout the years,
while underestimating the probability at ages 1, 2 and 3 in several years (e.g. 2000, 2002 and
2009). Still, the MBE approach appears to capture the true probability at the ﬁnal age-class
6+ with consistency across the simulations. Conversely, most posterior 95% credible intervals
provided by the ISA approach contain the true value, indicating that this approach also produces
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Figure 4.6: Point-range plots of posterior estimates of the absolute bias in expected numbers at age in a given
length class obtained from the MBE and ISA methods in the ﬁrst simulation analysis, for a subset of years and
length-classes. Each segment and dot represent, respectively, the 95% probability interval and posterior median of
the absolute bias in the expected number of ﬁsh of a given age in a given length-class in a given year estimated from
one of the simulated data sets. Red lines symbolize null bias.
unbiased estimates of probability at age given the true data generating process.
The likely reason for the biases in MBE estimates of probability at age is the absence of
random samples of age from the Atlantico-Iberian sardine stock, where all samples of age come
from a two-stage length-stratiﬁcation sampling process, and hence producing age-given-length
data only. Therefore, there is no direct information available for ﬁtting the parameters of the
MBE's multinomial model of proportions-at-age (4.10). In fact, given the data available, these
parameters are estimated solely from modeled random age data, i.e. a combination of age given
length-class data with missing ages estimated from length-only data, as described in Section
4.2.3.
The eﬀects of the biases in length-given-age and probability at age models, and how they
might propagate to catch-at-age estimates, can be further demonstrated in posterior estimates of
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Figure 4.7: Point-range plots of posterior estimates of the absolute bias in expected numbers at age in a given
length class obtained from the MBE and ISA methods in the ﬁrst simulation analysis, for a subset of years and
length-classes. Each segment and dot represent, respectively, the 95% probability interval and posterior median of
the absolute bias in the expected number of ﬁsh of a given age in a given length-class in a given year estimated from
one of the simulated data sets. Red lines symbolize null bias.
absolute bias in expected numbers at age given length-class over all trips in a given year2, which are
presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Results suggest that the MBE method produces biased estimates
of the expected age distribution given length-class, with bias reﬂecting the trend of growth, i.e.
moving from younger age-classes to older age-classes as length-class increases. Also, as expected
from the constraint
∑
a E[my;l ;a] = my;l = 100, positive bias at given age(s) are counterbalanced
with negative bias in other age(s). These patterns in the bias are simply reﬂecting what was
observed above in results from the length-given-age and the probability at age models. Given the
absence of a dedicated likelihood for age-given-length data in the MBE method, biases at younger
2Denoted as E[my;l ;1]; : : : ; E[my;l ;a], values computed from E[my l1] = my;lPy (ajl); for y = 1; : : : ; Y ; l =
1; : : : ; L; a = 0; : : : ; A, where my;l = 100 for all length-classes and years, and Py (ajl) denotes the probability of
age a given length-class l over all trips occurred in year y .
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Figure 4.8: Barplots displaying the average coeﬃcient of variance (CV) of estimates of catch numbers at age
obtained from the ISA, MBE and DBE methods in the ﬁrst simulation analysis. The heights of bars are given by
the average of CVs of catch-at-age estimates over all simulated data sets, under each methodological approach.
ages result from the inaccuracy of probability at age estimates (presented in Figure 4.5), while
biases found in older ages are probably expressing the overestimation of length-class at older ages
(as seen in Figure 4.4). On the other hand, plots in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 also suggest that the
estimation performance under the ISA approach is reliable, with most of the 95% credible intervals
of the absolute bias centered at 0.
Given the estimation process assumed in the MBE approach, the biases in the probability
at age-given-length-class shown above are likely to aﬀect negatively the simulation of the missing
ages from length-only data. This would lead to a misclassiﬁcation of ages, which would sub-
sequently aﬀect the estimation of proportion-at-age parameters and ultimately produce the bias
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found in estimates of CMBEy;a (Figures 4.2 and 4.3).
One other matter of interest when comparing estimation methods is the precision of the
estimates, that is, the level of uncertainty that each approach attributes to their estimates. Fig-
ure 4.8 shows the coeﬃcients of variance (CVs) of estimates of catch-at-age according to each
method, averaged over all simulations. Results restate what was noted earlier, i.e. that the DBE
approach produces catch-at-age estimates with the higher precision of the compared methods.
As observed in Figures 4.2 and 4.2, the precision in DBE estimates is not necessarily matched
with accurate estimations. Instead, conﬁdence intervals of DBE estimates, failed to comprise the
true values, suggesting that the DBE method underestimates the uncertainty of the estimates.
In general, estimates from the ISA and MBE approaches show similar levels of posterior CVs,
indicating that both approaches produce equivalent levels of uncertainty about their estimates.
Simulation study under the Richards growth model
Some of the estimates of catch-at-age from the three estimation approaches obtained in the
second simulation analysis are presented in Figure 4.9. In comparison with the ﬁrst simulation
study, it is obvious that the estimation accuracy of the ISA approach was heavily aﬀected by the
change in the growth model speciﬁed to generate the data. In other words, the misspeciﬁcation
of the Richards growth model with the Cerrato's curve assumed under the ISA approach lead to
highly biased estimates of CISAy;a , with a great part of its 95% credible intervals failing to comprise
the true values catch-at-age. In particular, the ISA approach consistently underestimated the
catch in numbers at ages 0, 2 and 3 in several years, while also considerably overestimating the
annual catches at age 1. In some years (e.g. 2000 and 2009) catch numbers at age 5 were also
overestimated under the ISA approach.
On the other hand, Figure 4.9 also demonstrates the decline in the accuracy of MBE
catch-at-age estimates in the second simulation study, with more accentuated and consistent
discrepancies between posterior estimates and true values. For example, estimates of catch at
ages 0 and 6+ were persistently overestimated across the years, while catch numbers at ages 1,
2 and 3 were underestimated in several years. There were, however, divergences in estimation
performance within diﬀerent simulations. For instance, for catch at age 1 in year 2003, posterior
estimates from some of the simulations were mainly located above the true value and substantially
distant from estimates obtained in the remaining simulations. As explained below, discrepancies
between simulations was found to be mainly driven by the mismatch between the growth models
assumed under the MBE method and the data-simulation model. Still, and despite the several cases
of miss-estimation, the 95% CIs of catch-age-age obtained under the MBE approach captured the
true values more frequently than those obtained from the ISA approach.
Interestingly, the DBE method seems to be the less aﬀected of the compared approaches,
with estimates following closely the trends of true catch at age (Figure 4.9). Apart from a few
underestimation cases of (e.g. CDBE2005;3 and C
DBE
2008;2), and as in the ﬁrst simulation analysis, results
indicate that the DBE approach was able to describe the true age distribution of the catch through
time. However,as before, the 95% conﬁdence intervals were often too narrow and fail to comprise
the true values of catch-at-age. Thus, results obtained here gives further support to the suggestion
that the DBE approach produces unbiased estimates of catch-at-age. but fails short of providing
proper measures of uncertainty about those estimates. Yet, under simulation conditions equally
unfavourable to all the compared approaches, the DBE approach clearly outperforms the ISA and
the DBE catch-at-age estimation methods.
Plots in Figure 4.10 illustrate how the growth models deﬁned under the MBE and ISA ap-
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Figure 4.9: Point-range plots of catch-at-age estimates from three diﬀerent methods applied to data sets simulated
in the second simulation study, for a subset of years. For MBE (blue) and ISA (orange), circles and associated
vertical segments represent, respectively, the posterior medians and the 95% posterior probability intervals of catch-
at-age under each approach, i.e. CMBEy;a and C
ISA
y;a . For the DBE method (in green), circles and vertical segments
represent respectively, the point estimates and the 95% conﬁdence intervals of CDBEy;a . Each point-range element
represents an estimate obtained from one approach. Horizontal red segments represent the true value, i.e. the
Cy;a under the data simulation model.
proaches dealt with ﬁtting data simulated under the Richards growth curve. Posterior estimates
of expected length-given-age obtained from the MBE approach show that the MBE's log-linear
growth model failed to describe the true overall pattern of growth. With a decline in estimation
performance in comparison to the ﬁrst simulation analysis, the MBE approach mostly underesti-
mates expected lengths at ages 0, 4, 5 and 6+ in several years, while consistently overestimating
expected lengths at ages 1 and 2. Results also demonstrate that, while trying to accommodate the
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Figure 4.10: Point-range plots of posterior estimates of expected length-given-age obtained from the MBE and
ISA methods in the second simulation analysis. Each segment and dot represent, respectively, the 95% probability
interval and posterior median of length at a given age estimated from one of the simulated data set. The red curve
represents the true expected length-given-age (i.e. the growth curve speciﬁed under the data-generating model).
For the MBE approach, where length-given-age is year-speciﬁc, only a subset of years are displayed.
growth signal in data arising from a S-shaped curve, MBE's log-linear growth model found several
plausible growth patterns depending on the simulated dataset. For example, in years 2003, 2005,
2008 and 2010 the posterior estimates of expected length-given-age show several diﬀerent growth
curves, most likely depicting diﬀerent estimates of and intercept (0y ) and slope (
1) parameters
(Equation (4.13)) under diﬀerent simulated datasets - these discrepancies within simulations in
MBE's growth estimates also explain the diﬀerences found within simulations in the estimates of
catch-at-age (Figure 4.9). The decline in the MBE's performance in the estimation of growth
accentuates the other limitations of the approach already discussed in the ﬁrst simulation analysis,
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i.e. the absence of random samples of age and lack of a dedicated age-given-lengh model. There-
fore, all these factors have contributed for a deterioration of accuracy of MBE's catch-at-age
estimates.
On the other hand, the Cerrato's growth curve assumed under the ISA approach appears
to follow the overall pattern of growth speciﬁed under the data simulation process (Figure 4.10).
However, results show that the misspeciﬁcation of the growth model in the ISA method led to
relevant biases in posterior estimates of expected length-given-age. In particular, expected lengths
at ages 0, 4 ad 5 are underestimated by the ISA approach, while expected lengths at ages 1, 2, and
6+ are overestimated. Despite constituting a clear decline in estimation accuracy of growth from
the previous analysis (Figure 4.4), where data was simulated under the Cerrato's growth curve, it
does not explain the signiﬁcant biases in the estimates of catch-at-age found in the current sim-
ulation analysis (Figure 4.9). In fact, a further investigation of the ISA outputs revealed that the
major impact of misspecifying the growth model occurs at the level of population dynamics param-
eters. As Figure 4.11 clearly illustrates, the estimates of most of the stock dynamics parameters
present a very strong bias, demonstrating that the accuracy of these parameters were strongly
aﬀected by the growth model misspeciﬁcation. This was the ﬁrst time such large biases in stock
dynamics parameters were found in all the simulation analysis undertaken during the development
and implementation of the ISA approach. The present analysis therefore provides marked evidence
of the pivotal role of the growth model underlining the probability of length-given-age in the ISA
approach, and thus how vital its correct speciﬁcation is.
4.3.2 Fitting methods to a real data set
Each method was ﬁtted to a set of data collected from one area of the sardine stock (ICES IXa-
North Division) during the period 1998-2009. For the ISA approach, available indices of abundance
at age from all three surveys (SP, FP and SS) for the same period were also used.
For both the ISA and the MBE approach, each MCMC run was composed by 3 parallel chains
starting from diﬀerent values, and the length of each MCMC chain was determined based on the
burn-in periods and thinning intervals required to get representative samples from the posterior
distribution of parameters. Therefore, the MCMC chains generated under the ISA approach
were 300 000 iterations long which, after a burn-in period of 150 000 iterations and a thinning
period of 100 iterations were applied, originated ﬁnal MCMC chains with 1500 draws each. The
MCMC sampling process under the MBE approach was run for a total of 200 000 iterations, with
each of the three generated MCMC chains being burned-in (50 000 iterations) and thinned (100
iterations) to produce three ﬁnal MCMC samples with 1 500 draws each. Figures 4.12 and 4.13
show the trace-plots of the posterior draws of catch-at-age from the two Bayesian approaches. In
both approaches, the overlap between the draws from each MCMC chain show that three parallel
chains converged to the same range of values of the parameter space despite starting at dispersed
values, suggesting that convergence was achieved. Chain convergence was further conﬁrmed via
the Gelman's and Geweke's tests (Cowles and Carlin, 1996). Furthermore, the quality of chain
mixing was assessed through auto-correlation plots, which are presented in Figures 4.15 and 4.14.
For most cases, and in both ISA and MBE methods, these plots show very weak correlation
between sequential MCMC draws of catch-at-age lagged by more than 25 draws, and therefore it
seems reasonable to assume that those draws are independent random samples from the posterior
distribution.
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Figure 4.11: Posterior densities of relative bias produced under the ISA model in the second simulation analysis
for: (a) numbers at age in starting year (b) exploitation pattern at age; (c) yearly recruitment; (d) ) annual ﬁshing
mortality rate; (e) Catchability at age of Spanish survey; (f) Catchability at age of Portuguese spring survey; (g)
Catchability at age of Portuguese fall survey.
Estimates of catch numbers at age from each of the three methods being compared are
presented in Figure 4.16. Results show that, in general, the three methods fail to provide identical
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Figure 4.12: Traceplots of posterior draws of catch-at-age for a subset of years under analysis obtained from the
application of the ISA approach to a set of real data. Posterior draws were simulated from MCMC runs with three
parallel chains (represented by lines of diﬀerent colors) starting from overdispersed parameter values.
accounts of the age structure of the catch across the years. Still, there were several cases, mostly
involving estimates of catch at older ages (in years 2000-2002, 2005 and 2007), where estimates
from the three methods were coherent. Next, for clarity, results are compared by taking the ISA
approach as the contrast method.
Comparing the posterior estimates from the ISA and MBE approaches, the frequent, and
sometimes substantial, overlapping between their 95% credible intervals suggest a level of aggree-
ment between these two methods (Fig. 4.16). However, many of their posterior medians express
highest posterior probabilities for diﬀerent levels of catch-at-age. Furthermore, several MBE es-
timates were signiﬁcantly divergent from the ISA estimates (e.g. CMBE1999;3, C
MBE
2004;2 and C
MBE
2006;2),
reﬂecting strong discrepancies between the two approaches. As seen in the simulation study (Sec-
tion 4.3.1), lack of consistency between MBE and ISA is most likely related to inconsistencies
between the data available from the AIS stock and the model components used by the MBE
approach. More precisely, the absence of random samples of ages to ﬁt the proportions-at-age
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Figure 4.13: Traceplots of posterior draws of catch-at-age for a subset of years under analysis obtained from the
application of the MBE approach to a set of real data. Posterior draws were simulated from MCMC runs with three
parallel chains (represented by lines of diﬀerent colors) starting from overdispersed parameter values.
model may be the main reason behind such discrepancies. Regarding the width of the 95% credi-
ble intervals, there are no systematic diﬀerences between the ISA and MBE approaches, therefore
both expressing similar levels of uncertainty about estimates of catch-at-age.
In comparison with the ISA estimates, DBE estimates of catch-at-age persistently indicate
higher catches at age 0 across the years, with the respective 95% conﬁdence intervals often
covering ranges of values that are distant from the corresponding ISA posterior estimates (Fig.
4.16). In addition, there are frequent discrepancies between ISA and DBE approaches on estimates
of catch at age 2 (e.g. years 2000 and 2003) and age 3 (e.g. years 1998 and 2001). Yet, in
years 2006 and 2008, estimates from both these approaches show substantial agreement, with
point estimates and 95% intervals expressing the very similar values of catch numbers at age.
Regarding the precision of the estimates, the DBE's 95% conﬁdence intervals of catch-at-age
are in general narrower than the ISA's 95% posterior probability intervals, which could suggest
that the DBE's method provides more precise estimates than the ISA approach. However, as it
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Figure 4.14: Barplots displaying autocorrelations between sequential posterior draws of catch-at-age from one of
the MCMC chains (after burn-in and thinning period) computed from the application of the ISA approach to a real
data set, for a subset of years under analysis.
was demonstrated in the simulation study, higher precision of DBE estimates is not necessarily
paired with high estimation accuracy. Thus, it is possible that the DBE method overestimates the
precision of catch-at-age estimates, therefore providing unsuitable measures of uncertainty about
these estimates.
The duality of results between the ISA and the DBE methods, where in most years there
were signiﬁcant diﬀerences in estimates of catch-at-age while in a few other years there was
overall concordance, may be explained by the inability of the DBE approach to deal with substantial
correlations between ages of ﬁsh caught in the same trip. Plots in Figure 4.17 present the posterior
draws and respective autocorrelation and probability density of ISA's parameter , which quantiﬁes
the overall strength of the within-trip age correlation in the CAR random eﬀects model (Eqn.
(3.10)). With a posterior median of 0.97, and 95% credible interval of (0.96, 0.98), the estimated
probability of parameter  suggests the existence of strong age-dependencies between ﬁsh caught
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Figure 4.15: Barplots displaying autocorrelations between sequential posterior draws of catch-at-age from one of
the MCMC chains (after burn-in and thinning period) computed from the application of the MBE approach to a
real data set, for a subset of years under analysis.
in the same trip3. As described in Section 4.2.2, the DBE's estimation process starts by raising
the length distributions from sample level to trip level based on the weight of the catch of sardine
in the respective trip. Trip length distributions are then combined and raised to produce the catch
numbers at length which are subsequently transformed to catch-at-age using the age-length-keys.
Thus, the DBE method assumes that length frequency data are random samples from the whole
catch, and the relative importance of a given length sample on the ﬁshery-level estimates is
proportional to the weight caught in the respective trip. However, as the high value of  indicates,
trips do not represent random samples of the catch, and samples with askew length distributions
can be over-represented in the estimation process. To help illustrating how this issue might have
aﬀected the DBE's estimates of catch-at-age, plots in Figure 4.18 show the length samples and
catch in weight from trips collected in 2000 and 2006, two years with contrasting comparisons
3According to Thomas et al. (2004), values of  near the upper bound, in this case 1, indicate reasonable
correlation between random eﬀects
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Figure 4.16: Point-range plots displaying point estimates and ranges of most plausible values of catch-at-age
obtained from the application of MBE, ISA and DBE approaches to a set of real data. For the MBE and ISA
methods, vertical segments represent the 95% posterior probability intervals of catch-at-age, while dots present
the corresponding posterior median. For the DBE approach, segments and points represent, respectively, the 95%
conﬁdence intervals and point estimates of catch-at-age.
between ISA's and DBE's results. Length frequencies collected during 2000 show what could be
the typical patterns emerging from a within-trip age correlation eﬀect, where the diﬀerent trips
present length distributions with varying ranges of values. In particular, there are several trips whose
length frequencies range between around 11cm-15cm which, according to the posterior estimates
of length-given-age from ISA's results, are likely to correspond to ﬁsh of age 0 (posterior median of
the expected length at age 0 = 12.8cm; at age 1 = 16.3cm). Thus, since the trips originating these
samples had total catches within that year's average, their length distributions were preponderant
in the estimation process. This could therefore lead to the overestimation of age 0 in the catch-at-
age of year 2000, which explains the discrepancy between ISA and DBE methods in their estimates
catch at age 0 (Fig. 4.16). In contrast, there was small variability amongst the range of values
covered by length frequency samples from trips in year 2006, suggesting a weak within-trip age
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Figure 4.17: MCMC outputs for trip-eﬀect parameter  from the application of the ISA approach to a real a data
set. The left-hand panel displays the traceplot of posterior draws of  from 3 parallel chains (represented by diﬀerent
colors) with diﬀerent starting values. The middle panel shows the corresponding autocorrelation plots, while the
right-hand panel displays the corresponding marginal posterior densities (thick black line), posterior medians (thin
black vertical line) and the 2.5% and 97.5% posterior quantiles (dashed black lines). Both autocorrelation plots and
posterior density plots were computed from one single MCMC chain, after burn-in and thinning periods were applied.
correlation eﬀect. In this case, length data are likely to represent random samples from the whole
catch, and hence the DBE's method was able to produce catch-at-age estimates similar to those
provided by the ISA approach, as seen in Figure 4.16.
4.4 Discussion
The main goal of the analysis presented in this chapter was to compare three diﬀerent approaches
for the estimation of catch numbers at age, which are widely used in ﬁsheries stock assessments
to ﬁt age-structured population dynamics models. Thus, a design-based approach (DBE) and
two model-based approaches (MBE and ISA) were applied to obtain catch-at-age estimates in
two separate studies, one based on simulated data and the other using a set of real data. The
simulation study was composed by two diﬀerent analyses: (i) based on a data-generating model
structurally similar to the the ISA method, and (ii) based on a modiﬁed data-generating model
comprising a contrasting logistic-type growth curve, i.e. with simulation conditions unfavourable
to the ISA approach. The set of real data was constrained to catch data collected from a particular
region and trimester of the AIS ﬁshery to assure compliance with the assumptions of seasonal and
regional homogeneity taken under the data-generating model.
In short, results showed that, at least for the case of the AIS stock, estimates of catch-
at-age were not consistent across methods, suggesting that discrepancies between methods could
be caused by limitations in models/estimators in coping with the type of data available from the
ﬁshery. Furthermore, the study also demonstrates the relevance of the growth model underpinning
the length-given-age relationship in the ISA and the MBE approaches, and how failing to specify
it correctly can lead to substantially biased estimates of catch-at-age (and subsequently of stock
dynamics parameters).
Catch-at-age estimates obtained from the DBE approach, which represents the method
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Figure 4.18: Total catches in weight and length frequency samples from a subset of ﬁshing trips selected for sampling
in one region of the AIS ﬁshery during the third trimester of years 2000 and 2006.
currently used in the assessment of the AIS stock (Jardim et al., 2004), demonstrated relative
success in both simulation analyses. Point estimates followed the overall pattern set by true values
(i.e. the catch-at-age under the simulated population), with estimates from the diﬀerent simulated
data sets located either above or below the true values, but with no systematic bias over the years.
However, the high precision of DBE's estimates was found to hinder the estimation method, as
most of the extremely narrow estimated conﬁdence intervals failed to comprise the true values.
Thus, results from the simulation study suggested that the DBE approach tends to underestimate
the uncertainty of catch-at-age estimates, which ultimately can have undesirable eﬀects in the
stock assessment, as discussed below. However, the simulation study also revealed the robustness
of the DBE method to the growth pattern underlying the modeled population, as its estimation
performance did not change substantially over the two simulation analysis with contrasting growth
models.
Furthermore, the performance of the DBE method appeared less successful when applied
to real data, with estimated catch-at-age often distant from estimates produced by the other two
used approaches. The impairment in DBE's performance with real data is most likely related to the
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presence of a strong within-trip correlation between ages, and therefore in sizes, of ﬁsh caught in
the AIS ﬁshery, as indicated by results from the ISA approach. The DBE's approach relies on the
assumption that data collected from trips represent random samples from the whole catch in the
particular area of the ﬁshery and during the trimester considered for the analysis. Consequently,
the DBE method lacks the appropriate mathematical tools to address catch samples containing
clusters of ﬁsh of contiguous ages, with results giving strong evidence that the method produces
biased catch-at-age estimates when these samples are frequent in the data set. In addition, the
within-trip correlation in ages may have also led to the overestimation of the precision of DBE
estimates. As noted by Aanes and Pennington (2003), in these cases, the eﬀective sample size is
much smaller than the number of ﬁsh sampled, and thus the uncertainty is larger than would be
apparent under the assumption of independence between ﬁsh.
The MBE approach applied in the present study, also known as the COSTmbe method,
is a Bayesian hierarchical modelling framework initially developed to produce catch estimates of
the northeast Atlantic cod stock, while assuring that the uncertainty about those estimates was
properly quantiﬁed (Hirst et al., 2004, 2005). Results from the application of the MBE approach
to (simulated and real) catch data of the AIS stock raised doubts about whether the method is
appropriate for types of data other than those available from the Atlantic cod stock. The key
component of the MBE's approach is a proportion-at-age model (Eqn. (4.11)) that converts
total catch in numbers to catch numbers-at-age. The parameters governing the proportion-at-
age model are ﬁtted using age frequency data, which are obtained from random age samples or,
for trips where these are unavailable, calculated from an age-given-length model using random
length samples and length-stratiﬁed age samples. The simulation analysis demonstrated that
the performance of the MBE approach is substantially aﬀected by the absence of random age
samples, as in the case of the AIS ﬁshery, and that length frequencies and age-given-length data
alone do not provide enough information for the accurate estimation of proportion at age in the
catch. Without dedicated likelihood components for length-frequency data or age-given-length
data, results suggest that this approach depends on age distributions in trips to provide unbiased
estimates of proportions-at-age parameters, which will anchor the whole estimation process and
subsequently improve the accuracy of catch-at-age estimates. Results from the simulation study
also demonstrated the sensitivity of the MBE approach to the misspeciﬁcation of growth, where
the bias in catch-at-age estimates was aggravated when it was ﬁtted to data generated under a
growth curve considerably diﬀerent to its assumed log-linear growth. The limitations of the MBE
approach in using data available from the AIS stock may well explain the results obtained in the
second part of the study, when it was applied to a set of real data. In this case, MBE's posterior
estimates expressed higher probabilities for levels of catch-at-age that were diﬀerent from those
obtained from the ISA approach, thus conveying slightly diﬀerent trends in the age distribution of
the catch over the years.
Thus, both DBE and MBE approaches showed limitations in the estimation of catch-at-age
from the data available from the AIS stock. As noted in Chapter 2, catch-at-age estimates are
traditionally used together with auxiliary information (e.g. survey data) to ﬁt age-structured stock
assessment models (e.g. the statistical catch-at-age model, SCA) in order to obtain estimates of
past and current states of the stock, as well as to investigate historic trends of key population
dynamics features such as recruitment and average annual ﬁshing mortality (e.g. Fy ). The
uncertainty about catch-at-age estimates can be taken into account in the stock assessment
process via an observation model identical to the one deﬁned in Equation (2.12), in which the
term ﬀ2C (i.e. the variance of log(catch)-at-age) is replaced with terms ﬀ
2
yaC
with values ﬁxed to
the estimated variances of catch-at-age estimates.
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Fitting a SCA model using biased estimates of catch-at-age such as those found under the
MBE approach would therefore provide inaccurate measures of the impacts of ﬁsheries in the age
structure of the population over time. Bias would then be propagated to estimates of population
dynamics parameters, causing the inaccurate assessment of the stock, incorrect predictions about
future states of the stock and, ultimately, the provision of erroneous scientiﬁc advice to ﬁshery
managers. Furthermore, the overestimation of the precision in catch-at-age estimates from the
DBE method would result in overprecise estimates of population dynamics parameters, which would
contribute to undesirable overconﬁdence about stock assessment outputs. In other words, the level
of knowledge about the stock and its dynamics would not be conveyed accurately by the stock
assessment. For stock management purposes, the underestimation of uncertainty in population
dynamics parameters would cause managers to base their decisions on ranges of plausible values
for stock status that are too narrow and at risk of missing the true underlying state of the stock.
In addition, when used to express potential outcomes under diﬀerent management options, the
incomplete quantiﬁcation of uncertainty could lead to management decisions where probabilities
of eventual real outcomes are represented inadequately. As discussed in Sections 1.2.5 and 1.3.2,
the proper understanding and quantiﬁcation of uncertainty in stock assessments and its integration
in management decisions is vital for the success of ﬁsheries management. In fact, following the
FAO's code of conduct for Responsible Fisheries (FAO, 1995), the provision of scientiﬁc advice
with associated uncertainty is a standard requirement for an increasing number of management
institutions (Patterson et al., 2001).
The present study also highlights the vital role of the growth model describing the length-
given-age relationship in the ISA approach. As described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, the length-
given-age relationship is involved in the observation models for length frequencies and age-given-
length data, which constitute the core of the catch sampling data in the AIS stock. Results from
the second simulation study showed that misspecifying the growth curve governing the expected
length-given-age (i.e. confronting the Cerrato's growth curve assumed under the ISA model
against the Richards growth curve under the data-generating model) resulted in strongly biased
ISA's estimates of catch-at-age resultant from large biases in several estimates of stock dynamics
parameters. While, in a real data scenario, such signiﬁcant level of estimation inaccuracy due to
model misspeciﬁcation would be detectable through model checking techniques (e.g. predictive
model checking), this study proves the importance of specifying an adequate model for growth
under the ISA framework. In the AIS stock case, studies such Silva et al. (2008) have demonstrated
that the Von Bertallanfy growth curve and derivatives, such as the Cerrato's model, are perfectly
adequate for describing the growth of the Iberian Sardine.
Therefore, results show that, if the growth model is adequately speciﬁed, the ISA approach is
able to produce unbiased estimates of catch-at-age and stock dynamics parameters. In comparison
with the model presented in Chapter 3, the ISA approach was upgraded with the incorporation
of the within-trip correlations between ages of caught ﬁsh. In Chapter 3, age-given-length data
were assumed as random samples from the whole catch. This is an unrealistic assumption since,
similarly to length frequency data, age-given-length samples are also collected from ﬁshing trips.
Results presented here suggest that the increase in model complexity was inexpensive in terms
of estimation performance, and the upgraded ISA model should therefore produce more realistic
estimates while also improving the evaluation of uncertainty in the overall estimation process.
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Chapter 5
General Discussion
5.1 Introduction
When trying to estimate population parameters describing historical trends of abundance and
growth of a ﬁsh stock, scientists are faced with uncertainties inherent to the natural complexity
and variability of ﬁsheries systems. In fact, even if a ﬁshery had unlimited funds to invest in data
collection, model development and state-of-the-art computational resources, no stock assessment
model would be able to capture the true complexity of the system. Therefore, uncertainties
in ﬁsheries, which can emerge from diﬀerent sources (e.g. observation errors, model uncertainty,
process errors, etc), need to be accounted by the stock assessment models so that outputs express
the realistic level of knowledge about the population processes driving the ﬁshery.
Yet, ﬁsheries modellers need to be cautious when incorporating uncertainty in their modelling,
as the amount and quality of the available data may not be enough to enable the models to
distinguish the noise (i.e. uncertainty) from the signal (i.e. population processes), leading to
estimation diﬃculties and eventually estimates that are too vague to provide useful information to
managers. Thus, in order to meet its role of advising ﬁsheries managers, stock assessments must
provide stock estimates that are not only unbiased, but that also convey the uncertainty about
the actual status of the ﬁshery as accurately as possible while still being informative. This is vital
for the implementation of a precautionary approach to ﬁsheries management, allowing decision
makers to compare eﬀectively the impact of potential management actions given diﬀerent, but
plausible scenarios of stock status.
The overall aim of this PhD project was to contribute improvements in the quantiﬁcation
and incorporation of uncertainties in ﬁsheries in stock assessment models. In particular, the core of
the developed work was focused on accounting for uncertainty associated with sampling variability
of data collected from catches. The scale and eﬃciency of commercial ﬁshing activities far exceeds
those of research surveys, and hence ﬁshery data usually provide the bulk of information about
a stock. However, ﬁsheries are typically composed by large numbers of vessels operating over
the entire distribution of the target population, and thus it is often only possible to sample small
proportion of the total catch. Furthermore, individual ﬁshers cannot be simply treated as random
samplers of the caught fraction of the population, as they target ﬁshing hot spots where it is more
likely to catch higher valued ﬁsh for less ﬁshing eﬀort. Therefore, modelling the process by which
observations from catch sampling arise given the status of stock forms one of the key elements
of stock assessment models, thence constituting one of the main components of uncertainty in
ﬁsheries modelling.
The work carried out in this study was developed based on the stock features (and data
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available) of the Atlanto-Iberian sardine (AIS) stock. The AIS forms one of the main industrial
ﬁsheries in Europe, with great socioeconomic and political relevance for Portuguese and Spanish
societies. The stock dynamics were modelled through a statistical catch-at-age (SCA) model,
which provides a ﬂexible modelling framework naturally suited for relating age-structured stock
dynamics processes to observed data, while allowing for the incorporation of uncertainties from
diﬀerent elements of the ﬁshery (such as observation processes).
In this chapter, the main ﬁndings from each analysis are summarised and discussed, before the
potential of the developed modelling framework is situated in the current and future landscapes
of research in ﬁsheries stock assessment. Possible areas of further advances in the developed
framework are also identiﬁed and discussed here.
5.2 Frequentist versus Bayesian stock assessment
The main goal of the analysis presented in Chapter 2 was to compare two distinct statistical
inference paradigms, the frequentist and the Bayesian approaches, in the estimation of stock
parameters and associated uncertainty in a SCA model developed for the AIS ﬁshery.
For the purpose of the comparison presented in Chapter 2, the SCA model only considers
uncertainty in the observation process, assuming that deviations between model predictions and
observations of catch-at-age data and indices of abundance are caused by measurement error.
Under the frequentist approach, the SCA model was ﬁtted using maximum likelihood, and estimates
of uncertainty about point estimates were calculated via the delta method. For the Bayesian
approach, the MCMC sampling techniques were used to derive the posterior distribution of the
parameters of interest, which express in probabilistic terms the most likely range of values for the
parameters of interest.
Results showed minor diﬀerences between estimates produced under each approach. This
reﬂects the reliance of both techniques on the likelihood function, which assesses how likely a
particular set of parameter values is, given the observed data. In particular, by choosing very vague
priors, the obtained posterior distribution was mainly driven by the shape of likelihood function.
As a result, the posterior median and the 95% posterior intervals were very close to the likelihood
maximizer and the 95% conﬁdence intervals produced under the frequentist approach. Thus, in
light of the outcomes from the present study, it could be argued that little would be gained by
using the Bayesian approach in this context.
These results counter the position of Nielsen and Lewy (2002) who, under similar modelling
assumptions, found that less-biased outcomes and better estimates of uncertainty came from their
Bayesian approach to an age-structured population model, compared to frequentist. The contrast
between the two studies may be explained by diﬀerences in the nature of the data or due to
discrepancies in population dynamics processes from two distinct species.
The fundamental conceptual diﬀerence between the two inferential paradigms is centred in
the way probability is perceived. Frequentist inference generally deﬁnes probability as the limit of
an event's relative frequencies obtained from repeating a large number of identical and random
trials. Bayesian inference, on the other hand, considers probability as a measure of plausibility,
i.e. that probability quantiﬁes the degree of uncertainty about an event given the current available
knowledge and information, which can subsequently be updated upon the acquisition of new data.
The advantages and objections to the application of each of the two inferential paradigms have
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been thoroughly debated in literature (e.g. Efron, 1986; Schweder, 1998; Patterson et al., 2001;
Kinas and Andrade, 2007; Gelman, 2008).
For ﬁsheries assessment and management purposes, a major strength of the Bayesian ap-
proach is its versatility to incorporate pre-existing information (from similar stocks or from experts)
about the parameters of interest to improve the accuracy of estimates, but also allowing for the
data to drive the estimation process if such external information is not available. The possibility
of including of expert knowledge in Bayesian analysis is particularly important if scientists consider
that ﬁshers have reliable information that should be incorporated in the analysis and subsequently
improve the quality of the assessment. As mentioned in Chapter 1, it has become clear within the
ﬁsheries science community that the eﬀectiveness of ﬁsheries conservation depends on the active
participation of the ﬁshery industry in the assessment and management processes (Caddy, 1999;
Salas and Gaertner, 2004). In this context, techniques such as Bayesian expert elicitation (see e.g.
Genest and Zidek, 1986; Albert et al., 2012) provide a reasoned framework for the speciﬁcation
of prior distributions. In addition, the suitability of the Bayesian approach to stock assessment is
also patent in its ﬂexibility in the application of a wide range of models (e.g. hierarchical models
and missing data problems), as well as in its inherent ability to perform decision analysis. Bayesian
decision analyses allow the comparison and choice among alternative management actions given
the current state of the stock, while accounting for the full range of uncertainty (Punt and Hilborn,
1997).
Although increasing in popularity, there are common implementation diﬃculties that have
obstructed the general application of Bayesian stock assessments in global ﬁsheries. One main
concern is the complexity and computational demand that is involved in the use of high-dimensional
probability models. This perception is somewhat unjustiﬁed given the generally available tools,
such as WinBUGS, that oﬀer user-friendly platforms to sidestep many of the technical intricacies
required to obtain posterior distributions. However, the application of Bayesian approaches still
requires some level of expertise, which currently appears to be scarcely available to most ﬁsheries
agencies.
A second major, and controversial, objection to Bayesian analysis is the subjectivity inherent
to the process of prior speciﬁcation. This can be overcome with the careful speciﬁcation and
explanation of the choices for priors as well as the application of sensitivity analysis to diﬀerent prior
speciﬁcations. Bayesian advocates defend that probabilities are always a consequence of available
information and not some arbitrary quantiﬁcation, and that scientiﬁc judgement is necessary when
deciding on priors as much as it is necessary to decide on data models (i.e. likelihoods). It is worth
reiterating that whenever a large amount of data is available, the priors will lose their relevance in
the posterior distribution, meaning Bayesian and frequentist inference will give very similar answers.
Thus, once the pros and cons of each inferential paradigm with respect to the delineated
goals were considered, the Bayesian approach was regarded as the inferential method of choice
to implement the models developed in the course of the PhD. Speciﬁcally, the main goal of
developing a coherent stock assessment modelling framework for the expression of uncertainty in
the observation process, and the intrinsic hierarchical structure of sampling and stock processes
at hand, lend themselves to the adoption of a Bayesian approach.
In addition to the primary goal of comparing modelling paradigms, being the more general
aspect of the modelling, there were secondary ﬁndings. Much was learnt about the features of
the population under study and a variety of interesting features speciﬁc to the stock and available
data were noted during the modelling process. Additionally, a comparison was made between the
SCA model and the model currently used in ICES for the assessment of the stock. Similar results
were seen for the two stock assessment models, indicating that the SCA model provides a reliable
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platform for the modelling developments carried in the subsequent stages of the PhD project.
5.3 Proposing an integrated approach to stock assessment
The major developmental work produced in the course of the PhD project is presented in Chapter
3, where an integrated approach for the Bayesian estimation of stock dynamics parameters from
data actually observed (i.e. raw data) from catch sampling is proposed and analysed. The pro-
posed approach, designated as integrated stock assessment (ISA) model, is deﬁned by a statistical
description of the sampling process leading to actual observation of the stock, where stock param-
eters are estimated simultaneously with individual-level and sampling -related parameters. The ISA
approach oﬀers a strong alternative to the traditional two-step process used in stock assessment.
There, stock parameters are estimated by ﬁtting the dynamics models to observations" of catch
numbers at age, previously estimated from raw data in a separate design-based or model-based
method.
There were a number of speciﬁc ﬁndings, which are brieﬂy reiterated here:
(i) The ISA model worked well with respect to population dynamics. The model correctly
captured temporal trends, with little bias in evidence;
(ii) There were indications that, within this context, other growth models should be trialled;
(iii) It was clear that within-trip correlations are important and ignoring these would likely have
substantive impacts on the ability to get good estimates of precision. This is likely to be ob-
served in other ﬁsheries. Notably, the results indicate the ISA model correctly accommodates
this;
(iv) Convergence for the ISA was tricky in this context, and probably will be for other case
studies. In particular, the ﬁtting of models was time consuming using current standard
computer resources and WinBUGS. While there are practical settings where this is too long,
such as assessment working groups, this would be acceptable for many uses in its current
form. As a computation limitation, there are various avenues for speeding this which are
examined in Section 5.5.
Results from ﬁtting the ISA model to simulated and real data showed that the developed
framework was able to provide reliable and accurate estimates of stock assessment parameters
and associated uncertainty. Thus, the ISA approach developed here is a solid initial step towards a
statistical framework capable of modelling the main underlying processes linking ﬁeld sampling to
stock parameters, while propagating the uncertainty in those processes to the population dynamics
estimates. However, the main disadvantage of the proposed ISA model is its computational
requirements, which can hinder its broader use and further development.
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5.4 Comparison between catch at age estimation methods
In Chapter 4, the developed ISA approach was compared with two other approaches of catch-at-age
estimation, a design-based approach (DBE) and a model-based approach (MBE). Results showed
inconsistencies in estimates of catch-at-age across the compared methods, with discrepancies
explained by limitations in methods in coping with types of data available from the AIS ﬁshery.
The DBE approach is currently used in AIS stock and appeared to work well in the simulation
study in terms of bias, whereas for the real data there were indications of bias. The DBE gave
notably poor results in terms of precision for the simulation, with results suggesting that the method
overestimates the uncertainty about the estimates of catch-at-age. This appeared to be the case
for the real data also, therefore raising concerns on how the underestimation of uncertainty in
catch-at-age can have a negative impact on the management of the stock. Management decisions
will be made in light of the range of probable stock sizes, and if the precision presented is overly
optimistic, decisions are likely to be made expecting the stock to be larger than it is. For example,
levels near collapse may not be deemed appropriately probable. In addition, the application of
the DBE to real data also highlighted the inability of this approach to cope with the presence
of strong within-trip correlation between ages, leading to the production of biased estimates of
catch-at-age.
The MBE also appears to produce biased results, likely linked to the lack of a dedicated
model to age-given-length data, which constitute a major part of catch data sampled from AIS
stock. Furthermore, the absence of random samples of age from the AIS ﬁshery was also pointed
as an important contributor for the bias found in MBE estimates of catch-at-age.
With regards to the ISA approach, results from the simulation study alerted for the con-
sequences of misspecifying the growth model underlying the length-given-age relationship. The
estimation performance of the ISA model was seriously compromised when applied to data gen-
erated under a diﬀerent (and somewhat unrealistic) growth pattern, producing strongly biased
estimates of stock dynamics parameters, and consequently inaccurate estimates of catch-at-age.
Thus, this analysis brought forward the pivotal role of the growth model in the ISA approach, and
how vital its correct speciﬁcation is.
These analyses raise the issue of ﬁtting stock assessment models with biased estimates
of catch at age and associated uncertainty and its potential serious impact on the sustainable
management of the ﬁsheries. Erroneous stock assessments will lead to management decisions
based on unrealistic states of the stock, which can result in undesirable consequences to the
stock's health. For instance, managers may obliviously maintain unsustainable levels of ﬁshing
pressure if a stock assessment fails to detect signs of stock decline.
Also importantly, results demonstrated that for the particular case of this AIS stock data,
and dependent on growth being appropriately speciﬁed, the ISA approach clearly outperforms the
other two approaches. The analysis suggested that the ISA method was able to provide unbiased
estimates of catch-at-age with better measures of associated uncertainty.
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5.5 Future improvements towards the application of ISA in a full AIS
stock assessment analysis
In its current state of development, the ISA framework described, implemented and discussed in
this thesis has only been applied to a sub-area of the sardine ﬁshery, and it is still tied to several
unrealistic temporal assumptions about relevant population features (e.g. constant growth over
time). In order to be considered as a serious alternative method to thr AMCI model (Skagen,
2004) currently used in the assessment of the AIS stock, the ISA model needs to be extended to
accommodate more realistic assumptions of spatial and seasonal characteristics of the population
and ﬁshery processes. One other key aspect for taking the ISA approach as a contender for a full
stock assessment would be the speed at which it can produce results. Stock assessment workshops
often require re-running the estimation process to test competing assumptions about the stock,
and therefore ﬁtting the model within reasonable time frames is highly desirable.
Therefore, the key points of improvement required for a full stock assessment implemen-
tation of the ISA approach can be organised into four main steps, within which speciﬁc areas of
development are suggested:
(i) Expansion on the spatial scale. Extending the ISA approach to the whole area of the stock
would require the incorporation of spatial components in the models composing the ISA
approach. A natural expansion to account for spatial variability would be to expand the
current model to an area-based stock dynamics model. However, the current lack of move-
ment data from the Iberian sardine would jeopardise the successful implementation of such
area-based model. An alternative approach is the incorporation of region eﬀects in the
observational models under a hierarchical modeling framework. Regional features in the ob-
served data would therefore be modelled as systematic deviations from the whole population,
with region-level variability being properly accounted and propagated to the stock dynamics
model. For example, the integration of a region eﬀect (delimited e.g. by ICES subdivisions)
to account for spatial variability on the growth of caught ﬁsh and in the age composition of
the catches would be amongst the ﬁrst improvements to take place.
(ii) Expansion on the temporal scale. A natural extension of the ISA model at the temporal
level would be the implementation of a quarterly-based stock dynamics model. That would
allow the approach to account for seasonal variability in biological features such as growth,
weight and age composition, while also providing ﬁner-scale descriptions of ﬁshery-related
parameters (e.g. ﬁshing mortality).
(iii) Accounting for other sources of uncertainty. While the current version of ISA thoroughly
addresses the uncertainty associated with the catch sampling process (i.e. sampling error),
expanding the ISA model to incorporate additional sources of uncertainty would provide
an important step towards a more realistic model. Thus, future developments of the ISA
model should try to incorporate relevant components of process error in the stock population
dynamics model, such as expressing the uncertainty about the natural mortality parameter
(currently assumed as known). The characteristic erratic nature of recruitment in the AIS
population could also be addressed by deﬁning the recruitment parameter as a stochastic
function of the spawning fraction of the population.
(iv) Improving computational limitations. There are a number of obvious approaches to increas-
ing the eﬃciency and speed in ﬁtting these models. In terms of software, there are a number
of alternatives and development is ongoing - namely, PyMC and ADMB. Alternatively, one
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can also custom-code an MCMC algorithm for the problem at hand. At a more ﬁne-scale
technical level, reparameterisations may be possible to increase convergence speeds, while
MCMC techniques of block updating could also be employed.
Most importantly, the implementation of each one the expansions proposed above in steps
(i), (ii) and (iii) should be carefully assessed through adequate model checking techniques. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.7.6, posterior predictive model checking (Gelman et al., 2004) provides an ideal
framework for model checking in Bayesian analysis. As results obtained in the simulation analysis
carried out in Chapter 4 demonstrated, model misspeciﬁcation can have an extremely damaging
impact in the estimation accuracy of the ISA model. Therefore, appropriate test quantities should
be extensively explored to detect any potential misﬁt between the developing model and the data.
Therefore, if the main improvements proposed here are successfully implemented, the ISA
model will provide a uniﬁed modelling approach, where estimates of stock assessment parameters
relevant to the ﬁshery's management will encapsulate the spatio-temporal nature of the population,
while also expressing the main sources of uncertainty inherent to the system. This is of most
importance given the well described spatio-temporal heterogeneities found in the AIS stock (as
discussed in Section 3.7.6), therefore addressing many of the limitations of the currently applied
AMCI model - a classical year-based, non-spatial, two-stage statistical catch-at-age model.
5.6 Placing of the ISA framework within the current ﬁeld of stock
assessment
Full knowledge about many key ﬁsheries parameters is often scarce and therefore the appropri-
ate quantiﬁcation and incorporation of uncertainty in ﬁsheries assessment and management is
fundamental for the sustainability of ﬁsheries. Yet, despite ﬁsheries history showing that underes-
timating uncertainty can have a lasting damage to the credibility of ﬁsheries science, routine use
of quantitative and qualitative tools to address uncertainty in ﬁsheries science in a systematic way
is still lacking (Dankel et al., 2012).
Virtual population analysis (VPA) and extended survivor analysis (XSA) are the predominant
stock assessment methods in modern ﬁsheries management. However these have a marked short-
coming, being the unrealistic quantiﬁcation of uncertainty. Both these methods assume catches
are known quantities with no error. Also, despite being simple and easy to deal with, these meth-
ods fail to consider other sources of information, such as eﬀort data, abundance from surveys,
spawner-recruit relationships etc.
The assumption of error-free catch data is clearly violated in any real ﬁshery and as a result,
VPA-/XSA-based methods may give misleading results. Clearly this is an important source of
uncertainty being ignored which, as is always the case with ignoring sources of variability, leads to
an overstatement of precision in e.g. stock sizes. This leads to an underestimation of the likelihood
of large or small stock sizes, regardless of whether the estimates themselves are unbiased or not.
Consider a management scenario, where a set of probable stock sizes selected to convey
the uncertainty over a stock size estimate are used to derive a biological reference point (BRP)
such as maximum sustainable yield. The set of stock sizes might be selected to represent the
10th, 50th and 90th percentiles from a distribution representing the uncertainty about a stock size
estimate. If these points are based on over-estimates of precision, the deemed conservative 10th
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percentile is not as conservative as intended. For the same reasons, the likelihood of critically low
stock sizes will be understated, increasing the possibility of management decisions that would lead
to stock collapse.
The ISA method presented here has the potential to overcome these problems and fulﬁl
some of further desirable properties of stock assessment methods identiﬁed by ﬁsheries scientists.
In light of this, the ISA method would be a good candidate for widespread use, subject to practical
issues in its implementation. Some impediments and criticisms are considered here, which can
be described in three main categories: those largely related to infrastructure, technical issues and
broader philosophical issues surrounding models.
While the model might be applied in many well-resourced ﬁsheries, there are basic data and
expertise requirements for its implementation, which may be unavailable for a poorly resourced
ﬁshery. This is an impediment common to many such stock assessment models, e.g. the data
requirements for VPA are similar to ISA. However, there is additional complexity in the modelling
and estimation of the ISA, for which there is a smaller pool of expertise. Furthermore, the
computational burden for ISA might also still be seen as an hindrance but, as indicated in Section
5.5, there are a number of eﬃciencies/approaches in software, hardware and model speciﬁcation
that can be explored.
The ISA approach is clearly more complex than most stock assessment models currently in
use and there are justiﬁable reservations about increasingly complex models for stock assessment
(Cotter and Buckland, 2004). The complexity of the models can make them diﬃcult to explain
to all stake-holders, leading to a level of distrust in the results. The complexity can also make it
diﬃcult for the model developers themselves to ensure correctness - an issue which is even more
pronounced in terms of external review and quality assurance.
Overall, these potential impediments to adopting the ISA approach more widely appear
surmountable, and there are a number of beneﬁts in doing so. As well as the beneﬁts of the ISA
approach already outlined, there are major developmental trends in ﬁsheries assessment within
which the ISA approach would ﬁt comfortably. For example, much eﬀort has been put into
modelling of the spatial components of both ﬁsh populations and their ﬁshers; the ISA model has
the potential to incorporate spatial structure.
Based on the results obtained for the analyses applied and described in this thesis, it is
safe to suggest that the integrated modelling framework developed during this PhD can provide
an important contribution to the improvement in the evaluation of uncertainty in ﬁsheries stock
assessments.
Appendix A
Models for data simulation
A.1 Data-generating model for Chapter 3
A.1.1 Simulation of population processes
Using the set of equations (3.1)-(3.3) deﬁning the age-structured population dynamics model,
population processes were simulated for a total of Y = 10 years. Thus, starting from known
numbers at age in the initial year (N1a) and annual recruitments (Ny0), population size at age
in each year (Nya) was simulated using known annual ﬁshing rates (fy ), ﬁshing age-selectivities
(sa) and natural mortality (M). Values for parameters N1a and sa were ﬁxed to the median of
the corresponding conditional posterior distributions obtained in the previous chapter (Table 3.2).
In the absence of published work regarding stock-recruitment relationships for the Iberian sardine,
the annual recruitments Ry were generated by drawing samples from a log-normal distribution
with mean based on the average recruitment estimated in the previous chapter and variance
corresponding to CV[Ny0] = 10% (Table 3.2). Similarly, annual ﬁshing mortalities were generated
by drawing samples from a log-normal distribution with mean equal to the logarithm of the average
ﬁshing mortality obtained in the previous analysis and variance corresponding to CV[fy ] = 10%.
Next, the yearly catch numbers at age (Cya) are calculated for the simulated population through
the Baranov catch equation (3.4).
A.1.2 Simulation of biological catch data at individual level
Data collected from biological sampling was simulated for each year y as follows:
(i) Randomly generate ky , representing the total number of ﬁsh sampled from the caught portion
of the population for collection of biological information (Table 3.2);
(ii) Simulate the numbers at age, fkyagAa=0, in the biological sample of year y by randomly
generating a sample from
ky1; : : : ; kyAjky  Multinomial
(
ky ; fP
C
y (ajCy )g
A
a=0
)
(A.1)
where,
∑A
a=0 kya = ky and, as mentioned before, P
C
y (ajCy ) =
Cya∑A
a=0 Cya
, denotes the proba-
bility that a ﬁsh sampled at random from the caught population is of age a, given that the
age composition of the catch is Cy ;
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(iii) Generate the length-classes of the kya ﬁsh of age a in the simulated biological sample in
accordance to the multinomial model
ky1a; : : : ; kyLajkya  Multinomial
(
kya; fP
C
y (l ja)g
L
l=1
)
(A.2)
where PCy (l ja), the probability that a ﬁsh sampled at random from the catch of age a is of
length-class l , is speciﬁed in Equation (3.27). Perform this step for ages a = 0; : : : ; A to
get the length composition within each group of kya ﬁsh of age a in the biological sample.
Parameters , 0 and 4 deﬁning the mean log(length)-at-age Ca , and precision parameter
 C were set to values obtained in preliminary analysis applied to real data (Table 3.2);
(iv) For each length-class l = 1; : : : ; L, simulate the body weights of the ky la ﬁsh through the
probability model of weight given length-class as speciﬁed in equation (3.16). Perform this
step for each age a = 0; : : : ; A, in order to get sets of age, length-class and weight data for
each of the ky sampled ﬁsh, i.e. (ay j ; ly j ; wy j); for j = 1; : : : ; ky . Parameters y , y and ﬁy
are set to values obtained from preliminary analysis with real data (Table 3.2);
(v) If simulating sample from a Spanish harbour in all years or from a Portuguese harbour in
years 2001 or earlier,
(a) Select the ky simulated pairs of weight and length-class data to obtain the ﬁrst subset
of simulated biological data: f(ly j ; wy j); for j = 1; : : : ; kyg;
(b) Simulate the length-stratiﬁed subsampling process for age determination, i.e. count
the number of ﬁsh of length-class l , ky l , and randomly select a ﬁxed number kmax of
ﬁsh if ky l > kmax. Repeat this last step for length-classes l = 1; : : : ; L to get the
second subset of simulated biological data f(ay i jly i); for i = 1; : : : ; myg, where my is
the total number of ﬁsh selected after the length-stratiﬁed subsampling process.
(vi) If simulating sample from a Portuguese harbour in years after 2002,
(a) Simulate a length-stratiﬁed subsampling of the ky ﬁsh, as described above in step
(v)-(b) and for equal kmax, from which a data subset with my ﬁsh is produced;
(b) Select weight and age data of the my ﬁsh to obtain the simulated weight- and age-at-
length-class data f(ay i ; wy i jly j); for i = 1; : : : ; myg.
A.1.3 Simulation of length frequency catch data
Length frequency data from ﬁshing trips t = 1; : : : ; Ty were simulated for each year y as follows
(i) Randomly generate Ty , the total number of ﬁshing trips selected for length sampling in year
y , and ny1; : : : ; nyTy , the numbers of ﬁsh selected from each sampled trip t (Table 3.2);
(ii) For t = 1; : : : ; Ty , generate the age-speciﬁc random eﬀect associated with trip t in year
y , Syt1; : : : ; SytA, by taking one draw from the A-variate normal distribution with mean
vector CARyt = (
CAR
yt1 ; : : : ; 
CAR
ytA ), and covariance matrix 
CAR, as speciﬁed in Section
3.4.1. Parameters  and  were ﬁxed to values obtained in preliminary analysis of real data
(Table 3.2);
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(iii) Given nyt , generate the length frequency in sample from trip t, i.e. (nyt1; : : : ; nytL), by taking
one draw from the multinomial model deﬁned in Equation (3.6). Values for parameters ,
0, 4 and  C , deﬁning the probability PCy (l ja), are presented in Table 3.2;
(iv) Perform steps (ii) and (iii) for each of the Ty sampled trips.
A.1.4 Simulation of total catch in weight data
The total catch in weight in each year y , Wy , was simulated according to the following steps
(i) For l = 1; : : : ; L and a = 0; : : : ; A, simulate the probability of length-class given age in the
catch of year y through Equation (3.27) by setting growth parameters , 0, 4 and  C to
the values presented in Table 3.2;
(ii) For l = 1; : : : ; L, compute the simulated expected value and variance of weight given length
in the catch of year y through Equations (3.26) by ﬁxing parameters y , y and ﬁy to the
values in Table 3.2;
(iii) For a = 0; : : : ; A, and combining the variables simulated in the previous two steps, calculate
the expected value and variance of weight-given-age in the catch of year y according to
Equations (3.24) and (3.25);
(iv) Finally, using the previously simulated catch numbers at age in year y , generate the total
catch in year y by drawing a random sample from the normal distribution speciﬁed in Equation
(3.22).
A.1.5 Simulation of indices of abundance
The acoustic indices of abundance at age in year y from survey S, ISya, were simulated by taking
random draws from the probability model speciﬁed by Equation (3.29), for a = amin; : : : ; A.
Catchability-at-age parameters of each survey, i.e. qPSa ; q
PF
a ; q
SS
a were set to the point estimates
presented by the 2006 ICES working group for the Iberian sardine stock assessment (ICES, 2006a).
Furthermore, the variance parameter  was set to the same known value used for the estimation
process. All values applied in the simulation of ISya are presented in Table 3.2.
A.2 Data-generating model for Chapter 4
A.2.1 Simulation of population processes
The simulation of population dynamics processes followed the same procedure described in Section
A.1.1 and for the same number of years, i.e. for Y = 10. Furthermore, data-generating parameter
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values took the same as the ones presented in Table 3.2.
A.2.2 Simulation of length frequency samples and length-stratiﬁed biological sub-
samples
Length frequency data from ﬁshing trips t = 1; : : : ; Ty were simulated for each year y as follows
(i) Randomly generate Ty , the total number of ﬁshing trips selected for length and biological
sampling in year y , from the uniform distribution speciﬁed in Table 4.2;
(ii) Randomly generate ny1; : : : ; nyTy , i.e. the numbers of ﬁsh selected from each sampled trip
t (Table 4.2);
(iii) For t = 1; : : : ; Ty , generate the age-speciﬁc random eﬀect associated with each trip t in
year y , Syt1; : : : ; SytA, by taking one draw from the A-variate normal distribution with mean
vector CARyt = (
CAR
yt1 ; : : : ; 
CAR
ytA ), and covariance matrix 
CAR, as speciﬁed in Section
3.4.1. In contrast with the equivalent step in Section A.1.3, here parameters  and  were
set to values producing a weaker within-trip age correlation eﬀect ( = 0:5;  = 0:2 ). As
explained in Section 4.2.1, this was necessary to allow the comparison between the diﬀerent
methodological approaches employed in the study.
(iv) Given nyt , generate the length frequency in sample from trip t, i.e. (nyt1; : : : ; nytL), by taking
one draw from the multinomial model deﬁned in Equation (3.6). Values for parameters ,
0, 4 and  C , deﬁning the probability PCy (l ja) (Equation (3.27)), are presented in Table
3.2;
(v) Generate the body weights of the nytl ﬁsh in each length-class l = 1; : : : ; L of sampled
trip t, i.e. wyti jlyti ; i = 1; : : : ; nytl , according to the lognormal distribution of weight given
length-class as speciﬁed in (3.16), and by setting parameters y , y and ﬁy to the values
presented in Table 3.2;
(vi) Simulate the length-stratiﬁcation subsampling process for ages by setting the number of ﬁsh
sampled for biological information within each length-class of sampled trip t, i.e. myt1; : : : ; mytL
where mytl = min(nytl ; kmax), where here kmax = 20;
(vii) For each length-class l = 1; : : : ; L, and given mytl , generate the age distribution of ﬁsh of
length-class l caught in trip t, by taking one draw from the multinomial model deﬁned by
Equation 4.20.
(viii) Perform steps (iv) to (vii) for each of the Ty sampled ﬁshing trips.
A.2.3 Simulation of sampled weight and total catch in weight in sampled trips
The total weight of sampled ﬁsh wyt and the total catch in weight Wyt of each t = 1; : : : ; Ty
sampled trip in year y was generated as fallows:
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(i) From the individual weights at length-class wyti jlyti generated in step (v) of previous Section
A.2.2, compute the sampled weight in each length-class, wytl =
∑nytl
i=1 wyti , followed by the
total sampled weight from trip t is derived wyt =
∑L
l=1 wytl ;
(ii) Generate the total catch in weight in trip t from Wyt = wyt=byt , where byt represents the
proportion of the total catch in weight taken for sampling, and was generated from the
uniform distribution U(1 10 5; 1 10 4).
A.2.4 Simulation of total catch in weight data and indices of abundance at age
Total catch in weight in each year, Wy , and annual indices of abundance at age from the three
acoustic surveys, ISPya ; I
FP
ya and I
SS
ya , were generated following the same procedures described in
Sections A.1.4 and A.1.5, respectively.
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